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The Red Kettle

DECISION WITHIN TEN DAYS

Special
Sunday
Evening

As To What Will Be Done About Replacing
Rockport's Bridge

Service
PRESENTING A

Program of Christmas Music
BV THE

Rockland High Glee Clubs
Under thc Direction of Mrs. Ruth Sanborn

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
December 15,1946—7.30 O’clock

Firs Selectman Arthur Walker of
Rockport, queried this morning by
The Courier-Gazette on the pros
pects of a new bridge in Rockport
to replace the Goose River bridge
knocked down two weeks ago by a
heavily laden truck, stated that
State engineers are still conducting
a survey of the old location and al
so that of a possible new site.
No plans have a6 yet been sub
mitted to the State Highway De-,
partment in Augusta for approval.
However, it is possible that the
new bridge may cross the river
about 50 feet toward the harbor
from the old site which will allow
<5 it to more nearly line up with the
main street of the village.
A decision as to location and

]

Offering will be received for tlie Glee Club Fund to purchase
tickets to the Community Concerts.

9

type of bridge is expected within
10 days. Whether the new crossing
will be a single steel span as be
fore. an earth fill or a concrete
causeway built on cement piers is
yet undecided.
Earl C. Marden, North Haven
RiFJ>. driver and mail carrier was
fined $100 and costs of $20.75 in
Rockland Municipal Court Wednes
day morning on charges of drunk
en driving The arresting officer
was town constable Norman L.
Morrisson who stated that the of
fense took place on the town high
way’ between Sleepy Hollow and
North Haven Village.
Subscribe to The Courier-Onxett*

Major A. Thompson of the local
Salvation Army Corps, wishes to
announce, through the medium ot
this paper, that beg.nning Satur
day the familiar red kettle with its
smiling Salvation Army lassies will
be seen on the streets of Rockland.
With the approaching of the
Christmas season, the Salvation
Army once agains beg.ns its special
effort and urges all who pass by
the familiar kettles, to stop and
drop into th'm out of the abun
dance of their hearts.
All that is given will be deeply
appreciated toy Major Thompson
and his staff of workers and aJl
who give can be assured that their
money will toe put to good use.

Moran Steps Down

SOUTHWORTH TRUCK-LOADER

Hot Dogs
Hamburgers
Doughnuts and Coffee

MONDAY, DECEMBER 9, AT 3.00 P. M.
Doe Sand Pit on Old County Road

AT

NOTE:

JACK’S PLACE

See Mr. Minore at the Rockland Hotel, Monday evening

for details and sales rights.

Winter Street, Opp. Fireproof Garage
AND

EAT IN COMFORT

LEAGUE BASKETBALL

We are now warm and snug’ inside tin former Bon Perry Service

Station—Stools cr Curb Service.

THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL GYM

Hours Week Bays 8.15 to 6.15

FRIDAY, DEC. 6, AT 7.30 P. M.

Closed Sundays

Thomaston High School
vs.

Waldoboro High School

Chris’1

-

97-88

'

Mr. Cunha of Brunswick are also,
interested in running fights here I
and have made application to the
commission as well.
City Clerk Gerald U Margeson
reports tliat as yet not application
has been made to the City Council
for a license to stage boxing ex
hibitions here.
F.re Chief Van E Russell states
that all fire department rules lor
public safety must be observed to
the letter by Community Building
authorities at the fights and tnat
he will place firemen at the fights
to insure that all exists are clear
and that there is no smoking in t he
hall.
Chief of Police Linscott has ar
ranged with Cunha to have a force
of four police officers at all fights
and plans to attend himself to
supeivLse his officers.

America* GemSotklq

£

SHAVING LOTION
MEN'S TALC
COLOGNE
SHAVING SOAP

$6.00

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

BEANO AT OUR NEW LOCATION

If I had my life to five again 1
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week
The less of these
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charle*
Darwin
THE SEA
The sea! the sea! the open sea!
The blue, the fresh, the ever free!
Without a mark, without a bound.
It runneth the earth's wide regions
round;
It plays with the clouds fit mocks the
skies;
Or like a cradled creature lies.
I'm on the sea! I’m on the sea!
I am where I would ever be;
With the blue above, and the blue
below,
And 6ilence whereso’er I go;
If a storm should come and awake
the deep.
What matter? I shall ride and sleep.
■----- Bryan Waller Procter.

CLEAN SPACIOUS ROOM

$4.50

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
7.45
TWO CENTS A GAME

*9.

Special Games Prizes
MERCHANDISE VALUES UP TO $5.00

TRAVELER

• .

tf

$5.00
prK.i lax must o. oooea

tf

I
fi

A fine emblem is a welccnr.e gift,
an enjoyable purchase. And these
particular emblem rings are
stunning! They are correctly
proportioned, and made with ti ue
jeweler’s craftsmanship. Come in
to choose one, now!

ROCKLAND

Maine

THOMASTON DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
WAYNE DRINKWATER and His 12-Piece Band
Featuring George Huntley, Vocalist
Bancing 9 to 12—Admission 58c plus tax
Bus Connections After the Dance
AUSPICES AMERICAN LEGION

86-F-tf

Maine’s Finer Store
for Diamonds,
IF atches and Silver
For Over Fifty Years
Budget Terms Arranged

fi

91-TAF-tf

lllllllllllllllllll
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NATIVE EGGS WANTED

Der trile of a senshury is comin
in der nex week or tu tuh dis
pritty littul burg called Rockland.
Instead o’ holdin dese Speshul
Seshuns in our small Rockiand
Cort Howse der cases wull be
tried in der cummodius quarters
dat wull soon be orcapied by der
noo Windsor House Palm Kocrr
at 12 Moytul Street. That old
busybody. Uncle Ben, will be der
judge and dose culprits wull be a
hunch o’ der bestus Italian
Spaghetti cookers in dis part o'
Maine. As dese cookers preepair
their evidence of wat dey tink is
gude in Italian Spaghetti, Uncle
Ben wull test der rezult an der
best man wull be free tuh continyu preepairin dal delectable
fude dat Italian Spaghetti lovers
crave fur. Der udder cookers o
'rile wull be banished tuh parts
unknown as Uncle Ben wants
nly der bestus tuh rater tuh dose
Rockland pcepul who apprechiatr
gude fudc, So-o-o-o, if yer see
Uncle Ben strollin down Main
Street wid wat looks like a nu
crop o’ whiskers, tink nuddin of
it, as perhaps he has just founr1
dat tasty dish o’ Italian Spaghetti
he has bin lookin fur an dove in
’•ed first tuh giv it a closer test
Gude Italian Spaghetti is like a
gude licker. It must hav taste
aroamer and bokay. A gang of
men are now at wurk transformin
der Dinin Room o’ der Windsor
House in tuh a place o’ beutty
Speshul booths are bein installed
an der decorashuus are firepruf
as well as beauttyful. If der fel
ler who traded his heritage fur
a mess o’ pottidge a cuppui o
vears ago, or was it a cuppui o'
tousand vears ago. could erm
back tuh Rockland he wud problv
want tuh trade dat same old
birthright fur a secon helpin e'
dat tasty Italian Spaghetti witch
wull be der speshulty o’ Rock
land’s newest dinin place, der
Windsor House Palm Room,
witch wull be opin soon. Watch
vur local noospapurs fur der
Summons dat wull call yuh tuh
der fude wid der taste aopeel
Rea) honest tuh gudenesn, Italian

Spaghetti. Hupin tuh see yuh on
de bench soon.

SWIFT & CO.

,

WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST A. L,
28-F-tf

J

UNCLE BEN.

TEL ROCKLAND 673
tf

S Jewelers
TOUB JEWELER FOR OVER 50 VEARS

Tt-tt

lllllllllllllllllll

P. S.—Any feller or gude girl
cooker of real Italian Spaghetti
who wishes tuh submit evidence
o’ their ability in preepairing dis
tasty dish can* do so by telephon in
Rockland 670 fur details.

BILLFOLD LOST
REWARD!
A ladv’s Blue Buckskin Billfold
lost Friday in Camden or near
the bridge in Rockport Village.
Contained sum of money, card,
etc. Generous reward to finder.

MRS. L. T. ROGERS
13 Claremont St. Rockiand, Me.
Telephone 1432

98* lt

Christmas every day in the years to come is
possible through the lasting gifts of quality jewelry.
Our stocks are complete and we cordially invite you
to inspect our goods and choose gifts at your leisure.

CHRISTMAS BALL
UNION H. S. GYMNASIUM
FRIDAY. DEC. 13
Semi-Formal
Music Bv

WAYNE DRINKWATER
98-99

We have plenty of high grade watches, na
tionally advertised.

DANCE

We suggest that you look over our silver—
beautiful sets and individual pieces.

Masonic Assembly

Our rings and jewelry line is complete and at
tractive.
This store has always been held in high esteem
for its quality diamonds. We handle only the best.

Patronize the store that has served you with
honesty and faithfulness for almost three quarters
of a century.

Yaws trooly,

NO CHARGE FOR EMPTY CASES

Attendance At Last Meeting
Included 10 From Junior
Women's Club

The Methebesec Club met Friday
n ght at the Universalist vestry
with a large attendance of mem
bers and guests present. Mrs.
H. P. Blodgett, president presided,
ing that he will not toe a candidate I The boxing -bouts at the Com
and introduced Mrs Philip Corey,
for the position in the second City
President of the Maine Federation
Council und r the Council-Mana munity Building, scheduled to
of Women’s Club, and Mrs. Ohesstart next Tuesday, have been
ger form of government.
er Clark, District Director, each
According to Mr. Moran, he be postponed indefinitely pending de
making brief remarks
lieves that .the chairmanship of cisions of the Maine State Boxing
There were 10 members of the
the .board should not stay in the
Junior Women’s Club present as
hands of one person from Council Commission.
Community Building committee
guests of the Club.
to Couneil but should change by
The National Anthem of the
vote of the board with each in chairman Henry iMarsh believes
USSR was played toy Mrs. John
coming Council. He -will rema n as tliat plans willtoe completed so as
Smith Lowe and Mrs. Irene Wal
a member of tthe Council for tlie to allow them to start shortly after
ker.
remaining: tiwo years of his three Christmas holidays with some of
The book “Talks about Russia
year term for which he was elected the best fighters available being
with Masha Scott" toy Pearl 6.
one year ago but w.U act as a on the weekly cards.
It Ls apparent that interests
Buck, was reviewed in a very in
me 1 bar only
The New Council forms officially other than those represented by Subscribe to The Couner-Gazette teresting manner by Dr. John
Smith Lowe. In his introduction.
Dec. 16 at which time Osgood A.
Dr. Lowe said, “The author wanted
G l'cert will enter a full three-year
to see Russia through the eyes of
term to which he was elected last
a Russian.
Monday in the Muncipal elections.
THE SENIOR CLASS
Masha, the Russian wife of the
American correspondent John Scott,
Knox County has joined with
I
OF
now lives in New York, so she was
other Maine counties Jn choosing a
called in by Pearl Buck to answer
name for the new 6C acre blueberry
experimental station ba ng operat- [
questions on the new Russia.
Masha told her story so well that
ed by the State near Jonesboro.
PRESENTS
her family ,their neighbors, the
The Knox County Committee con
sist ng of County Agent' Wentworkers on the col’ective farm es
worih, County Club Aaent Mrs.1
tablished in the village in Which
Boana Shibles, Home Demons'rashe spent her childhood, all came
A COMEDY IN THREE ACTS
thoroughly alive. “It is Masha her
tion Agent Miss Priscilla Moore,
self, however, who stands out most
former 4-H Club Agent, Mrs. Ruth
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
Clark W ggin
and John M. 1
appealingly against this back
ground. Dr Lowe asked the ques
R chardson of The Cour.er-Gazette
DECEMBER 5 and 6
tions and -answered them in a
have selected their entries and
most entertaining manner.
-------- J*--8.15 P. M.
sent them in for final judging.
In closing Mrs. Blodgett spoke of
other books on Russia which she
had read, all of which can be
borrowed from the Public Library.

*s

SHAVING LOTION
MEN'S TALC
COLOGNE

To oil

Methebesec Club

“EVER SINCE EVE”

Registered Jeweler

SHAVING LOTION
COLOGNE
MEN'S TALC

About to enter his home on
Lindsey street Tuesday night, Frank
H. Ingraham slipped on the steps
and fell backward onto the concrete
walk.
He was taken to Knox Hospital,
where the attending surgeon Dr. F.
F. Brown. Sr., said that an x-ray
examination revealed a fractured
skull
Mr. Ingraham has never regained
consciousness and the word from
the hospital just as The CourierGazette went to press was that his
condition "remained unchanged.”

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

Admission 50c Ind. Tax

IA*®'

The general, hardware building of items in the building ship
supply sporting goods store and chandlery trades as well as furni
ture. In his spare time, the pro
barber shop of S E. Prior in prietor found time to cut the hair
Friendship was damaged to the of his ne ghtoors in a barber shop
extent of an estimated $20,000 by set in the corner of the establish
ment.
fire early yesterday morning.
It is understood that Mr Prior
Firemen were called from Waldoboro and Rockland to aid the; will rebuild as soon as materials
Friendship department, drawing are available.
The call for assistance was re
water from a town reservoir which
was built a few yars ago by citi ceived by the Rockland department
zens who anticipated just such an at 150 a. m., the run being made
to Friendship in 34 minutes with
emergency.
Fire Chief Van E. Rusesll esti Chief Russell. Wesley Knights,
mated the building loss at about Clarence Hooper, George Brackett.
30 percent of total value and about Wallace Vinal. Fred Ingerson and
John Robishaw making up the
90 percent loss on the stock.
The store carried a w.de variety crew.

Will Remain In the Council
But Not As Its Chairman Postponed Until After the
Holidays At Least—Other
Edward C. iMoran, for the past
year chairman of the Rock.and
Interests Working
C.ty Council, indicated this morn

OF THE

Condition Critical

Fought By Three Departments

Boxing Bouts Off

EAT THE VERY BEST

Saturdays 8.15 to Midnight.

FRIENDSHIP HAS BAD FIRE

Number 98

Again Invites Your Attention
Frank H. Ingraham Suffering
For Salvation Army
From Fractured Skull.
S. E. Prior’s Store. Badly Damaged—Blaze
Christmas
Due To a Fall

a

PUBLIC DEMONSTRATION

Volume 101

TWELVE PAGES

FRIDAY
ISSUE

- • ! C. E. MORSE '
JEWELER

344 MAIN ST. Opp. Strand Theatre

\

Rockland Masonic Temple

THURSDAY, DEC. 12
8.30 P. M.
AU Masons and friends cordially
invited
All who are not solicited, please
bring sandwiches 98-99

RUMMAGE SALE
Saturday, Dec. 7
9.30 A. M.

I

ROCKLAND

88-99

AMERICAN LEGION HALL
97-98
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[EDITORIAL]

TWICE-A-WEEK

ONE THING LEWIS HAS DONE

Book Review
K S. F.

“A Grandma. For Christmas.
By Alta Halverson Seymour. The
Westminster Press, Philadelphia
Christmas in every part of the
world is enchanting to alive hearts
and minds; but ln the land where
the stars shine all day long It gives
spirit and thrill to this old world's
unhurried charm of Yuletide. And
It Is great fun to study the cus
toms of different countries.
There is great stir and bustle of
preparation for a number of days
spent in holiday searching for
cooking and gifts.
Everyone has some part in the
Christmas work and joy of the
event.
This book chances to be the story
of a Norway Christmas, and the
author's father was born there
She makes the realistic hours and
days rich in adventure. This is
the story of one family. The Ro
lands have a real family party for
their Christmas. The story is told
with charm, and what is more there
are given on the inside cover a
list of Norwegian cookies and cakes
for this festive season and they are
all excellent. Look for •’Grand'
ma.”
—Kathleen 8. Fuller.

GRANGE CORNER
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Junior Women’s Club

We don’t pretend to know much about the ins and out of
the John L. Lewis case, except (to share the common belief
that to have it possible for one man to dictate the industrial
affairs of the whole nation, and to plunge it into near ruin is
not only an absurdity but a crime. A communication from
John Mulloy, published in another column of this paper, rises
to the defense of the labor leader, in part, by calling attention
to what he has accomplished for the coal mines. We have
always felt that if any class ci labor is entitled to fancy wages,
and improved) working conditions, that class should be the
ccal miner. Doomed to spend all of*his days a mile or so be
neath the surface of the earth, working amid conditions which
spell constant peril, and1 then to spend his rest'ul hours in
surroundings which were focmeily described as little better
than hovels, the man who makes it possible for us to keep
waren in Winter, and to make the wheels of industry hum, is
entitled to solicitous consideration. If Jchn L. Lewis is the
man who has brought about a betterment of the miners’ condi
tions, score one in his favor. The Lord knows he needs some
thing to help offset the direful situation which he has created.

WINTER’S LAMENT—SO FAR
That one day of real Winter which we experienced Mon
day was sufficient to remind us of what we have been escaping
through the medium of a period which we are always pleased
to refer to as Indian Summer. We have drawn up to the sixth
day of December singularly favored, and we must new be pre
pared to face the rigors of what some prophets have been
promising os an “old fashioned Winter." To be truly cld fash
ioned there will presently be drifts over the tops of which we
cannot see, coupled with more blizzards and sub-zero tem
peratures. Such Winters we had in the boyhood of the present
writer, but which have since come only at long intervals. Two
things are well to remember—inside of a few weeks tlie sun
will be climbing higher, and we can be looking toward that
comer, around which Spring lies. And—not so happy is this
reflection—the 16 weeks which earmark any well regulated
Winter have come and gone almost before we know it.

Has a Most Successful Christ Has a Busy Night and First
mas Meeting—Five Await
Nominations Of Officers
Membership
Is Made
Junior Women’s Club held its Despite the severe cold weather
Christmas meeting Monday night the meting of Ruth Mayhew Tent
at the home of Mrs. Litza Varda- Monday night was well attended,
voulis. Mrs. Thelma Parsons, v ce Supper was served with Ada Paypresident. ably directed in the eb- son, chairman, assisted by members
sence of the president.
Carrie House senior v ce president.
At the business session it was called the meeting to erder in rhe
heartily voted to “adopt” a family absence of the president, Priscilla
in war-devastated Greece, and this Smith.
Inez Packard was reported ill and
week members will leave articles of
wool and leather with Mrs. Varda- El zabeth Murray reported at home
voulis, who will pack and send and improving.
The “Memorial Marker," is still
this first worthy donation.
A concise and interesting report a topic of discuss on and all mem
of the meeting with the Methebesec bers are looking forward w th pride
Club last Friday was given by Mrs. to the day our dreams will be real
Virginia Stoddard; and Mrs. Par
sons glowingly described the pleas as part of the program in Damaris
ant visit to the Twin Village Jun cotta.
Their selection, suberly
ior Women's Club in Demat isco’.ta, rendered, was Schubert’s “The
iast week
Overture’’ from Rosamunde.
Color books and crayons were
The guest speaker. Rev. Hubert
brought by each member and Mrs. F. Leach of Thomaston, chose the
Madlene Jackson will send these to old
and wonderful “Christmas
the Home for Little Wanderers for Carol” by Dickens to read arid
Christmas. Any absent members comment upon. Saying, "It is a
desiring to give books and crayons story that should be read every
mav contact Mrs Jackson.
Christmas," he proceeded to in
Five names were voted onto the trigue hlslisteners with h's unique
waiting list, although no vacancies reading and explanations of this
exist in the club at present.
touching story .Rev leach was
The Christmas program had as born in London, and was the more
its first and always welcome par- qualified to put his subject across,
ticipant, Mrs. Ruth Hoch, who ln| The refreshment table was lovely
her splendid voice sang, by request, with its centerpiece of red cama‘ff, Holy Night," and concluded i tions and white pompoms, flanked
with “Silent Night.-* Mias Dorothy by tapers, and the tasty lunch was
Lawry and Mrs. Vardavoul s re- j greatly enjoyed. Mrs. Vardavoul.s
peated, to the delight of all, the was assisted by
Miss Dorothy
duet they had so (beautifully played Lawry and Miss Marion Ginn

ized A Christmas tree was planned
for our next meeting, Dec. 16, each
member to furnish an inexpensive
gift. All e Blackington drew the
“mystery." Lizzie French extended
an invitation to members of the
Tent to meet with her Monday

p°bterhooseFED

-

PHOTO HISTORY OF
WORLD WAR II
Sample Shown on Request

members, to be sold, to help In
crease the Tent funds. First nomi
nation cf officers was held and all
candidates are urged to be present
Dec. 16 for elect cn.

night. Dec. 9 In her apartment at
the Bicknell blefck, Main street,
There will be a supper at the next
meeting and members are asked
to be at the hall in the afternoon,
A crocheted chair seat was generously donated by one of the

Read The Courier-Gazette

SJEA KS,
(or)
ROAST?

' J

Visit Clinten F. Thomas op
trist, for a pair of good glas
Old County Road, Rocklan
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p m
day, Wednesday and Sati
Phone 590- City.

SMOKED PlcEcsHOUlWR

fowlL
ROAST

rib

set-

«49c

POUNDS

JUNK WANTED
OF ALL KINDS

LB ^5®

short cur

HamburgROAST
’""..:^’

LB 53®
" 49'

vz'ah°n

ten"7

(or

Scrap Iron, Metals. R;
Paper
WE ARE PAYING TOP Pit I

A4!/

DAVID SHAFTER
15 Rockland St. Rockland
TELS. 888-W or 888-lt

SMOKED fillets
i»29c
22® F’llets
ETS
e5'
’
ES
'
»
NAKE FILLETS SXlNlESS i»3S'
rR£SH CUT

SAVE

fa:

or was£Om SXCeSS

SUBSCRIPTION
HEADQUARTEF

l.29'

ALL MAGA7INES
PUBLISHERS' REP.

used FATS

STATE NEWS COMPAl

■

I
I

FfitCrt,

A

COFFIN’S
Our shop is filled with literally hundreds of
practical attractive gifts for men and boys—We
invite you to come in and see for yourselves.

;■;»?

Donuts
"s ““
Dreskfast^ ,?29'

c»ffee Cake
St“«ing

Eld

31‘

""^02 LOA,

Call

Our Christmas sales are beautifully wrapped
in holiday boxes or paper.

FRED E. HARDEN
“The Magazine Man"
TEL. 35-W
ROCKLAND. ME.

NAVY SURPLUS
SPECIALS

FINGER TIP COATS
Hr boys, pile lined

Ig1

JUNK WANTEE
ALL KINDS
METALS. SCRAP IR0|
RAGS

MORRIS GORDON & S|

Strictly Fresh Native Grade "A"

LARGE A EC MEDIUM
dozen
dozen

Ou

C J|C
OH

Wended G^EFRUiTa 2N° 2 2oc
>/ed«/ee VERY QUARj

From Nearby Farms

RNf

FIRST CLASS CARPENTER
WORK WANTED
Go Anywhere Between Warren
and Camden
Tel. Thomaston 116-12
or
Tel. Camden 2549

25-

Dropsfruit

GENUINE BARGAINS!

CARPENTRY!

Dec 11—Rockport High Sch<
• Mrs Tubbs of 8hkntytown.
Hall
Dec IS—Tbomaaton: Pai
er Association meets at Hlch t
gymnasium.
Dec
12—Bap 1st
Men's
I
(change of date)
Dec 25—Christmas.
Dec 31—Ndw Year’s Eve B
Community Building, benefit /
can Legion.

>

t»85c

urge

TALK OF THE TO1

Toivo Suome’a has been ap
ed agent fcr the Metropolit
suran:e Company and will
signed to the section of Rot
formerly worked by Ediwar
Cobb
Mr Sucmela is atte
the Agency Training Center
Metropolitan at its Home OH
New York City after which h
return to Rockland to take i
now duties.

HAlF

»a»«TfEO-’r'o6CS

Tuesday-Friday

The Rockland Farm Buren
meet Tuesday afternoon with
Harriet Sholes, Old County n

STEER beee

■

PROLONGING THE MISERY

The trial of John L. Lewis on a contempt of court charge
Hope Grange elected Monday as
officers: Master, Elroy Beverage,
brought the ooal czar a fine of $10,000 and to his United Mine
Br.; overseer, William Wright;
Workers a fine of $3,500,000, both of which sentences have
steward, Donald Brownell; chap
been appealed to the U. S. Supreme Court, lt will be interest
lain, Mabel Wright;
lecturer,
ing to note Just what effect the mineiS’ fine will have beyond
Grace Hunt; assistant steward,
increasing the growing hostility between the workers and
Clifton Rabbins; secretary, Ellen
Ludwig; treasurer, Raymond Lud
the government. Meantime the dragging out of the case will
wig; Ceres. Marjorie Beverage; Po
serve to increase universal suffering through the suspension
mona, Olive Noyes; Flora, Andrea
of industries and the day’s wonted activities.
Jones; lady assistant steward, Ber
nice Robbins; gate keeper, Ralph
Hunt; executive committee, Elmer True and John Wilson, Jr., the day at the hall to tack quilts. Dinlatter completing the unfinished ner was served. Plans were made
term of Mr. Beverage. Supper was for a public supper to be held Dec.
served with Raymond Ludwig as 10, with Mrs. Elsie Wilson, chairJUST OFF THE PltESS
chairman.
man. A social hour and card playCOLLIERS
Hope Grange Circle met Thurs- Ing will follow the supper.

A

Ruth Mayhew Tent

Tuesday-Friday

fOTTU

MAYNARD L. CROCKETT

23C

RUSSELL

Ao*’ Voi.
&&rden<i r
ha ve if.
y°V°uJ-

RICHand FLAVORFUL
HALF LB

Rear Miller’s Garage
6 T SL. Rockland. Tel. Hill

Funeral Home

fh

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADV ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANT I
SERVICE

i-Xmosh'"’"

u s

THOMASTON, MAINE

• • - tOUrl ■ ’

*

--

PHONE 701

i

• CLAREMONT STKI I I
ROCKLAND, ME.

64-

LBS

TIRES

LBS

We carry one of the most
complete

passenger

and

truck Tire and Tube stocks

in the State.

No charge for installa

CHED-O-BIT

It’s the little things in life” says wise old St.
Nicholas. “Just think” ses he, “of the hours of solid

PASTEURIZED CHEESE

FOOD

tion.
. N.

MILLER’S GARAGE
DeSoto-Plymouth

NECTAR BRAND

Heavy Tan Poplin outer ma
terial. Some waist jackets with SPECIAL GABARDINES
ribbed wristers and bottoms.
in tan with pile
Others in fleece coat style with Outer material
collar.
pile collars.
Sizes 14 to 20 vears

27-31 RANKIN ST.. ROCKLAND
88Ftf

$15.95 and$ 19.95

WE WILL BUY
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS|

MILLER’S
GARAGE

MEN’S

comfort to be had from one of these colorful has
socks at Burpee’s. They have them in all sizes, styles
and prices.”

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

De SOTO, PLYMOUTH

The Home of Better Furniture”

27-31 RANKIN ST„ ROCKLAND I

98-F-tf|

Established Over 100 Years

TEL. 1520
N. B.—Agent for Philco Radios and
Electric Refrigerators.

361 MAIN ST„

WE HAVE NEW
MOTORS IN STOCK

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO. PLYMOUTH
26-31 RANKIN ST , ROCKLAND
97-98

Many surplus, sturdy, heavy,
warm Pile Lined throughout.
Heavy jungle cloth outer ma
terial.

$n.95

$26.96 _ _

$12.50 '
WOOL MACKINAWS

$16.95_ _ _

ROCKLAND

MEN’S GENUINE

NAVY PEA JACKETS
A cold weather friend

$7.95 to S1CK95
BOYS’ PARKAS

BID NOTICE

gain

DECEMBER 6. 1946

wear.

values

in

winter

Men's

$555-$7.95

$6.95-$11.95

Purchasing Agent.

NIBLETS
’ WHOLE
KERNEL

12 OZ
CAN

15'

SPRY
VtfcET^BlE SHORTENING
LB

JAR

43

3 LB
JAR

1.25

“When Available

LARGE
PKG

37

“When Available"

RINSO

35’

“When Available"'

LIFEBUOY
HEALTH SOAP

THIS STORE WILL BE OPEN WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

TELS. 3*10—1174 M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

t-BS

Md
AND

SILVERBROOK FRESH CREAMERY

Butter

PRINI I

In Best <)u

OCEAN SPRAY

letter!

Cranberry Sauce

16 OZ
CAN

SULTANA BRAND

Fruit Cocktail

2=«21'
“Whan Available"

Family Flour

THIRTY VEARSI
PROMPT AND

MOW/’

NO 2h<
CAN ,

THFRES

SUNNYFIELD

LARGE
PKG

Equipped wtth sprinkler system.
The City ef (Rackland rcssrves the right to reject any or all

a

LBS

BCHS

Atl-PURPOSE GRAN SOAP

4

Funeral Home

one

QUICK SUDS EOR DISHES

One 3 to ton tandem roller to be gasoline powered
either air or water cooled. Over all length to be not
more than 10’
and roiling width not more than 3* 6".
Speeds not less than 2 forward and reverse.

F. D. FARNSWORTH.

pkg

$12.95 to $16.95
WOOL PLAID SHIRTS

Boy8’

BURPEE

OF48UU

IVORY SNOW

Sealed Bids will be received at the Office of Purchasing Agent,
City HaU. Rockland up ta 2:00 P. M. December 11. 1946 (er the
foUvvrih*:.!

bite.

11^oc

Pile and blanket lined.
Sizes 8 to 18 yea’-s

These Navy Surplus items Red and Black, Black and
White, multi-color, plaids and
represent very real bar solid color patterns.

CITY OF ROCKLAND

L3S

DEL MAIZ

BOYS’ PEA COATS

With pure wool red fleece
lining.
Sizes 8 to 18 years

FOR BOYS
Seme
with
hoods, in assorted
MEN’S PARKAS
plaid patterns.
Heavy jungle cloth, heavy duty
Sites 8 to 18 years
coats. Pine Mned.

$25.00______

TO FIT

DeSOTO
DODGE
CHRYSLER
Cars

Foul Weather Coats

TEA BALLS
PKG
OF 16

cabbie

2Oa99‘

A .

Men’s Pile Lined Jackets
and Coats

GBAPEF’f s;;
POnToiT
25

NONE
BETTER!

25 IB
BAG

CHESTfi
TELEPHONE 8-5

A&P BRAND

NO 24 (

Pumpkin

CAN ,

CUSTARD

NO Zh
CAN

MALTEX CEREAL
ruuiiu wiii|iacAih s

PKt
I- Oi
PAGE
PKG
ANN
28 02
PAGl
PKG

Mello-Wheat *’"*
13c
Mello-Wheat
23e
Gold Medal FLOUR BAG8 1.74
Pillsbury Floor BAG 1.74
flute SUNNVHELD 20^ a a.
UalS QUICK or .EGULAR Pur ||C
Oats QUICK or REGu'laR V? 24e
Quaker Oats or r., 2^ 12e
Quaker Oats
27*

22 oz
PKG

C
X1
nnc
Zu

ANOTHa
BUILDERS OF Mq

IN J
We have
Monuil
A nice selq
not

Peanut Butter PL*eTj25 39e
Pancake Flour 20 OZ PKG
*” 10s
NO I
One Pie Sqiasb
CAN 11«
NO i
One Pie Pumpkin CAP 11«
z
A&? Applesauce ND
CAN 18’
Tomato Juice IONA CAN 23s
Tomato Juice IONA CAN 13’
Borax
^17’
Boraxo
2 PKGS 27’

THE GPEAT ATLANTIC A PACIFIC' TEA CO
Wa raaarva right ta limit quantitiai^Mi^riea^uBHc^^marKa^^anfleJ

9 V Mil " "

Tim^y-Fi^y

uesday-Frlday

Members of the Storer-CotlinsHardlng Post American Log on of
Dec
High School play Union have a most Interesting dis
‘ Mrs. Tubbs of 8hkntytown,” at
iwn play In the Russel store window
Hall.
Dc" 12—Thomaston: Par’.i* Teach Which consists of nearly every Di
er Association meet# at High School vision shoulder patch authorized In
gymnasium.
World Wsr 2. The majority came
Dec.
12—Bap 1st
Men's
League
from the uniforms of Post mem
(change of date).
Dec. 25—Christmas.
bers who served with many differ
Dec 31— Now Year's Eve Ball at ent units and In the several, war
Community Building, benefit Ameritheatres.
can Legion.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Ibe sold, to help inlit funds. First nomi[■ers was held and all
ft? urged to be present
Fleet cn.
Courier-Gazette

I

BORN

The Rockland Farm Bureau will
meet Tuesday afternoon with Mrs.
Harriet Sholes, Old County Road.

Strong—At Vew York Dec. 4. to Mr.
*"<1 Mrs, Walter J. Strong, (formerly
of TH^mastori). 8-eon—Jamed Wilbur
’inpklnc—At Vlna’heven Nov. 30; to
Mr. and Mrs Malcolm Hopkins, a een.
Toivo SUome’a has been appo Tit- i Be-ry—At Rockland, to Mr. and Mrs.
ed agent for the Metropolitan In- ' Prank Berry af f .mden (formerly I. la
suran;e Company and will be as-: Thomoson t.f Rockland and Spruce
signed to the section of Rockland Head! a daughter----- Cathy Dc«;

Shitw—-At Vlnai Maternity Boifif.
formerly worked by Edward E. Dec.
4 to Mr and Mrs. Joeefih Shaw
Cobb
Mr. Sucmela is attending (Alice Lind), a daughter—Diane Marie.
the Agency Training Center of the' Rubenstein—At Vtnel
Maternjty
Metropolitan at its Home Office in Home. Dec. 4 to Mr and Mrs Mavnard Rubenstein, a daughter—Carolyn
New York City after which he will Elaine
..... .return to Rockland to lake up his Dudley—At Vinal Maternity Home. ,
Dec. 6 to (Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dudley.
new duties.

|«5

Jr., (nee Mary Nystrotfi) a #6h—Fred
erick Wayne
Menaev—At Kncx Ho®pltftJ . Oct 30.
to Mr and Mrs Bverett A. Mun«»y. a
daughter—Judith Evelyn. (Correction)

Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome
trist. fdr a pair of good glasses. 402
Old County Road. Rockland, Me
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to g p. m.. Mdnday, Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 580- City.
lotf

Scrap Iron, Metals, Rags,
Paper

Inhnvn—At T.’ncolnvllle. Dec. 3.
Mnrrav Osgood Johnson, husband of
•tulla Johnson,, age 58 years. 3 months.
II days. Second funeral service# Fri
day afternoon at Machiasport. Burial
at. Palmer Private Cemetery, Machias
port.
Young—At iLincolnvilie. Dec. 5. Cyrus
Young age 92 years. 3 months. 10 days.
Funeral Sunday at 2 30 o’clock from
Gilbert C Laite Funeral Home.
In
terment ln Milled Comer cemetery.
Lincolnville
Hortoi—At Caznden. Dee. 4. Judith
Ann Horton. InfAnt daughter of Alton
L and Ethel Hayes Horton of Lincoln
ville
Interment ln Mountain View
Cemptery.
Tyler—At Camden. Dec. 6. William
Tyler, husbarid of late Alice W. Tyler,
aye 79 vears. Funeral Monday at 2
o'clock from Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home. Interment In Mountkln View
Cemetery.
Weaver—At Waldoboro. Dec 3. Henry
Frank Weaver, age SS years. Funeral
services Friday at 2 p m. at Flanders
Funeral Home.
Interment in Shu
man Cemetery.

DAVID SHAFTER

SUBSCRIPTION
HEADQUARTERS
ALL MAGA7INFS
PUBLISHERS' REP

STATE NEWS COMPANY

WES!

TO YOU
FROM
*ENS

Wife*, daughters and son

DIED

15 Rockland St. Rockland, Me.
TELS. 888-W or 888 R
07-98

Efir

The Rockland High School
3eriior Class play, ‘Ever Since
street. 'rtie former Don Perry Eve” attained smash hit pro
service station has been renovated portions kt its presentation last
and fitted up for use tty the res night ln the High School aud taurant. It ls warm and comfort toriuta under direction of Alls
able with a counter and stools for ton E. Smith. The final per
customers who do not desire curb formance will be made tenight.
service.
( Full report is of necessity post
poned to the Tuesday issue.
The Sodality of Our Lady of
Lourdes met Sunday With the vide1 E'lzabeth Hex ps tend o? Rokprefect presiding Plans were made lsnd, no# a student at the Univer
for a reception to new candidates
Dec. 8 and for a Christmds perty sity of Ma ne, w.ll have a part m
Dec. 22 Committees for the party the Ma n*-. Mtsque’s production of
wm te: Entertainment, Beverly “Elizabeth the Queen," which will
Brewer, Florence Eagen. Carolyn be presented ln the Little Theater
Chlf-holm. Lana Gattl; refresh on the Maine campus Wednesday
ments. Elizabeth Robishaw, Janette through Saturday evenings. Dec.
l5-corslo, Elizabeth Cart, care 11-1-4. “Elizabeh the Queen,” one
Brlcklby, Jdanne Chisholm: clean of Anderson’s most successful
up, all new feerrbers; decorating. plays, was produced on Broadway
Mdrgaret Eagen, Jacqueline Or spi. by the American Theater Guild in
lortalne Eagen, and Frances the early 33’s. and enjoyed a long
Rdbishaiw.
run. Miss Hempstead w 11 have the
part of a lady-in-waiting to the
Cant Thbmas J Sweeney arrived Queen. She ls the daughter of Rev.
home Tuesday.
and Mks. Alfred G. Hempstead of
Rockland.
IN MEMORIAM

OF ALL KINDS

ie

ift imkmoRiam

In lovlrtg memory of our dear hus
band and fa'her. F. O. Bowes, who
passed away Dec 6. 1939

happy home we once enjoyed
How sweet the memory still.
A

But death has left a loneliness
The world can never fill.
Always ln our thoughts.
98*lt
His wife and ton.

CAltO DP THAMES

This ls to express my sincere thanks
to the many frlenda who sent me
gifts, fruit and card* and those who
caded on me during my stay at Knox
Hospital; also heartfelt and earnest
appreciation to Dr. Jrfmeson and the
nurses at the hospl’Ml
•
Melvin Pendexter.

ICARD OF THANKS
I wl?Xh to express my heartfelt thanks
to. neighbors, relatives and friends for
tha many kindnesses and thoughtful
arts during tha Illness and death of

my husband. ,1 deeply appreciate the
floral offerings aid the use of cars;
also thanks to the Cushing Sunday
The famous fountain pen, “Parker School for the lovely basket of fruit
5!” is in good supply at Daniels «nd to the Sunshine Society of Friend
.
|
Jewelers. Oet yours todav or any ship.
•
Mrs. Sheeman Prior.
business day, because Daniels Is .----------------------C----------------------------------------- F?------------- 1
open Wednesday afternoon-. 79-tf

4
*

Gift for the Home
■HARM CC1 ITS

31

,A-

25-T-tf

JUNK WANTED
ALL KINDS

METALS. SCRAP IRON.
RAGS

At the Studio

Knox County Distributors

TEL. 2572
25 Mountain St., Camden

Sales Service

LANDSCAPES and PORTRAITS

Rear Miller’s Garage
« T SL. Rockland. Tel. 1012-W
72-tf
.. '.
—-w

64-tf

-8S

4

.

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

COMMUNITY HALL
ISPtf

fXPfg/FNC£D
PERSONAL

.• v,.
DIRECTION

JAMES CHAIG
JACKIE -BUTCH” JENKINS

“BOY’S RANCH”
SATURDAY ONLY. DEC.

1

Two Fdll Length Features

SUNSET CARSON

LINDA STIRLING

“THE CHEROKEE

FLASH”
AHo on the program
with

liv

Anita (Louise, Michael Duane
y»'Cm, son- t'
kOCMAN □ -'El 3«O ROCKPORT TIL 1434

Ambulance Service

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

bfic, 8, 9, 10

United Artists Presents
CLAUDE RAINS
VIVIAN LEIGH

lettering and Cleaning

THIRTY YEARS PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
PROMPT AND COURTEOUS SERVICE

CHESTER E. BROOKS

MILK

WARREN. ME.

TELEPHONE 8-5

4D*F*50—52-F-tf

SETTER!

MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

Operas

<
Popular records
White Chrtsttfias, Guy Lombardo
Winter Wonderland,
Guv Lombardo
Coffee Song,
Andrews Sisters
Anniversary Waltz,
Guy Lombardo
The Best Man,
Romo Vincent
Margifc,
Eddie Crfntor
Either It’s Love or It Isn’t
Larry Greene
Wine, Women and Song.
Texas Jim Lewis

“CAESAR AND
CLEOPATRA”

In Best Quality Granite Or Marble

NCNE

In Technicolor
with
Flora Robson, Stewart Granger
WEDNESDAY ONLY, ifEC. 11

EDMUND LOWE
BRENDA JOYCE
Harry Davenport. Bill Severn.
John Litel

STADIUM
BOOTS

ANOTHER YEAR ADDED I

BUILDERS OF MONUMENTS FOR 63 YEARS

btter

PtnrT

IN KNOX COUNTY
We have a number of the best Barre Granite
Monuments in stock to cheese frem.

________ jf Marbles. Seme that
not be replaced before November.

39c

We try to aaUdpate
year requirement* but

02 PKG 10s
Flour 20
aoole^.
quash NC°AN* 11«
umpkin "c°AS M«
esauce ’can 188
rt«A
luice iona 46CANo; ZO
-1

UIC6

ion* Tan

po MULt
TEAM

‘p6k°G?

2 8PKG02

’ •II- r

r ]

Mt ttmee deBveriee from
both the Qnarrtem and
Manufacturers are vee;
disappointing. ■» .,

MMofactartag Ptaat •«
Ea*t Union
Main Office. Thottftotott,
Maine. TeL 1TB

13’

17®

s27®

C TEA CO

A

>

4

BOTH OUR MARKETS ARE LOADED WITH VALUES

SALT PORK PURE LARD
39c

Wm. E. DORNAN
& SON, INC.

NEW LOW
PRICE

ji

Presentation:

“COURAGE OF LASSIE”
In Techhlcolor

Starring
Elizabeth Taylor. Frank Morgan.
TOW Drake, Selena Royle, Harry
Davenport. Morris Ankrum.

and LASSIE

Will be associated with him in the practice of
Osteopathy Starting Nov. 26, at
12 TALBOT AVENUE, TEL. 136

37c

95 96, <V 9«

SMOKED SHOULDERS lb 49c BACON Sliced lb 69c

PORK

FOR ROASTING

CHUCK ROAST lb 39c

FRESH LEAN
lb.

49c

SIRLOIN STEAK lb. 55c

HAMBURG STEAK freshly ground .... .. .. .. . lb. 39c

LAMB

Legs........ lb 39c
Fores .... lb 19c
Rib Chops lb 29c

FLORIDA PINEAPPLE

■
I HAVE THE FOLLOWING

MERCHANDISE FOR SALE
Record Players all Types from $24.50 to $45.00
A complete stock of Radio Receiving Tubes, All Types

Car Aerials, All Styles $3.50 to $7.45
Also Vibrators, Pack Batteries, Batteries for
Portables. <•

ORANGES e 2 doz. 49c

Two Used Console Battery Radios, One Zenieth, One
Philco, Complete with New Batteries, each $25Z)0

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR WHEN Y(fU SHOULD
EAT MORE CITRUS FRUITS

One New Motorola Portable Radio, Complete $49.95

GRAPEFRUIT =■ 5,,r 29c

A few New Electric Table Model Radios,
from $27.75 to $37.45

ONIONS—fancy yellow skin.. .. .. .. .. .. 5 lbs 19c
SHREDDED WHEAT, N. B. C.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. pkg 16c
PEANUT BUTTER 10 oz Tumbler . . . .. .. .. .. jar 23c
B & M SHELL BEANS ...:.. .. .. .. .. No. 2 tin 17c
GOLD MEDAL or PILLSBURY’S FLOUR
.
. !’................. Dii. ■ ■ 25 ,b- ha9 S1-74
SPAGAGHETTI DINNER complete with cheese
.•............................................ s............................ pkg 23c
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. tin 10c

W. H. EMERY, RADIO SERVICE
260 MAIN STREET

CALL 590-W

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------FRESH NATIVE SCALLOPS ARE IN THE MARKET

IWMZ

/I -

5o\LX°u
ftSP'J/C* There are packs, and parks, and packs of bigger and better
ChiFstmas Gift Values for everyone at' the MAIN STREET HARD
WARE CO.—and there are variety and savings in every single
pack—GIFTS fof eVeryorie in the family and, of course, plenty
of toys for the kiddles, too. Make the MAIN STREET HARD
WARE CO. the first stop on your shopping list and be sure of
complete satisfaction and savings.

THE NEW 1MFROVED

•

WOMEN

ZIPPER $10.95

Tw* PUtt Length Features
CHARLES STARRETT as
“THE DURANGO KID”

LACE $9.95

and SMILEY BURNETTE

“TERROR TRAIL”
Afro on the program

“DING DONG
WILLIAMS”
Mth
Glenn Vernon. Marcia MfcCulre

BETTY BREWER

BIG CHIEF

TABLE PROTECTOR
MATS

ARCHERY SET

Beautiful assorted designs.

Hardwood bow, 3 arrows with
suction cups and full head dress.

Setbf3 59c

Complete Set 98c

Heat resistant — Washable.

SATURDAY ONLY, DEC. 14

I—!?

DR. R. J. MEEHAN

' $22.50

THURS.. FRI., DEC. 12, 13

" .

Or. E. L. Scarlott announces that

New Improved: A complete Portable Power Workshop for
Mechanics and Hobbyists.
Complete Kit—Special—

“THE ENCHANTED
FOREST”_
. M-G-M

ANNOUNCEMENT

ARMOUR’S STAR

SWIFT’S
PICKLE BARREL CURE

CASCO ELECTRI-CRAFT

in

Filmed Entirely in Color

ft

PERRYS

wi **

MONUMENTS
AND MARKERS
•»

WES

MAINE MUSIC CO..

CLASSICAL ALBUMS
Lily Pons Waltz Album
La Boheme .Act IV
POPULAR ALBUMS
Garry Mwrt, CilltaPe Comer
Familiar Waltzes from Favorite

with
Dorothy Patrick, Ray Collins

“PERSONALITY KID”

TELS. 300—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

THE MUSIC BOX

TONIGHT FRIDAY, DEC. 6

•f individually
planned cervices.

BURPEE
Funeral Home

T

*

•

Farm Bureau Notes

Benefit

THE BUILDING FUND

EVENING SHOWS 8 O’CLOCK
Saturday Night Shew* at
6.30 and 8-«
Matinee* Saturday 2.30, Seaday
at 3.00 P. M.

;

Popular Prices!

.

theatre

SKIPPY HOMEIER

SPRUCE HEAD
Good Music!

Lodge I. O. O. F.

WALDO

DANCING.

-

r

SALE STARTS AT 2.00 P. M.
. i <J,
SUPPER, 6.00 TO 8.00 P. M.

Mystic Rebekahs and Warren

4:30 P. M. Adm. 35c and 50c tax tact.
_________ » ,
, . , . ' ISPtf

j

SATURDAY, BEC; 7
Odd Fellows Hall
WARREN

Auspices

So. Cushing Grange Hall

PHONE 701

THURSDAY. DEC. 12
White Elephant Table, Grabs
Beano
Sale 3 P. M.—Supper 5 to 6.30
Price 60c

(BAKED BEANS) 75c

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

0 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

South Cushing Grange Hall

ELIOT P. BEVERIDGE

DANCE

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

'

Rockland’s oldest continuously
operated troop. No, 20G, sponsored.
by the Methodist Church, 'Will cele
brate Its 21st birthday next Mon
day. its faithful leader through' Local Farm Bureau groups will
most of these years has been Har be holding planning meetings soon
old W. Whitehill. At present, it Is' and scheduling their 1047 meetings.
also the largest troop in town,; The meetings are being conducted
hav ng swollen Its three patrols by the local chairmen. A schedule
with new members and forcing the of these meetings ls as follows:
formation of a new one In the
Dec. 10—Warren, Dresden, and
near future
The program will
Edgecomb.
start at 7 p. m., in the vestry and
Dec 11—Aina. Hope, Sheepscot,
will feature movies and slides of
and
Orff’s Corner.
troop activities the past year,
principally the trip to Katahdin. Dec. 12 — Burkettville, North
and
Pictures will also be shown of the Edgecomb, West Rockport,
past year at Camp Hinds to show Owls Head.
the new scouts and their parents Dec. 13—Tenant’s Harbor.
what the Scouts do. Also, there
will be patrol skits. Girl Scouts
A very enjoyable all-day meeting
will serve refreshments during the
of the Rockland Garden Club was
intermission.
held on Wednesday, at Saint
Peters Undercroft, with 25 mem
One year ago: Three steel traw bers
and guests in attendance. A
lers owned by General Seafoods ar delicious covered dish luncheon
rived at Snow's yard for reconver was served at noon. The morning
sion.—Lucille Paxman. 13, was was spent making wreaths for tlie
fatally injured in Union in a slid Veterans Hospital at Togus and
ing accident—A large audience was for the Knox Hospital and Bo;.
pleased with the Senior class pro Nurses’ Home.
the afternoon
duction of “Mollie O'Shaughnessy.” session, Edward At
Johnson
of the
—Died: Rockland, Virginia Lee, State Department of Agriculture
84; Melrose Mass., William Kin demonstrated the
making of
ney, formerly of St. George, 60;
Springfield, Vt., William L. Wey Wreaths, centerpieces and door
mouth; Plymouth, Mass., Capt. Le sprays for the holidays Member •
of the Thomaston Garden Club
land B. Morton of Spruce Head .
were special guests and were very
capable
and willing workers on the
Mrs. Nellie Newbert was hostess
The Rockland member ,
to the E.FA. Club Wednesday. wreaths.
were
very
grateful for such able
Bridge winners. Mrs. Lizzie French
assistance.
and Mrs. Grace Rollins.

Fancy Work

ROCKLAND, ME.

-d

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

"""-tf

And Sale of Aprons and

Art Classes Wednesday Night

,, r-.>'

WN, DOWN GO PRICES

Baked Bean Supper

State News Co,
..

MS

NEW LOW
PRICE
LB

SALE and SUPPER

ADDING MACHINES

MORRIS GORDON & SON

I

Those Having orders for Christ
mas cards, stationery, etc., of Sherwood E. Frost, will receive same
from 34 Warwick street, Wollaston,
Mass.
98*100

CHRISTMAS

SUNDSTRAND

r

Vis t Liiclen K. Green <fe Sons,
second floor, 18 (School street. Odd
Fellows Slock, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
lotf

Station WRDO has received so The Southworth Machine Com
many requests to hear Carl Gray pany of Portland will demonstrate
sing again that he will be heard its new Southworth truck-loader
Saturday at 11 a. m„ over that sta
tion. Kls teacher, Miss Bertha in this city next Monday . This
McIntosh is hoping all of Dari’s' revolutionary equipment is attract
friends and relatives will tune in ing Wide-spread attention, and will
be viewed with ifiuch interest here.
on Station WKDD at that time.
The demonstration will be con
Edward C. Moran. Jr., chairman ducted by Clinton Mlnore.
of the Rockland City Council will
Edward C. .Moran. Jr., chairman
speak on “The Charter and the
of
Rockland's City Council was
® hools ’ at the Dec. 12 meeting of
one
of the speakers at the State
the Junior-Senior High School
P.T A., to be held at 7 30 in the Chamber of Commerce meeting in
High School auditorium. There Augusta Tuesday. Taking a stand
will be a Christmas concert pre for municipalties as “facing the
sented by the Glee Clubs under di same 40 percent Increase in cost of
government that the State does,"
rection of Mrs. Ruth Sanborn.
Moran suggested the Sta;e leave
the proceeds of its property tax to
Knox Lodge. IO.O.F , works the the town or city “Maine returns
third degree on a class of candi to its municipalities less dollar
dates Monday n ght. Supper at per capita than any other State in
6.30.
the union.” he declared, “and I’ve
included Mississippi.”
Among the University of Maine
Doctor Edward Herlihy of Ban
students recently elected to the na
tional honor society Phi Kappa Phi gor will be guest speaker at Rotary
is cne from Rockland, Stanley H. Club Friday noon; his subject will
be “A Maine School of Medicine.”
Murray.
,->.1
•----------------------- ----

GENUINE AA-A QUALITY

AND

L/

What more practical and pleasure
bringing Christmas gift than a copy
of “Steamboat Lore of the Penob
scot,” Richardson. Over 200 pictures
of past and present steamboats
with their authentic but readable
•dories. Phone 10<4, 15 Granite
street, books mailed prepaid any
where $3.50 An Ideal gift. 93*103

Typewriters

'The Rexall Store

33<
I I6C

r.

UNDERWOOD

*3

“EVER SINCE EVE”

wei known eating place across
frotn Fireproof Garage oh Winter

- In memory of our dear husband and
Kin--lacrosse—At
St.
Bernard/# father. Tolva Johnson, who died Dec.
church. Rockland. Oct 2T. Frederick 8. 1944. .
’smes King of Themis* n and Faix'iie As we loved you. so we miss you.
Mary LaCrosse of Rock’and—by Rev,
In our memory you are always near:
Jomes t Savage.
Lvced. rente tilW'M. lbftged for always.
Por to u* vou were so dear.”

WE ARE PAYING TOP PRICES

|1,

Into cotrifortab’.e Winter quart
ers has moved Jack's Place. tht

MARRIED

JUNK WANTED
1

Pape Three
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CHILDRENS ‘

ZIPPER $9.95
Quality Shoe Shop
31d MAIN ST..

ROCKLAND

SiSfSiSiSiSsSiSiSiSiSiSi

FLOOR SANDER TO LET

MAIN ST. HARDWARES,
jl . PAINT!-STOVE! • KITCHENWARt
,7^ " fbUMffLY
VzQ
' 44IMAIN5T.
ROCKLAND
2b0

If you want more value per dollar — more safety per
mile— more miles per tire, then the tire to buy is a
long lasting, sure - looted Goodyear.
They're scarce but we may have your
size — check with us for advice and
Plus Tax
service.
6.00x16

$16 .10

Tuesday-Frfday

Rockland Courier-Gazette. Fri Jay, December 6.1946
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WALDOBORO

WARREN

The Parent-TTeacher Association
wil! hold a Christmas party Thurs
day night at the High School, d iected by Emest Boggs, Andrew
Puterson- Bernard Newoert and the
hostesses. Mrs. Arolyn Newbert,
Mis. Gladys Hahn jund Mrs. Dora
Sukeforth.
Subjects of the sermons Sunday
at the Baptist Church will be: In
the morning “The Value of the
Bible;’’ and in the evenng. “It is
nard lor thee to kick against the
bricks.'

A Christmas sale, opening at 2
o'clock Saturday at the I.OOT
Hall, auspices of Mystic Rebekah
Lodge and Warren Lcdg^, I.O.O.F.,
will be climaxed by a baked bean
supper, at 6 and 8 (p. m. Proceeds
w.U go to the building repair fund,
The final social of the season,
ausp.ces of White Oak Grange will
be held Saturday with refresh
ments on sale.
The socials will
then be ditcont nued until Spring
Invitation is extended to an
open house Saturday at the home

of Mr. and Mrs. Matti Deirila, in
ouservance of their golden wedding
anniversary.
Services at the Congregational
Church Sunday will b
at 10.3J
a. m, the sermon to be delivered by
Rev. Lynn V. Farnsworth. Sunday
school will meet at 9.30. The choir
has planned special music Ior the
morning service.
Rev Lee A Perry will speak on
the topic, “Isaiah’s Commission,"
Sunday morning at 10 o'clock, fol
lowing the prayer meet ng at 9.45.
The evening service will b at 7
Sunday school will meet at 11.10.

The fellow craft degree will toe
conferred Monday at a special
meeting of St. George Lodge,
FA.M.
The second degree wiU be con
ferred on a class of can ldates to
night at War.en Lodge, I.O.O.F.

Refreshments) will be served. (
At the Church of the Nazarene
the services Sunday will consist of:
Sunday School at 10; worship at
11; evangelistic meet ng, 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting will be Thursday
at 7.30 and Young People’s service
Friday at 7.30.

UNION
Eastern States Farmers Ex
change will meet Tuesday at 8
p m. at Ggange Hall. An Eastern
States representative from the
Springfield office will be present.

BITLER SAYS
YES
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BITLER’S

What Better Christmas
Gift? See them at our
Store.

THE EASY
MANHATTAN
WAY

CHAMPION

X

4.2 H. P.
tf

Our Stocks Are Complete - Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware, Watches, Fine Radios,
Dishes,
Cameras, Pens. Everything your heart desires at moderate prices on easy tftf
,
terms.
&
GAMES
49c to $10.00

RINGS FOR CHRISTMAS
thrilling!

diamond

Weekly
Tei ms

a

*59

14K gold. Beautiful-J
ly engraved,

Famous Parker Pen
and Pencil Set.
Streamlined, From

*8 75
BIRTHSTONE

* POWDER BOX

$1.98 to $8.95

Eversnarp Set,
Pen and Repeater
Pencil, handsomely
boxed.
SJ4?5

Lady’s distinctive Birthstone King with 2 side
diamonds.
Easy
Credit

TRICYCLES
S5.49 and up

$19.95

Metal Musical Pow
der Box in a charm
ing style.

Easy

Sg95

Terms

Famous Sheaffer
Pen and Pencil
Sets! Fully guar
anteed. From
cS„
S65«

Use Our Easy Payment or

Christmas Layaway Plan.

Mechanical Toys
Of All Kinds $1.00 to $5.10

10 LOVELY

MATCHING PIECES

FALCON CAMERAS
Falcon
The

Cameras,

Wanted

“Candid” Type. Fine
gift idea.

$3.95
SI.25 per week

TOY TELEPHONES
$1.19

—* * ?-
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WIND-UP PLANES
$1.49

BITLER’S
470 Main St.,

Rockland

"*v t

5 A-

MANHATTAN JEWELERS
ROCKLAND’S ORIGINAL CREDIT JEWELERS

376 MAIN STREET

5 H. P.

$129.95

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

J

Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cen{s. Additional
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two times. Five
>

Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TEL 1202 |

FOR SALE

DISHES for sale. Including some
OIL burner circulating heater, for nice
individual
antique
piece-;
aale. also Hamilton Beach__ vacuum matched
bureau, commode and stand
cleaner and Victor vlctrola. TEL. 576-R.
.
98*99 for $19; rocking-chair, doll carriage
and high chair.
Good Christmas
MARION PODKOWA. Tel
CHRISTMAS trees and wreaths for presents.
98 it
sale
Wreaths trimmed with colored Warren 59-11.
cones, suitable for doors, windows and
OLDSMOBILE
sedan,
1937,
model
cemeteries.
Special sizes made
o
order. STILES FARM, opposite Oak with -heater and radio, chains, etc.
always had excellent care Fine
land Park. Tel 256 14._________ 98-101 Has
running order but should have some
repairs.
Gcod average rubber.
See
PULLETS (35) Blue Andalusian and
2 milch goats.
ERT COLLAMORE, JOHN M. RICHARDSON at The Con
rler ,<jUzette. _____________________ 98*lt
next to Trotting Park. Thomastom
98* 11
HOUSEHOLD range In good condi
CRAWFORD parlor stove for sale, tion. ’ Call at JOHN WILLIAMS' place
may used for open tire. TEL. THOM in Union or call WALDOBORO 9
98* lt
ASTON 157-4.___________________ 98*100
BLACK
fur-trimmed
coat
for
sale,
SOUTHERN muskrat fur coat for
sale
Excellent condition, size
18 smaM size. TEL. CAMDEN 2486
98*100
Price $35
TEL. CAMDEN 2493
98 99

DRY soft wood slabs ln 4 foot lengths
for sale. $3.c0 cord at mill, special low
price on 5 cord loads. JOHN *V FEN
WTCK, Camden.
__________ 98*101
GIRL'S white shoe skates, size 6 for
sale. Practically new; and green fur
trimmed coat, size 11. TEL. 1553-J
98* lt

WOOD for sale. dry. soft wood, de
livered ln L‘,2 cord load for $18. radius
of 10 miles CHARLES KIEGEL War
ren, 1V1 44-13.
.
98 9»
NICE, clean fuel oil barrels for sale.
C E OROTTON. 564 Main St. Tel.
1091 W
98tf
GIRL'S second-hand bicycle for sale.
$15
TEL 14S1-W.________________ 98-tt

1934 8 CYL, Pontiac 4-door sedan
ln good running condi! Ion for sale.
Good tires and heater. Price $375.
TEL. 1573 R_______________________ 98*99

BITLER CAR AND
HOME SUPPLY

CHIOS black putenb leather one
strap pump with buckle, size 8',A
New. never worn
TEL. 1386 R
____________________________________98-99

Tel. 677
470 Main St., Rockland

ARVIN auto waer heater for sale,
comolete with all fixtures.
M
F.
LOVEJOY 140 Talbot Avenue.
98 99
MODEL A (1£L9) 4-door sedan. 16“
wheels, good; tires; good condition;
$250 cash; 12 Brewster St. TEL 883 W.
98*99

TWO pair of lady’s white shoe skates
for sale, size 3 and 4. child's size 6. TEL.
1419 after 6 p. m.
98 99
HEATED room to let; 26 Franklin
21-FOOT power boat for sale. Re
St. TEL. 719 R.
98*99 built last Summer, model A engine.
....
9899
STORAGE space for cars and furni TEL. 576-J.
ture; 60 Grace St., City. TEL. 648 M
HOUSE of nine rooms and bath for
\
98-100 sale, furnace heat, electricity, fire
LAKC.E front bed room adjoining place. Town water, center of Warren,
bath, to let. Kitchen privileges. TEL. one minute from Liberty Post Office.
Newly shingled and painted, papered
958-J
98-lt
and painted inside; also barn 25x30.
STORAGE space for furniture to let. and over one acre of land Price $6000.
TEL 456-J.
93tf C. E FOSTER, Warren
Tel 56 2
98*99
HEATED rooms to let at the FOSS
HOUSE, 77 Park St.. Tel. 8060
79 tf
FOR SAIF
|
One of the best farms In the Thom
aston area. 200 acres, more or less,
with a long frontage on the Georges
River, early garden land, ample pas
ture, wood for home use Dwelling of
ATTENDANT NURSES
ten rooms with modern conveniences,
i
A NEW CLASS STARTS FEB. 17
barn and other buildings, water by
Thirteen months' hospital training, gravity from never falling spring. Op
weekly cash allcwance. no expense erated for many years as a success
while training, diploma.
Open to ful dairy farm, would make a splen
physically fit young wemen at least did poultry farm. Priced to sell this
17 years and a months of age with month. Inspection by previous ap
one or more years of high school edu pointment only.
cation
Write today to SUPT.. Union
A 60-acre wood lot, located on tar
Hospltal,_Lynn. Mass
98-8 road to Pleasant Point, runs to Me.
SMALL doll carriage wanted. TEL. dunoook River, estimated 150.000 board
938 M._________________
98*lt feet of standing pine and sprue-*, some
pulp, some hardwood.
A good blue
MILLER'S trucking, furniture moved berry lot when cut off. Price is rea
coal, wood and rubbish hauled, also sonable.
orders for Christmas trees taken TEL
And Just in case you want a great
218 MK___________________________ 98 105 big beautiful Island, or a medium
LOCAL trucking solicited, light or sized Island, or a little tiny island,
heavy; also waste removal. ALVAH call or write A R. CARLE, Box 156,
Tel. Thomaston 165-5.
FITZGERALD. 204 South Main 6t Tel Thomaston.
98*99
916
98*99 Licensed Real Estate Broker.
FOUR heifers for sale. 3 of them
WHrns sl'nk wanted; ordinary size.
IEL, Tenant’s Harbor 15-3
98*99 l',2 years old and one 7 mos. Good
to raise for cows or would make good
SMALL unfurnished or furnished eating this Winter. Call after 5pm
apartment wanted, by adult couple, HAROLD
E
BUZZELL
Simonton
no
children.
MR. FITZPATRICK, Corner. Camden.
98*lt
Tel, 725___________________________ 97*96
KITi'ENS for sale- specially trained
GARAGE wanted near Thorndike for pets only. TEL. 699
98 99
Hotel
JACK KINGSLEY. at The
BOYS bicycle for sale, price SCO.
Thorndike
Tel. 1485, Rockland. 97 98
TAYLOR'S GARAGE, Thomaston. Tel.
WOULD like housework to do few 88-2._______
98-lt
hours a day. vicinity of Summer 6t.
MOUNTAIN grown hard wood for
TEL._597-W
97*98
sale split 4 foot long. Delivered, cut
WOMAN wanted to clean by the dav early this Fall. TEL. 256 12
98*99
or hour. TEL 161.
97 99
FITTED small hardwood for sale.
WOULD like to buy child’s table and $12.50 per cord, about One cord load
chair set. Must be in good condition dumped load
ED Tel 853-22.
98*99
TEI, 1193-M.______________________ 97 98
I have the largest, and best line of
WANTED to buy, second-hand fur sinks for sale ln Eastern Maine, in
niture, small lots or contents of cluding the famous Youngstow " line
houses, rugs, dishes, pictures, tools, Fairmont and McGee Gas and oil
settees, or what have you. Call any combinations, dual automatic oven
where A. L TYLER. Box 834, Rock ortrol, cabinet electric stoves wood
land
Tel. 392-R.
95*98 and coal stoves. Lynn Range oil
ANTIQUES wanted. I am particu burners, and 2 other makes, electric
larly interested in purchasing fine old hot water heaters, kerosene hot water
furniture ln any quantity I also buy heaters, coal stokers, ln. two sizes oil
old glassware and dishes.
W. J. burning parlor heaters. ba*h room
FRENCH. 10 High St.. Camden 94-105 sets complete, chrome or nickle stove
pipe, both wall ar.d floor white cabi
BEEF'. Pork. Lamb and Veal, live nets. stainless steel ops, with fixtures,
weight, wanted; also new milch cows, without base both single and double
milkers and springers. Highest pos bunch of new breakfast sets, I have
sible prices paid. RAYMOND GENTH one new water pump (electric) raNER & SON. Tel. Waldoboro 33-3. or dlols, pressure
cookers, auito-pulse
Rockland 813-15.
87-tf electric oil pumps, chrome red and
HORSES wanted for slaughter, must blue chairs, ln sets of 4 also maple
be healthy. Call either ROBERT GREA chairs, in sets of 4, record players
SON. Washington, Tel. 6-19 or DODGE bread toasters, electric heaters sev
FUR FARM. Rockland. 853 23. after eral kinds electric roasters, vacuum
6 P- m
83tf cleaners, bath room cabinets with mir
rors. large and small sizes, 25 cal
TOP prices paid for all kinds of live Colt revolver.
And I have a few
poultry.
Call ISADORE POUST. 41 electric
washing-machines
without
Tillson Ave., City.
Tel 1396 office, pumps We have the things you have
residence 1221.
29tf been waiting for, at the Home of
ANTIQUES wanted. Will pay highest Hard to Get Articles. The above list
prices. CARLTON H. RIPLEY, Cam of things are all white enamel and
den St. Terrace
Tel. 41 M
104tf new. and ready for immedla e deliv
ery ■ -r. i *1'
KaLER. Washington
USED furniture and stoves wanted Me. Tel. 5-25. Open Sundays, as well
We will pay cash or trade for new. as week days evenings If you are In
Call 1154. V F STUDLEY INC . 283 terested In. or not buying I will be
Main St.. Rockland.
53tf pleased to have you call, and look mv
stock over
98-It

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

<1

A

ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services

TO LET

All the Rip Names are Here!

Terms

SEA BEE

tf

bridal set

A ;isy

$127

WATERMAN!

SCOOTERS

CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE

TffSS VSM MASC

i mi ted
Quantities

USE
OUR

HAVE

JEWELERS, SAY—

PARKER!

j

small words to a line.

&
£

Tuesday-Friday

LOSTAND FOUND

$12.65

BOY'S bicycle for sale, also sled and
pair of figure Ice skates. MRS SAM
UEL GAMACHE Tel. 1343
98* It
1935 CHEVROLET pick up truck for
sale. In good running condition. $150
RUSSELL TURNER, Tenant's Harbor.
____________________________________ 98*99
•SKIFF, new 10 ft. lap strake, for
sale.
F A. HARRIMAN Box 184.
Friendship.________________________ 98*99
36“ NEW rip saw and iaH” Mandrel
U. 8- N. wood socks, $150. 11 12 for
sale. 7, YOUNG at 22 Florence Si .
City..,.__________ ________
98*99
MODEL B Ford for sale
TEI,
925-M_____________________________ 98 99
TWO male Walker fox hounds for
sale. About 2 years old. started but
not
thoroughly
broke.
Eligible.
HARRY YOUNG. So. Cushing
Tel.
2Ql-fr98 99
LIVING room heater with 10b lb.
fuel magazine for sale.
Used two
Winters; aiso one small coal stove lor
work shop; 5 BEEOHWOODS BT
Thomaston________________________ 97*98
GRAHAM Coupe. 1937. for sale. Tel.
Camden 2525
HENRY CARLETON
___________________________________ 97*98
Llvis bait for sale. Minnows graded.
Four sizes, Iran 3-4” to 5". Wholesale
prices on orders of one gal. or more.
R. W. TYLER, South’ Thomaston.
Telephone 243-31.
97-tf
TUXEDO size 37, for sale, slpglebreasted. Practically 'new. $23 Apply
E. M CONLEY. JR.. 48 Masonic Bt,
Tel
1382-M.
97*98
SET barrel hooks and draw shaves
for sale; also Chevrolet power takeoff,
1-2 ton chain falls, Black and Decker
1-3 Utility Power Drill, mitre box,
saws any angle, complete with nice
saw, two log carriers. All ln good con
dition
TEL BELFAST 146-J
97*98
CHILD'S electric stove for sale; not
a toy; 26 Inches long. 26 inches high.
10 inch oven. TEL. WALDOBORO 111.
97*99
1934 CHEVROLET for sale. Call or
contact BILL ATWELL at the Fireproof
Garage between 7 a. m. and 5 pm.
97*99
SIX ducks and goats for sale; also
1931 Chevrolet parts ALFRED DAVIS,
Buttermilk Lane. Thomaston.
97*98
1941 HUDSON COMMODORE 6. se
dan for sale. Inquire ESSO STATION,
upper Park St.
97*98
BUY now for Christmas. Wheelbar
rows. carts, toys, snow shovels, a few
rebuilt bicycles and tricycles RAYE'S
CRAFT SHOP. 14 Prescott St. 97*104
1937 FORD lVa-ton truck, long wheel
>ase for sale. TEL. WARREN 1-12
97-98
BOSTON TERRIER
Male, two months old. registered for
»ale. LINA HALL. South Thomaston.
97-98
ONE HORSE sled in good condition
for $ale. SAM HEINO. Rockville
97*98
FITTED or hard cord wood for sale,
roadside or delivered.
CHARLES
O'DELL. North Waldoboro. Tel. Wal
doboro, 56-12.
97-105
MODERN Glenwood Oak No. 12, par
lor stove forssale; also Franklin No.
2
Call at 215 Broadway or TEL.
1000-R ___________________________ 97-98
MUST BE SOLD THIS WEEK
Eight-piece mahogany Duncan-Phyfe
dining room set table has plate glass
top. ■ TEL 1585-W.
97-98
SMALL electric refHg-usror for aale,
also .Glenwood range equipped with c'l
burner and white enam.’l 8-Jur’ier gas
stove. ELLA BIRD, 33 SDrl.ng Ct.
__________ __________________________97 98
JERSEY cow and pig for sale.
FRANK GARDNER. 204 Rankin St.
Tel 122-W________________________ 97*98
GIRL’S second-hand bicycle for sale,
excellent condition, $20
TEL 1048-J.
___________ ____________ _________ 97 98
HANDMADE wooden toys for sale.
MAURICE McKUSIC. 50 Mechanic St.
Call after 4.30 p, m._____________ 96*98
1S>37 INTERNATIONAL dump truck
for sale TEL 329-W
97-98
RANGE burners for sale; 564 Main
St. ls headquarters for all makes of
burners. DeLuxe, ABC. and Silent
Glow, long sleeve burners; also Dia
mond burners and other makes ln
limited lots. Buy your burner of a
man- who knows burners with 15 years
In the business. These burners are
all guaranteed to burn C. E. GROT
TON, Tel. 1091-W
95tf"
POTTYPE living room heater for
sale. C E. OROTTON. 564 Main St.
Tel. 1091-W.
SKIFF and out-board motor boats
for sale. MALCOLM SEAVEY. Thom
astn. Tel. 2.
92tf
VENETIAN
Blinds,
custom-built,
aluminum or flexl-steel, all sizes. De
livery approximately 3 weeks Standard sizes ln stock.
Call UNITED
HOME SUPPLY CO, 579-589 Main St,
Rockland Tel 939 W.
92T
CALL at my shop every week day
after 12 noon for stoves of all kinds.
Cast Iron furnaces, kitchen ranges,
and range burners, circulating and
black heaters. Iron sinks, vlctrolas. ra
dios, electric clock and ether miscel
laneous articles.
C. E OROTTON,
564 Main St. Tel. 1091-W.
89tf
WHOLESALE and retail beef, pork
lamb and veal, for sale. Custom butch
ering of all kinds. Rockville Abattoir,
formerly the Oscar W Carroll proper
ty, now owned by RAYMOND GENTH
NER & SON. Route 17, at Rockville,
Tel. 813-15. or Waldoboro 33-3. Open
week days 9 a. m. to 7 p. m. and Sat
urdays 9 a. m. to 9 p m.
87tf
OOKE for sale, $16.00 ton delivered
ln Rockland and surrounding towns.
New River soft coal. J. B. PAULSEN,
Thomaston
Tel 82.
88tf

SQUARE piano, yours for the tak
ing away at Congregational Church.
TEL 866 R
96 99
LOOK TO DIESEL POWER
Men. look around you! See the
progress made by DIESEL during the
last 10 years. Railroads, power plants,
factories, tractors, hundreds of new
applications.
Diesel
engines need
Diesel ’rained men. Take steps how
to make Diesel's bright future your
oppoltunity
Write for free facts on
how you can get practical training ln
Diesel operation and maintenance in
spare
time.
UTILITIES
DIESEL
TRAINING, care The Courier-Gazette
97*98

lady S blue buckskin billfold lost
Friday in Camden or near Rcckport
bridge. Contained sum of money and
papers. Generous reward
Telephone
1423. MRS L T ROGERS. 13 Clare!
mont St., Rockl&nd.
96*lt
spaniel lost colors black
with white breast and white feet an
swers to name of "Lassie" has 'tanol°n- V f°und notify
RAY FOLEY
Tel. 1013-W or TEL
State Police Barracks. Thomaston
98*999
wrist watch lost between Dr
Frohocka office ahd Strand Theatre
Sunday night. MRS ALBERT BUR

Maine Coast Fisherman? At Christ
mas’time they will receive an attrac
tive gift card bearing your name.
Send one dollar for each gift subscrip
tion to Box 6 MAINE COAST FISH
ERMAN. Belfast. Me
93-102

Store and Crockett s 5 and 10 Serial foundations, curbing, paving blocks,
number
5219363.
expan.don
band ashlar and mcnumental stone, posta tnt
brace e‘.
Reward.
MRS
DAVTD property marlrtrs and bulldln; supIngraham
Hill.
Teh portar. We w.ll deliver anywhere. Ask
1388-M_______
98-99 us about grenlte fill loaded on you*

Free inspection.
Tel. 953-,W or
#Otf

from W S. Emerson, going to Miller’s Clark Island. Me.
Tel. Rockland 21-11
Service Station. Thcmaston. Notify F
A. C. HOCKING.
G CONGDON, Winter 6t. Tel i2S8
Tel. Tenant's Harbor 96-12
Reward.
97.^

(HG

Moore, Parker
Eve

$3.50 14
EXPANSION W
For Last

$8.95

4

a5=a

Sterling Sil

... o

4.

MANIC'
Complete Nail < I

POKER

GRANITE LIVES FORFVER

TOILET Cl

Ortolte walks (any width), fttep ac^a.
WHAT better way to solve your TON. Spruce Head or Tel 58-22. yj-98 posts (anv size), boat moorings, stepa,
flagging, chips, and dust for drlvewayf
Christmas gift problem than to send
LADY'S Bulova_*yellow• gold wrist (no more mud), rip rap for all klnda
ycur friends a year’s subscription to watih
lost, .between First National
of fills and dock work, pier stone, wa'ls,

j:

CARTON of fountain pens and dry truck. Esttmates gladly submitted, no
CHIMNEYS to clean. I am still
cleaning chimneys, with all work guar goods lost between Winter St and Ce obligation.
Weight 25 lbs Marked
JOHN MEEHAN Ac SON.
anteed and prices reasonable Sixteen ment Kant.

years Ln the business
ARTHUR GROVER.
212-W.

-- ---

.

F*

ELECTR
Schick, Kemin;

DAN
Reqisl

t

4
<

Tuesday-Friday

ucscTay-Frf3a9
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Robbins Bound Over

z

ADS

Deer Isle Man Charged With
Murder Given Preliminary
Hearing

fi Mil

,¥
A

(TIVE

HINHERS

£

Medical Examiner C. C. Knowlton
testified Wednesday at the Ells
worth Court hearing of Isaiah Rob
bins. 32. charged with the murder
of his brother. Ralph W. Robbins,
34, that Ralph died only a few
minutes after he was struck by a
shotgun discharge.
Isaiah, a Deer 'Isle clamdigger,
pleaded innocent to the charge Nov
29, two days after Ralph fell mor
tally wounded. Sheriff Norman
Dyer sa d. when he opened the
door of his one-room home on the
island to his brother. Isaiah con
tended the shooting was accidental.
Deputy Sheriff Raymond Lowe
said there had been “a family row.”
Dr. Knowlton was questioned by
County Attorney Harvard W. Blais
dell and Percy T. Clarke, defense
counsel. Attorney General Ralph
W. Farris was present in the court
room, where Judge William E.
Whit ng, presided.
Robbins was bound over to await
grand jury “action in April and
committed to the custody of the
sherff in the interim.
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led three lines Inceiits. Additional
too times. Five
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R SALE

£
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sale, including some
hial
antique
pieces;
lu. commode and stand
[ing chair, doll carriage
tiair.
Good Christmas
Irion

podkowa

FOR SWEETHEART

X
X

tci

98 it
2 sedan, 1937. model,
ind radio, chains, etc.
id excellent care. Fine
but should have some
average rubber
See
HARDSON at The Cou98*lt

J

BROTHER OR DAD

!/

BOYS’ AND MEN’S

MEN’S WATERPROOF WATCHES

WRIST WATCHES

17 Jeweled Radium Dial

£

i

range ln good condiI.JOHN WILLIAMS' place
alJ WALDOBORO 9
twit
trimmed coat for sale,
(El, CAMDEN 2486
_________________ 98*100

A
4

$12.65 up to $100

i

CHOICE OF

i

Moore, Parker “51”, Waterman,
Eversharp

$45.00

GENUINE LEATHER WALLETS
Brown or Black, Initials Emhrossed Free

J

1
A

$1.50 up to $12.00

$3.50 up to $22.50
For Lasting Comfort

Cig Lighters
$1 to $12.56

Pocket
Knives

A variety of makes

Union Church Sunday School
meets at 10 a. m During Morning
Worship at 11 o'clock. Dr. Charles!
S. Mitchell will speak on the sub- j
ject: ‘‘The Word of Power.” The |
choir will sing selections. Evening I
meeting will be at 7 o’clock, the pas-1
tor’s text, “Unanswered Prayer.”
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will
meet Tuesday. The annual Christmas tree will be the feature of en- (
Vi*
! tertainment. Members will take
I 25-cent gifts and own sugar.
A
'jtf* box lunch will te serve^
qr | Dr. Conley will be at his Vinal- J
V* haven office from the arrival of the
*r ' boat Monday Dec. 9, until its departure Wednesday morning, adv.
J | American Legion Auxiliary will
meet Wednesday night. Supper will
j be served by Mary Wentworth.
Margie Chilles and Hazel Dyer
X I
Ladies of the GAR., will meet
J- Friday. After supper a Christmas
tree will be supei vised by the com
mitee: Bessie Polk. Lucy Skoog and
Mabel Oakes. Members will take'
10 cent gifts and go in costume A
prize will be given for the best
costume. The supper committee is
r Evie Hennigar, Eleanor Conway
and Abby Hutchinson.
r

For end of
Watch Chain

ft

asi’«. >e?'

a®*LB

?'6« .2???..
{&»

FINAST FRESH PACKED-IN HEAVY SYRUP

Tobacco Pouches

Cigarette Cases

Genuine Leather

Genuine Leather

Black or Brown

Sterling Silver

$4.00

$25.00

I

WHERE

GRAPEFRUIT

Tfovor

:ANCY CALIFORNIA IN HEAVY SYRUP

THIN SKINNED SEEDLESS 80 SIZE

GRAPEFRUIT 3 °'18‘
20-OZ
CAN

JUICY FLORIDA 216 SIZE

“■ 29‘
39*
ORANGES
CUT CARROTS 2 ^5*
CELERY
dbl BUNcH 23

ORANGES

29 OZ

PEACHES

I OMES FROM

CALIFORNIA NAVEL 288 SIZE

CAN

DOZ

FINAST BARTLETT - IN HEAVY SYRUP

PEARS

CAN

NATIVE CROWN

20-OZ
CAN

ANDY BC •

Cuff Links

Key Tainers

sV*v

O'

Nice Quality,

Buxton

$1.80 to $3.00

$3.00 and up

Tie and Collar
Sets

Men’s Rings
Black Onyx
Also

Best Quality

Colored

YOR CARDEN
RICHMOND
FINAST
T
I

Birthstone

Gold Filled

Rings in variety of prices.

$5.00 and up

$18.50 and up

t

LETTER CASES

MEDIUM SIZE
TENDER SWEET
SMALL SIZE
VERY SWEET TENDER

Penobscot Bay Oil Co

TEL. ROCKLAND

CAN
20-OZ
CAN

2V
*>r<

PLUMP RED R!Pc

* Fine Home Cooking
* Comfortable Beds,
Sunny Rooms.

COLDEN KERNELS
VACUUM PACK
TENDER SWEET

PREPARED

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
PINEAPPLE JUICE
BLENDED JUICE

46-OZ

18 OZ
CAN 16*
ORANCE &
CRAPEFRUIT

CAN
46-OZ
CAN
46-OZ
CAN

25‘
36*

29'

RED PITTED

PRUNE

APRICOTS

CHERRIES

PLUMS

out board motor boata
ILCOLM SEAVEY. Thom1____________ _ ______ 92tf
r Blinds.
custom-built,
[flexl steel, all sizes. OeImately 3 weeks. Stand I stock.
Call UNITED
lY CO. 579 589 Main St„
}l 939 W
_______ 92tf
fy shop every week day
Ti for stoves of all kinds.
Jurnaces, kitchen ranges,
burners, circulating and
T iron sinks, vletrolas, raclock and ether mlsceltles.
C E GROTTON.
J Tel. 1091-W.________ 89tf
IE and retail beef, pork
T. for sale Custom butchin.cis Rockville Abattoir.
I Oscar W. Carroll p roperId bv RAYMOND C.ENTK" Route 17. at Rockville,
br Waldoboro 33-3. Open
b m. to 7 p. m. and Sat|i. to 9 p. m.__________ 87tf
[sale $1600 ton delivered
I and surrounding towns,
lit coal J B. PAULSEN.
[Tel 62
88tf

$3.00 and up

IDENTIFICATION BRACELETS
Heavy Sterling Silver

$7.50 and up

OTHER GIFT SUGGESTIONS
BAROMETERS

ELECTRIC SHAVER
Schick, Remington and Sunbeam

MANICURE SETS
Complete Nail Clip, File and Tweezers

POKER CHIP SETS
TOILET CASES, Leather

’

Iks (any width), flreyae?*.
Ize). boat moorings, stepa.
Is. and dust for driveways
ud). rip rap for all klnda
pek work, pier stone, wa'la.
, curbing, paving blocks.
numental stone, posts fog
ktrs and bulldln- «up.11 deliver anywhere. Ask
I nite fill loaded on youf
lates gladly submitted, na

Single or in Combination with Thermometer
or Hydrometer.

DESK FOUNTAIN PEN SETS
RINGS
Fraternal, Masonic. Odd Fellows or
Knights of Columbus.

DESK CLOCKS

DANIELS - JEWELERS

E

Registered Jeweler

11-U
t

<

Awericm, Ge» Society

Your Jeweler
For Over
50 Years

r

Chairman.

1 Dated
S>
This 25th day of November, 1946
«
______

CHERRIES

26

DARK RED SWEET PITTED
STARR BRAND

16 OZ
PKC.

35e

NEW
LOW PRICE

12 OZ.
PKC

25c

12 OZ.
PKC.

43c

10 OZ.
PKC

39e

llouHphold Values

74-F-tf

Sterling Silver, Handy for Holding Bills in Pocket
SOIL CONSERVATION COM
MITTEE OF MAINE
Notice of hearing upon organization
of proposed Knox-Lincoln SoU Con
servation District, embracing land ly
ing In Knox and Lincoln Counties.
WHEREAS, on the 15th day of Noember, 1945. there was duly filed ln
the office of the State Soil Conserva
tion Committee at Orono; Maine, a
petition signed by at least 25 land
occupiers pursuant to the provisions
of the Soli Conservation Districts Law,
requesting the establishment of the
Knox-Lincoln Soil Conservation Dis
trict nnd
WHEREAS, the lands sougnt to be
included ln the said district by said
petition comprise all lands In Knox
and Lincoln Counties.
NOW. THEREFORE, notice Is hereby
given that a public hearing will be
held pursuant to the said petition, on
the question of the desirability and
necessity ln the interest of the pub
lic hestlth. safety and welfare of the
creation of such district; and upon all
questions relevant to such Inquiries
The said public hearing will be held
by the Slate Soli Conservation Com
mittee on the 113th day of December.
1946 beginning at 1.30 o'clock. P. M .
at the Town Hali in Union in the
County ol Knox and at 8.00 o'clock.
P. M . at the Community Building ln
North Nobleboro ln the County of
Lincoln.
All persons, firms and corporations
who shall hold title to. or shall be in
possession at any lands lying within
the limits of the above-described ter
ritory. whether as owners, lessees,
renters, tenants, or otherwise, and all
other interested parties are Invited to
i* attend and will be given opportunity
to be heard at he times anti places
hereinbefore specified.
State Soil Conservation Committee,
,
By GEORGE FINDLEN.

29 OZ
JAR

PLYMOUTH ROCK celatine »c 1|«
VAN CAMP'S
TENDERONI
PKC 9*
BEARDSLEY
4 OZ14T,
CODFISH
SHREDDED
PKC IO
BEEF OR
HERBOX CUBES CHICKEN
PKCS 15*
0 & C POTATO STICKS
PKC |4*
IICMA
BORDEN'S-DRINK
A 59‘
llLfVIU
YOUR VITAMINS
PKC 7*
STERLING SALT

Transient Meals
MARY CLEMENT BROWN,
'
Prop.

STATE

b>«riich

PLUMP MEATY SANTA CLARA
PRUNES READY TO EAT IN
SWEET SUGAR SYRUP

28-OZ*> OC
JAR JfclF

30 OZ
CAN

Og

PRUNES

‘-'WLi M

WHOLE UNPEELED
29-OZ
CAN

* Beautiful Surroundings.
* Moderate Charges.

BILL CLIPS

_

p. E. I. YELLOW

A New Year-Round Hotel

$10.00

*

TOMATOES «llopack 19
TURNIPS
3^10

CREAM STYLE
SWEET TENDER
TENDER

GOLDEN SWEET
WHOLE KERNEL
WHOLE KERNEL

2 • 5‘
3 « Wc

NATIVE BLUE HUBBARD

89-tf

VINALHAVEN

$2.50 up

—

290-M

“THE ISLANDER”

eo»r

PAj-A^

CABBAGE
SQUASH

XI

BURNER SERVICE

TEL. THOMASTON 52-2

Genuine Leather
for Inside Pocket

20-OZ
CAN
20-OZ

BIC TENDER
SWEET PEAS

HEATING EQUIPMENT
FUEL OIL

49 MAIN ST. THOMASTON, ME.

KEY CHAINS

_ _

_

native solid heads

Gold Filled

I_ _ _ _ _ _

._____

FAMILY

~

FINAST FANCY FLORIDA - TENDER SECTIONS

I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

MEEHAN ft SON.
Me
Tel Rockland
J C. HOCKING,
knant’s Harbor S6-U

FIRST NATIONAL BEEF

is selected from herds raised on our great western plains—
the source of the world’s finest beef. Experienced buyers
select only the finest of the steers, which are fattened to
provide the heavy, corn-fed meat which we are proud to sell
in our markets. You can’t buy better beef, at any price!

APPLES

I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

lives forever

starts on
and ends an

COMSTOCK'S "ONE PIE" SLICED-IN SYRUP

I .

Fe

MARKETS

FRUIT COCKTAIL

$4.50 up

lOl.ET for sale Call or
IvTWELL at the Fireproof
Tn 7am and 5 p. m.
____________________ 97*99
land goats for sale; also
parts ALTOED DAVE,
(ane. Thomaston.
97*98
pN COMMODORE 6. se?
Inquire ESSO STATION.
____________ 97*98
pr Christmas. WheelbarLy- snow shovels, a few
is and tricycles RAYE'S
14 Prescott St. 97*104
1 j ton truck long wheel
TEL. WARRHN 1-12
________________ 97-98
ITON TERRIER
Months old. registered for
(lALL. South Thomaston.
___________________ 97-98
-led in good condition
M HEINO. Rockville
97*98
Ihard cord wood for sale.
I delivered.
CHAIRI.ES
In Waldoboro. Tel. Wal97-105
llenwood Oak No. 12. par1, sale; also Franklin No.
I 215 Broadway or TEL.
97 98
I SOLD THIS WEEK,
mahogany Du'ncan-Phyfe
Let table has plate glass
185-W. _________
97-98
Itric refrig.qsror for sale,
I range equipped with c(l
I
en un.'l 3-jutuer gas
I BIRD. 33 SDr'.ng Ct.
97-98
|iw and pig for sale.
IDNER. 204 Rankin St.
I________
97*98
[nil-hand bicycle for sale,
ition, $20. TEL. 1048-J.
97 98-*
--- T _
wooden toys for sale.
KUSIC. 50 Mechanic St.
J_P m.___________ 96*98
(NATIONAL dump truck
329 W___________ 97-98
[ners for sale; 564 Main
arters for all makes of
uxe. A B.C. and Silent
eve burners; also Dlaand other makes ln
Buy your burner of a
»ws burners with 15 yearn
less
These burners are
1 to burn C. E. GROT1091-W________
95tf
I living room heater for
I’rROTTON. 564 Main Bt.

SUPER

r

EXPANSION WATCH BRACELET

________________97*99

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

VINALHAVEN

¥

for sale, also sled and
lice ska’es
MRS. SAM
'S. 134X_______ 98*11
jOLEl’ pick up truck for
|ruiuiing condition, $150.
RNER. Tenant's Harbor.
___________ 98*99
10 ft lap strake. for
HARRIMAN
Box 184,
___________ 98*99
saw and 1:,M” Mandrel
socks, $150. 11 12 for
at 22 Florence St..
98*99
[Ford for sale
TEL.
98 99
______
[Walker fox hounds for
years old, started but
lly
broke.
Eligible,
blfi So. Cushing
Tel.
__________________ 98 99
|m beater with 10(1 lb.
■ for sale
Used two
me small coal stove for
5 BEECHWOODS ST.
____________________ 97*98
upe. 1937. for sale. Tel?
HENRY CARLETON
_________ 97*98
• sale. Minnows graded,
n 3 4” to 5”. Wholesale
rs of one gal or more.
6r, South Thomaston.
(-31._________________ 97-tf
[ze 3L for sale, slpgleJttically new. $23. » Apply
|Y JR 48 Masonic Bt..
__________________ 97*98
Ihooks and draw shaves
1 Chevrolet power takeoff,
[falls. Black and Decker
Lower Drill, mitre box,
kle. complete with nice
farriers. All ln good coniBEIJASf 146-J.
97*98
k-t nc stove for sale; not
les long. 26 Inches high.
TEL WALDOBORO 111.

----------

V‘

A

Services

Page FTvl
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GREEN PEAS

FORDHOOK
LIMA BEANS
ASPARAGUS SPEARS

DAINTY

CHOCOLATE PUDDING
EASY TO MAKE
JUST TOP WITH WHIPPED
CREAM OR EAT PLAIN

PKC.

6

KIRKMAN'S CLEANSER
OLD DUTCH CLEANSER
DAZZLE
.°ot 19'
O'CEDAR POLISH
20 MULE TEAM BORAX
BORAXO
CLEANS HANDS

5*
CANS ,9*
*jScal 3V
BOT 25C
PKC |7C
PKC 15*
CAN

NO RINSE - NO WIPE CLEANSER

SPIC & SPAN

2

PKCS

41

331 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
FREE PARKING SPACE FOR CUSTOMERS

NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST RETAILER

OF FINE FOODS

Tnewiav-Frtilei

Rockland CouNer-Gazette, Friday, December 8,1948

Page SM

on the ground where Stephen Fos
ter lived.”
The Prayer Meeting group of the
When
Rev.
Ernest
O.
Kenyon,
Stepping on from this back
YM.CA, will have a Christmas
rector of St. Peter’s Church and ground. “Pard”’ Kenyon studied sit
party Wednesday at 6 45.
popular member of the Rockland
The Ladies of the G.A.R., will Lions Club hies away on his an some length the coiorea problem.
meet in the Grange hall tonight. nual vacation he generally seeks Across one end of his dining car he
A picnic supper will be served at 6 far horizbns, so when he planned saw a curtain drawn when the
o'clock.
this years travels it was with the lunch hour arrived, and asking as
The Parent-Teachers Assocla-! firm convitetions that they would to its purpose was told that the
tion will meet Wednesday at the take him across the water to the colored passengers ate on the other
side of it. He saw stores for the
High Schobl at 8 d’clook Dr. Mar Republic of Cuba.
people and stores for the
garet Simpson from the State De
Fate willed otherwise, however, • colored
white
people.
He attended a con
partment on Mental Hygiene will for after a visit with Rev Fr.
speak on the subject, “Your Child Wright, formerly of Rccklftrid, he cert where a colored star sang, and
one out ot a dozen whites in
lourneyed across lots to Kentucky i was
the
audience. The singer was
Christinas tree th s Christmas sea and found himself in Bardstown, marvelous and Fr. Kenyon scanned
where lies ”My Old Kentucky
son at Central Square.
Baltimore papers next morn
Mrs. Eva Gould, who has been Home” inspiration for Stephen the
ing to see what report they would
a patient at a Waterville hospital Foster’s undying song.
Because that was to be the sub give of the concert. He found—not
for several weeks returned home
ject
of his informal travel talk at one word.
Monday much improved in health
“The colored problem is one of
The Try to Help CliW Will meet Wednesday’s meeting the Lions,
the
major questions which con
With Duke Annis at the piano,
Monday with Mrs. Viola Spear.
fronts us,” said the speaker.
The Wesleyan Guild will meet sang several of Foster’s songs.
Fr. Kenyon, classing himself as The dub learned with much
Dec. 10, with Mrs. Ruth Erickson,
neither a Republican nor a Demo sorrow of the critical condition of
West street.
crat, but ready to vote as his con- another popular member, Frank
H. Ingraham,
who suffered a
fractured skull when he fell while
i tmosphere since the recent Re- entering his home Tuesday night.
The speakers for the next three
1 ublican landslide.
The highlight of his trip wfts his meetings are thus announced by
isn to the mansion known as “My Duke Annis of the entertainment
< >ld Kentucky Home," where he committee:
1 iw the harpsichord at which
teiphen Foster worked out his fa-

CAMDEN

ROCKPORT

THOMASTON

Mr. and IMrs. Guy Young- and
A Christmas sale will be held
Tuesday at 2 o'clock at the Feder daughter Nancy ot Brunswick re
ated Church vestry. Supper will turned home Sunday after spendihg the holidays with his parents,
be served at 6 p. m.
Mayflower Temple, P. S., meets Mr. and Mrs Clinton Young .
Mrs. Grace Brdwn, daughter
tonight at 7.30 for election of offi
Sylvia
and Miss JCfln Thurston
cers.
Basketball will be played tonight Were in Boston recently to attend
between Waldoboro and Thomaston a meet ng of the National Council
High Schools, at 7.30 in the gymna of Social Studies Teachers.
Harbor Light Chapter, O.EB will
sium?
Parent-Teacher Association will meet Dec. 17. Picnic supper will be
meet Thursday at 7.30, at the High followetfTjy beano.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hyssong are
School gymnasium Donald Sprague,
will put on two exhibition games of visiting relatives in Portland.
Rockport will have a community
volley ball, the girls’ team and boys’
team. He will also gvie a short talk
on Physical Education.” Accordion Tuesday, choir rehearsal, Ladies’
selections will be played by Lloyd Mission Circle meets -with Mrs.
Miller.
(Refreshmfents Will be Robert Walsh, Knox street. Tues
srved.
day afternoon White Cross work
Ladies’ Mission Circle meets will be done. Wednesday, boys’
Tuesday with Mrs. Robert Walsh handcraft class. Thursday, meet
There will be White Cross Work. ing for prayer, praise and bible
Members of We Two Club are study.
asked to meet at the Federated
Church Sunday at 2 p. m. to dcorate for Christmas.
Church News
Mass will be celebrated at St.
James Catholic Church Sunday at
9 a. m.
Services at St. John’s Episcopal
Church Sunday will be at 5 p. m.
Sunday School meets at 9.45 a. m.
at the Federated Church. Morn
ing services will be at 11 o’clock,
subject, “Gospel Portraits of Jesus.”
Anthem. “Oh, How Amiable Are
Thy Dwellings.'’ Youth Fellow
ship meets at 7 p. m. fe
Morning service will ne at 11
o'clock at the Baptist Church; sub
ject, “Messages to the Churches”
choral anthem; “Sing Unto God,"
(Herbert Waring). Evening sub
ject. ’David Livingston, the Great
African Missionary.’ Sunday School i
meets at 9.46 a. m.; Christian En- J
deavor at 6 p. m. Christmas music. |

Rockland Lions

SMALLS

UPPER PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

; ious melodies.

«1

WEDNESDAY. DEC. 11
I. O. O. F. HALL

CHUCK ROAST................

... lb 33c

Tel. 8225

CHILDREN’S

... lb 39c

UPPER PARK STREET
..

Dorothy S- Laite

$4.95

MICROSCOPE SETS
CHEMISTRY SETS
ARCHERY — TENNIS —
BADMINTON SETS
— BASEBALL GOODS —

BOX TOE

$8

Children’s Billiard Table Sets

toys — GAMES

I

MEN’S HOCKEY

59-tf

BOYS’ and GIRLS’

FISHING KITS

H DOLL CARRIAGES
SIZES 5 TO 12

ROCKLAND, ME.

|

$1.98

LADIES’ WHITE '
FIGURE SKATES
$11.95

9e6it

•’ y,;, i “t;

VISIT OUR
DISPLAY

DOUBLE RUNNERSKATES
98c pair

SMALL’S

Evening Entertainment 8 P. M
Admission 35c and 25c
DOOR PRIZE

SHOE SKATES

Robert E. Laite

Sale Starts 1.00 P. M.

MOVIE

9 Mountain St., Camden

Gilbert C. Laite

TENANT'S HARBOR

Christmas Table, Games,
Home Cooked Foods,
Chances

TELEPHONE 205

ROCKLANC, MAINE

FUNERAL HOME

ROUND STEAK.................. ... lb 59c

SIRLOIN STEAK..........

^y

fisherman owned by the Harriss
Dec. 18—Captain WilMaih H. Company is at the yard for general
Know the location of the near
Wincapaw.
hull and efigine overhaul
est fire alarm box and the correct
Dec. 24 (change of date) Christ
The FYancis Denehy of Boston is way to call the local fire depart
mas program.
undergoing engine repairs.
ment.
*

328 MAIN STREET

GILBERT C. LAITE

PRESENTS

SENIOR CARNIVAL

Dec. 11—Dr. Robert Allen.

Guests over the hoi
home of Mr and Mts.
ner were Mr. and Mi
Spaulding, daughter
Mattapan, Mass., and K
and Pauline Haver
attending school in Bo

H. H. Crie & Co.

•

PORK CHOPS-Center Cuts . ... lb 54c

Doughty,

Chapin Class will hi
ly supper Tuesday at
versalist vestry, wth 5
cha rman.

on the Balcony of the new

Methodist Youth Fellowship
ill visit the Youth Fellowship of
le Rockport (Methodist Church
i unday. The meeting will begin at
7 16 and Dorothea Dyment of

PORK LOINS...................... ... lb 49c

Alice

The regular membership meet
ing of the League of Women Vot
ers, was held Nov. 25 at the home
of Mrs. William D. TalbotWith the State Program item
■'Taxation,’’ the current subject
for study, Mrs. Ralph Wiggin as
chairman, presented as the speaker
for the afternoon, Richard Thcmas
Rockland’s Tax Assessor, who ex
plained our local tax situaticn, his
subject being “Our Local Tax
Structure.” He told of the duties
of his office—the Assessor is a
State Officer operating in a mu
nicipality. He keeps the records up
to date by checking weekly wtth the
Register of Deeds. The assessor
receives the budget from the City
Council, then devises the tax rate
from the city budget. Mr. Thomas
Portland stated that it is advisable to have

Visit our New Toy and Sports Department

• The

lb 39c

VEAL CHOPS....................

ST. GEORGE HIGH

Mental Healh.”
PUplls from
Knowlton street School will

f

VEAL FORES...................... ... lb 19c

The

Follow The Trend

Tuesday-Friday

“I came away,’’ he

t
t

VEAL LEGS........................ ... lb 29c

an out of town appraiser come
here to appra se the property—the
new tax levy will become effective
in 1947. An open discussion period
followed
Mrs Wiggin is sett ng up plans
for discussion greup meetings durng the month of January. Watch
for the announcement of these
meetings.
Mrs. Thomas Sweeney, cha rman
of the Prcbation item, explained
what had already been accomo’i-hed in this department and an
nounced that there will be a discus
sion group meet ng held very scon
this month. Watch lor the date of
this meeting.
Wc urge all who are interested in
these subjects, members and rtonmemters to come and share in the
di cussion.
Tea was served uhdter the direc
tion of the Hospitality Chairman.
Mrs. Gladys Burns w th Mrs. J A.
Jamesten pouring. Those serving
on the committee were Mrs. Jerome
Burrows, Mrs. E. K Leighton, Mrs.
Robert B. Lunt and Mrs Charles
Whitmore.

Snow’s Yard Is Busy
General Seafoods Shipyard is
starting conversion of the AMc
110. which was ouilt at the yard
in 1942 for the Navy, to a dragger
for John Bruno of T Wharf, Bos
ton. A sister ship, the Artie 109,
is expeced to arrive next week and
will be converted for Eugene Mari
no of Gloucster.
Both craft are 98 feet 5 inches in
length, have a beam of 24 feet and
a draft of 10 feet 9 Inches. Power
is supplied by a 450 horsepower
Fairbanks-Morse diesel and is cap
able of driving the fishermen at a
914 knot speed.
The converted craft will have a
fish hold capacity estimated to be
between 153,000 and 155,000 pounds.
Fuel capacity will allow a 1300 mile
cruising range.
The dragger, Vagabond, owned
by Midwest Fish Co., of Portland,
is on the marine railways for
overhaul.

f

SIZES 5 TO 9

HEAVY

'
STEEL

FINE QUALITY SHOE SKATES

i

Scooters

i

SPEEDAWAY SLEDS
38 IN.

« IN.r

46 IN.’

52 IN.

$3.95 $4.95 $5.45 $6.95
jj

Looks Just Like A Real One!
Coach type. All steel construction.
Aluminum spokes with
heavy rubber tires. Large size
body with adjustable canopy.
The best buy in a doll carriage.

Table and Bridge Lamps

J

•I

$14.95

$9.95 up
I

j

‘I

ROLLER SKATES

FLUORESCENT

Kitchen Unit Fixtures

$8.95
JUST ARRIVED

'"S'

NEW BENDIX RADIOS

Fully ball bearing — Adjustable—

LEIGHTON’S
*€*€ WATCHES—in good supply for men and women—Well known brands.
SILVER—wide choice is yours. We have the famous name brands.
*€*<JEWELRY—our stocks are complete. Rings and Dress Jewelry, men and
women.

*<*€ GLASSWARE—For all the family, you’ll be surprised at the new numbers.
LEATHER GOODS—Hundreds of items. Key Tainers, Wallets, Bill Folds,
(with name embossed in gold).
PENS AND PENCILS—wide price range. See the famous names displayed.
BAROMETERS—In fine quality. Barometers are back—See them!
DIAMONDS—Always our Leader.
We purposely saved Diamonds for last. We have a fine complete stock of
perfect stones. Each is Quaranteed per perfect stones. Each is Guaranteed per
fection through our Diamond microscope.

SEE OUR GIFT TABLE FOR CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

Karl M. Leighton
JEWELER
357 MAIN STREET
r-tJUKMMMMMKWMKMMkMMfeMMMMNMfcMRMiyiNMiQBig

ROCKLAND. MAINE

OVERCOATS

EQUIPMENT
4 «/2 pt.
$4.95 pr
s pt.
$5.45 pr

The overcoat men ask for
by name ... ALPACUNA*
... America’s most famous
coat. It’s a well-earned
reputation; for
ALPACUNA* is tbps

iti style, quality and value.
Men say "A lot of ebat
for the money’’ when
they see it... yoifr
ALPACUNA* is ready ...
in your style, your color
and youf size. Lined
with Celanese* rayon.

PLUMB HAMMERS
$1.39
MILLER FALLS
HAND DRILL
$2.50

QUALITY SKIS AND

Zt\

«

SKI

HARNESS

f

$2.50-$6.50

MANY TYPES
S1

RATCHET BRACES
$2.50

RATCHET
SCREW DRIVER
$1.49

.TILLSON WRENCH:
I

$29.95
.
/
A

$2.95

Other Makes $26.50 up

NO. 9

fi

Smoothing Plane
$4.95

Hunting Knives
89c
SCOUT KNIVES

$1.98
OTHER TYPES OF
POCKET KNIVES IN
STOCK
|

MILLERS FALL

A

Carving Too! Set |
:
54.25
| '

H. H CRIE & CO.
328 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

V

FINEST QUALITY
CUTLERY

“YANKEE’’

SEE OUR DISPLAY

14’’

Priced

2 Burner Range Burner

Hacksaw Frames
$1.29

U- S. Pit- Of.

Nationally

BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS GIFT

HAND AXES $1.98

HARDWOOD—FLAT TOP

Ski Poles 1.95 to 9.95 pair

$27.95

$3.98 pr.

5 sizes to choose from. Made from the best
of material, spring steel runners, tops finished
in two coats of varnish. Metal parts finished
in baked enamel.

Wc are still in the Jewelry business at the same old stand. Our stocks are
more complete than in several years. We are proud of the values we offer!

A FEW CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS

Made by Union.

Made by Paris

TELEPHONE 205

*

lav-FrlwV

t

appraiser come
the property—the
becrme effective
discussion period

Tuesday-FrWiv
A Junior Rubinstein Club has
been recently formed under the di
rection of Miss Dorothy Lawry.
The first meeting wag held at her
home Wednesday. Officers were
elected for the year as follows:
President, Bertha Dondis; vice
president, Elisabeth Herrick; sec
retary, Janette Ibcorsio; treasurer,
Mr and Mrs. Alex Davidson of Claire Brickley. Barbara Clark is
8‘onington, passed through the city program chairman.
Wednesday, taking the afternoon
t ain on their way to California,
Alan L. Bird is in New York on
to visit for an indefinite stay with legal business, returning Saturday
Mr and Mrs. Cecil Copping of Los night.
Angeles.
Jack Wood has returned to his
Melvin Pendexter, who has been studies at Suffolk University Law
a patient at the Knox Hospital, School following a holiday visit
has returned to his home on Ma with his parents, (Mr. and Mrs.
sonic street, much improved.
Oeorge W. Wood

Social Matters

sett ng up plans
up meetings durJanuary. Watch
emcnt of these

Chapin Class will hold its month,ly supper Tuesday at 6 in the UniLersalist vestry, wLh Mrs. Ella Bird.
Icha rman.

veeney, cha'rman
item, explained
fly been accomaartment and anwill be a discus-,
ig held very scon
th lor the date of

Guests over the holiday at tho
home of Mr and Mrs. P. L HaveI ner were Mr. and Mrs. Fred P.
I Spaulding, daughter Nancy
of
IMattapan, Mass., and Misses Doroand Pauline Havener who are
[attending school in Boston.
.

> are interested in
smbers and non-,
and share in the

under the dlrecltality Chairman,
s w th Mrs. J A.
Those serving
were Mrs. Jerome
Leighton, Mrs.
md Mrs Charles

Page Seven
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Shakespeare Society met Monday
evening at the home of Mrs. Julia
Murray, Talbot avenue. Acts HI
and IV of Henry the Eighth were
read. Those taking part were Mrs.
Katherine Derry,, Mrs. Julia Mur
ray, Mrs. Elizabeth Otis, Mrs Jdsephine Rice, Mrs. Edith Bird, Mrs,
Lola Smith. Mrs Emily Stevens,
Mrs. Irene Walker, Miss Mabel
Snow, Miss Relief Nichols and
Miss Ruth Rogers. Miss Relief
Nichols read a very interesting and
informative paper on “The Balance,
of Power, then and now which
showed much time in preparation
and research. Notice will appear in
The Cour er-Gazette as to the
place of meeting for the next
meeting.

Miss Eleanor Libby who has
been vis ting in Norwalk, Conn,
has returned home.
i

Mrs. Stephen Gem'sh, who came
home with her mother, Mrs.
diaries Whitmore,
to
spend
Thanksgiving with her. left for
her New York home Thursday
night.

ion of the nearand the correct
local fire depart-

Mrs. Clara Payson spent Thanks
giving and the week-end at her
former home in West Jonesport,
guest of her mother Mrs. E.
Robbins. She was accompanied by
her broher, Lawrence Norton from
Taunton, Mass., also her daughter
Julie of Rockland and Mrs Ruth
Payson Mortimer of Sharon, Mass

PRITCHARD-KENXiSON
Miss Betty Lou Kennison of
Rockland and Harold G Pritchard
cf Indianapolis, were married at
the
Congregational
parsonage, i
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock by
Rev. Maldwyn Vaughn Parry.
They were attended by Arnold
Allen of Rockland and Miss Vir
ginia Kennison of Rockland, sis
ter of the bride.
The groom is a veteran of naval
service during the war, having
served in the North Atlantic and
European Theatre as a Boatswain
Mate second class.
A pot tician is all too ipt to
The couple will make their home
think only of the next election, but
in Indianapol s.
a statesman thinks of the future
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde 6. Young of of our country. Notice this in the
Warren street announce the en
gagement of heir daughter Caro- way Margaret Chase Smith works
l ne to Kenneth A. Payson, son of for the best interests of the coun
Mrs. Ruth Kelley of Brewster street, try, w.th Maine always in her
formerly of Canton, Mass. Miss mind. A great woman is Margaretl
• • * •
Yc-ung Is a student in the Senior
class at Rockland High School. Mr.
Keep On Trying
Payson has recently returnd from
A
little
girl who had a live ban
314 years’ service in the Navy dur
presented to her was disap
ing which he had 28 months sea tam
pointed at the smallness of thc first
duty. No date has been set for the egg
la d by the bird. Her ideal egg
wedd ng.
was that of the ostrich, a specimen
________
of which was on a table in the,
drawing room. One day the ostrich s
egg was missing from its accus
tomed place. It was subsequently
Mrs. Ethel G. Cushing
found near the spot where the ban
WRITE OR CALL
tam nested, and on n was stuck
1 ELLIOT ST.
THOMASTON a piece of paper wish the words:
“Something like this, please. Keep
TEL. 7
98*F*104 on trying.”

This And That

swlUlVUl
SPFN(^FR OUllUIUD
^IJPPfYRTX

lent

tt I

Give a Christmas gift that will
bring pleasure for years to come. A
copy of “Steamboat Lore of the
Penobscot.” Over 200 pictures, au
thentic. informal, the tang of the
sea in every line. Mailed anywhere
prepaid, $350. John M. Richardson
Phone 1044. 15 Granite St., City.
93*103

I

MARKED ABOUT

ible Sets

MAKE APPOINTMENT NOW, GOOD
PORTRAITS TAKE TIME
A LASTING GIFT!

See our bargain rack for Wool
Dresses at reduced prices. Su ts
also reduced. Excellent values. Al
freda Perry, 7 Limerock St. 91-lt

DRESSMAKING

___ I

<LS’

ALL FROM OUR REGULAR STOCK!
ALL WARM INTERLINED WINTER
COATS!
/ * . .<•
:

AND ALTERATIONS
ALL TYPES OF SEWING
Called far and delivered if necessary.
DOROTHEA JIPSON
4154 OCEAN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
89*92-tf
TEL. 1198-R

FOR SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
On All

Call

iristmas*^
Photoqraphs

Your Photo would be a
Christmas gift that will be
long remembered. It will
be a deeply appreciated
girt, if vour Photo bears the
signature of this recognized
studio. Now would be the
time to arrange for a sit
ting. Give a gift that no
one else can give. Your
Photo, by us!

403 MAIN STREET

TEL. 35-W
ROCKLAND, MAINE

4.95

MARGARET

O’BRIEN

SENTER^GRANTS
FIVE FLOORS OF GIFTS AT SENTER-CRANES
r

BARRYMORE
IfWIS
STONE
EDWARD
ARNOLD
THOMAS

OlWCTtO BV
EDW BUtfUl

FROOCCEBIW
— WIUIAM H WRIGHT

Muto
March of Time
“Soviet Neighbors”
Latest News
SUN. THROUGH WED.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

leg
I

^»“******

Serial
Cartoon
Short Subjects
SUNDAY and MONDAY

News

W ^hwyhn
-W 55s?

newt!

ANNE

EFFREYS

ond

EDWARD ARNOLD * MARIE WILSON
LEON AMES

mm

At The Copper Kettle

LORE

STRAN

UmM W BM MK* * «""• "«l W SOMT Bum

The Knit Purl crowd—elbows and ne dlcs flying and jabbing

'-tIs completely wrapped and tied in Ya n these days.

Continuous Show Sunday
Beginning at 3.00 P. M.
Monday time, 2.00, 6.30, S.30 P. M.

ILL.

CAMDEN

•

•

•

___ _ _

2519

Dan

Peter

160 Big Reasons to Attend

DURYEA LORRE
j™ VINCENT

•wa,
» TOMCONWAi
BILL ELLIOTT
(Red Ryder|

V

Handkerchiefs

CHILDREN’S CHRISTMAS DRESSES.3-6 $1.98 to $3.98
CHILDREN’S CHRISTMAS DRESSES 7-14 $1.98 tn $6.98

A line we have always made a specialty of.

CHILDREN’S CHUBBY DRESSES 7>/z 16'/2 $3.98 to $4.98

Easy to give and always acceptable.

BOYS’ WOOL FLANNEL ROBES 2-14 ... $3.98 to $6.25
BOYS’ BEACON ROBES 8-14 .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $3.98
GIRLS’ OR BOYS’ CORDUROY ROBES 2-6.. .. .. .. .. .. . $4.98
GIRLS’ CHENILLE ROBES 4-14.. .. .. .. . . $3.98 to $4.98

£3

GIRLS’QUILTED ROBES 6-10.. .. .. ..

PHONE

SATURDAY, DEC. 7

TODAY ONLY

in

“COLORED PIONEERS

NEW HOOVERS IN STOCK

Burner

KOCKLANl

hAl. DAiLV Al 2.00, SUN. AT 3.00, EVENINGS 7.U0 AND 9.00
SATURDAY EVENINGS FROM 6.30

SENTER^CKANE'S

MAS GIFT

6V2

NEWTWMDENfTHEATR

1^
j;r

From Toddlers to Teens

mitchELL

X

Ex-Mayor and Mrs. Leforest A.
Thurston have gone to St. Peters
burg, Fla. to spend the Wmter.

THE SHORE VILLAGE YARN SHOP

Merry Christmas,

D

ADIOS

t.”

UWRENCt

MRS. HERVEY C. ALLEN.

Ut,

I

UONEl

ROCKLAND, ME.

Earnest feminine Knitters cf all ages who work on everything
from Christmas Bed Jackets to Booties for the Baby-to-be are
everywhere.
—Quoted from a News Item in the Ne v York Times.
Rcckland, Maine, too is completely urapp’-l and tied in
Yarns these days. We feel wt have helped to put Rockland In
the N. Y. class.
Our yarns are Minerva and Bee Hive in a wide assortment
of colors for many uses.
Our Usual Hand Knits are for sale for the n "son too busy
to make their own—also most attractive needle cases.
Cold weather is coming—we are noted for warmth. We have
eomfcrtaMc chairs. Join the Knit Purlers and see the Sirhts.
We can promise more congestion in P. O. Square than on Fifth
Ave.

T *i

'

TIERNEY

FRED E. HARDEN
“The Magazine Man”

ALSO MARKED DOWN

cooters

THREE

L. E. Frost has returned to Wol
laston, Mass., after spending the
holiday recess at his home in this
city. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Frost and son Sherwood, who will
spend the Winter in Wollaston.

MAGAZINES
NEW OR RENEWAL

FUR COATS AND CHILDREN’S COATS

STEEL

TODAY and SATURDAY

EUGENE’S STUDIO

EARLY SELECTION WILL BE ADVISABLE „
HEAVY

VINALHAVEN
Owen Dyer and Pay Dvcr have
returned from a hunting trip in the
Maine woods.
Mr. and Mrs Leroy Ames spent
the week-end with relatives in
Rockland after whicn they left by
plane for Hollywood, with stops at
Portland, Boston, New York, Dal
las, Texas and Arizona. They will
visit Mr. Ames' sister, Mrs. Laurel
Gerry.
Mrs. Ted MacDonald and daugh
ter Edith visited last Friday in
Rockland.

,rr n

The famous fountain pen "Parker
51” is ln good supply at Daniels,
Jewelers; also Scheaffer and the
Eversharp “VA ” Get yours today
or any business day, because Daniels
is open Wednesday afternoons. 91-tf

NE 205

CREAMER SKINNER
Miss Maxine M. Skinner, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Steeves
of Rockland and Carroll A. Cream
er, son of Mr. and Mrs. Aster
Creamer cl Warren, were married
at, St. Peter's Episcopal Church
Thanksgiving morning at 10. Rev.
Ernest O Kenyon officiated, using
the double ring ceremony.
Miss Louise Creamer, sister of the
bridegroom, was ma d of henor.
and Chester Creamer, brother of
the bridgeroom, was best man.
The bride wore an aqua blue dress
with black accessories and wore a
corsage of red rosebuds.
MissCreamer wore a street length
rose dress with a corsage cf white
gardenias.
The br de was given in marriage
by her father, John H. Skinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Creamer left for
a wedding trip to Boston Thursday
afternoon. The bride traveled in
deve gray w th black accessories.
They will make their home in
Warren on their return.
Out of town guest included Miss
Ruth Skinner, sister of the br.de
and William Knight, both of Quincy
Mass.

SUNDAY and MONDAY, DECEMBER 8, 9
Enjoy This Fine Show in Co*nfoTtable Surroundings

AN

M-G-M

t

PICTURE

COLOR CARTOON

sport ref.l

NEWS

CHRISTMAS SLIPPERS

... $2.98 to $4.98

g Knives

Over A Thousand Pair of Slippers Now In Stock

9c
r QUALITY
I’LERV

KNIVES

1.98
TYPES OF
KNIVES IN
TOC K

FIVE FLOORS OF
i

>L

■>

GIFTS AT
-

v

\.

SENTER-CRANES

ISet i

Ladies’
Ladies’
Ladies’
Ladies’

Initial ;.. .. .. .. .. .. each .59 to .98
Plain Linen .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 39 to .59
Embroidered Linen $1.00 to $1.69
Embroidered Lawns . .25 to $2.00

Ladies’ Prints .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 25 to $1.00

Men’s
Men’s
Men’s
Men’s

Initial .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 45 to $1.00
Plain Linen.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 45 to $1.59
Plain Cotton.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 25 to $1.00

Colored Border.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 19 to
Children’s .. .. .. .. . ?.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15 to

ONE 205
*

4

.50

.29

MEN’S, WOMEN’S,
CHILDREN’S

nn.

»n Qr

51.00 to $6.95

MANY OTHER GIFTS FOROAD IN REAR OF STORE

Quality Shoz Shcp
310 MAIN ST.-- -- -- ROCKLAND

,
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Church Notes
Morning worsh p at the Uhiversalist. Church will be at 10.40. The
uuibject of Dr. Lowe’s sermon will
be ‘Staying Qualities ’’ Mrs Storer,
joloist, will sing two selections.
The kindergarten for younger chil
dren meets in the chl’ren’s room
during the preaching service. The
Church School for older classes
meets at noon. The senior Youth
Fellowship yill meet in the vestry
at 7 p. m Wednesday at 2.30 p. m.,
the December meeting of the Mis
sion Circle will b? held in the ves
try. The meeting will feature a
Clara Barton program and the in
gathering of the little red stock
ings. Thursday, 6.30 p. m., the
Men s Club will meet in the vestry
for supper and a novel hour ofenterta'nment. This Is also the an
nual meeting with election of offi
cers.

Nina Perry as leader.
Prayer
meeting will be Thursday at 7 30.
‘The Secret of the Indwelling
Spirit” will be the subject of the
sermon by Rev. C Wendell Wilscn
at the Littlefield Memorial Bapt st
the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church Sunday at 10.30. Special
music by the choir Sunday School
follows at 11.46 with classes for all
age groups. B.Y.P.U. and Crusad
ers meets at 6 o clock. The young
people will have charge of the
evening service which opens at
7.15 with special muse- Mid-week
prayer and praise service Tuesday
night at 7.30. Ladies’ Aid meets
Wednesday night for tacking at the

Rockport Stars
Will Shine In Town Hall Wed
nesday Night In “Mrs.
Tubbs of Shantytown”

At Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church morning worship w 11 be
held at ilO 45 a. m. when Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead will preach on
the subject, ‘The Candle of the
Lord ’ Warren Winthrop Whitney, boy soprano, will be the soloist. The Church School will meet
at noon.
The Youth Fellowship
w 11 meet at the parsonage at 6.45
p. m. and then proceed to place of
meeting together. Monday at 7 30
p. m. the Boy Scouts will observe

Rferdan, Edw. Ausplund; Queenie

T ckets are on sale. There will be

Sheba Tubbs, Agnes Sullivan; a matinee lor children Wednesday
Methusalem Tubbs, Robert Wells; at 2 p. m

Brilliant

SULKA

under tantling
Tubbs manage
and wards ol
Simon Hubbell
i man who is a
in Shantytown
a mournful, fo
nishes a big
Young romanci
Riordan, a cei
de'le Campbe
school-teacher

Scout Executive Butler. Tuesday
prayer meeting will be held at 7 30
p. m. Wednesday the Baraca Class
will meet at the Church for the
annual Christmas party w.th the

observed
at the First Baptist
Church this Sunday with the pas
tor, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald,
taking as his subject in the 10 30
service, "A Book of Faith for a
usual gifts. Mrs. Rollins will be
Day of Doubt.” The men’s and
women’s prayer groups will meet
precednig th s service at 10.15. The
Church School classes will meet
for Bioie study at noon. The
Christian Endeavor will continue
their study of the book of First.
John at 6 under the leadership of
Barbara Clark and Alice Kinney.
The 7.15 service will open with the
singsp rat'on and will include choir
and trombone numbers Mr. Mac
EGG RECEIVERS
Donald wll give his sixth message
on the Dookt of 'Revelation with
the subject, ‘Results from the
Vision Glorious.”
Opposite Gulf Gas Station and Delaware Feed Store
Morning worship at the Congre
Store Open for Buying of Eggs Monday and Tuesday
gational Church at 10.45 with Rev.
Maldwyn Vaughn Parry preaching
8.30 A. M. to 4.30 I*. M. — Saturday 8.30 A. M. to 12 Noon
Ion the theme, Sir. We Would See
Jesus.” The quartet will sing
ALBERT QUINN, Agent
j "Sun of My Soul” by Hastings and
j ‘ Come Ye Blessed” by Scott.
. Church School will meet at 10 and
TEL ROCKLAND 257-12
J the Nursery Department at 10.45.
98’lt
1 The Comrades of the Way will
1 meet in the vestry at 5.30 on Sun1 day. Monday night the Boy Scout
Troop will meet, in the vestry at
7 o'clock. Wednesday, the Rounds

EGG PRODUCERS ANNOUNCEMENT

ELLIS & SMILEY, INC.

NEW LOCATION—71 PARK ST.

This gift will light stars in her eyes —
for years on end! For there’s quality
shining aright from every piece. Look
at the How of the new Contour

DEL MAR*

CHRISTMAS GIFT HEADQUg^

Exquisitely styled dinner rings
. . . set with gorgeous diamonds
and semi-precious stones.

CAPRI*

Blade . . . the overlay cf pure silver
at heavy wear jboints . . . feel the
extra weight and true balance. 1 hen,

ller bii Histone mounted
in a
14k yellow gold

setting.

compare tne value . . . see now much
more silver//are . . . how muJi morecomplete a service your “silver’’
dollar buys — in the “Silver Service
of the Stars."
5-PIECE PLACE SETTING

$4.50

Service for 6.............................. $33.00
Service for 8................................. $42.U0
Service for 12.............................. $60.00

Anti-Tamish Chest Included

2V regal gilt . . . lustrous, per
fectly strung simulated pearls
. . . safety clasp.

MORE FOR VOUR "SILVER” DOLLAR

1881
BeuriLs watch . . .
the gift of a life
time . . . accurate
beautifully stvled.

®ROGERS®
by ONEIDA (TD.

TERMS

• Trade-marks

Mothers will meet in the parlors
at 7.30 Hostesses will be Mrs. E.
Carl Moran, Mrs. Frank Marsh,

a week

Mrs. Allan Murray.
Thursday,
(he Church Christmas party will
be held in the Odd Fellows Hall at
8 o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
c*reslopsky, assisted by Mrs. Kath

LARRY’S

erine

Everything in surplus war goods — clothing and
sporting goods — a great selection of everything

from parkas to pajamas—All reasonably priced.
Bring your Christmas list and inspect our stock

LARRY’S

Surplus War Goods Store
231 So. Main St., (opposite Pleasant St.) Rockland

B0BILL MARKET

Derry,

Mrs.

Nett e

Bird

Frost, Ralph Cowan, Mr. and
Roland G. Ware, Mr. and Mrs
Myron Cummings and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Gifford will be in
charge of the party Sunday Dec.
15, there will be conducted the
every member canvass under the
direction of
Allan J. Murray.
Please plan to be at home between
2 and 5 o’clock. Luncheon will be
served at 5.30 in the vestry. On
Dec. 15, a special evening service
will be held to hear the report of
the canvass. The Rockland High
School Glee Club under the direc
tion of Mrs. Ruth Sanborn will
present a program of Christmas
musi?. An offering will be received
for the benefit of the Glee Club
Fund to purchase Community

Seven-piece dres
ser set to t nhance
he.- vanity . , .
handsomely boxed.

A FINE WATCH
EVERYONE CAN "AFFORD

THE 7-JEWEL

AMERICAN

.jt MADE

WE CARRY
LARGE STOCK

You know Bill, It seems to

me

that food

prices

are

getting just a little high.
Take N’ueoa

for instance

why at 43c a pound that’s
just short of hiway rob
bery!

SEAT COVERS
TO FIT MOST ALU CARS

Including Covers for
1946 Cars

MILLER’S

GARAGE

NUCOA .... lb 43c
HAMBURG
........................ Ib 39c
CHUCK ROAST...................... Ib 39c
LARGE FLORIDA ORANGES . doz 33c
7

DeSoto-Plymouth
25-31 Rankin SL
Rockland

WE HAVE A COMPLETE
STOCK OF

GENUINE PARTS

Thu, s Right Bob, all
this talk about infla
tion coming by golly I

think it’s here.

TO FIT ANY YEAR

DeSOTO

Why

PLYMOUTH

just the other day the

CHRYSLER
DODGE

little lady complained
about not being able

to make the food bud
get balance!

Streamlined design with
chrome tarnish - proof case top, stainless steel back and
leather strap—

Smart, streamlined de
sign with case-top in
the rich color ol

Handsome, modern design
with case-top in the rich
color of natural gold, stain
less steel back and leather
strap—

natural gold, stainless
steel back and hand
some expansion brace
let to tuatch—

Fed. Tex

■

~

The Guilford is a sturdy reliable timepiece. Its wartested, war-improved movement features the exclusive,
patented "Compen-Spring.” It is electronically timed . . .
made with 129 years of ’’know-how.” HERE IS THE
GREATEST WATCH VALUE IN AMERICA TODAY,
BAR NONE!

Diamond Onyx

Parker “51” Set
$1.25 a week
7.50

fe. „.$29-7

Brilliant diamond st
against lustrous onyx . .

The world’s most wanted
pen. . . paired with match
ing pencil. “51" writes dry
with wet ink. A handsome
gift set to thrili liim.

distinctively mounted in
solid ir.aseuline 10k
setting.

Guilford (junrantes
If your Guilford Watch fails to render satisfactory service,
as a result of mechanical defect, during tbe first 90 days
you own it, tbe watch will be repaired without charge,
provided you mail it to the Guilford Watch Service Depart
ment, Guilford, Conn., prepaid with 25 cents enclosed to
cover handling and postage for return. If your watch is dam
aged as a result of misuse or accident, tbe movement will
be repaired for ,1.00, regardless of damage; rhe case will
be repaired for ,2.00, regardless of damage. If both move
ment and case are damaged, they will be repaired for ,3.00.

Waltham
Give Waltham and you give
the gift of a lifetime.

GARAGE

FORMERLY MURRY’S MKT.
COR. BROADWAY AND
PLEASANT ST.

All Your Needs Are On
Our Shelves, Just Look
Around And Help Your
self.

blne-

white center dia
mond flanked by,
2 side diamonds. ■

program will include colored pic chairman of the program
At the afternoon service at the tures of the Mt. iKatahdin trip.
Owl’s Head Baptist Church, Rev. C Camp Hindis and an address by
Universal Bxble Sunday will be
Wendell WiLson will speak on the

TRADE AND SAVE

I

and decorations.
Billy Blossom Tubbs. Russell Sta
ROCKVILLE
ples, Jr.; Victoria Hortensia Tubbs,
A
braised
beef
supper
for
bene

The Meet Again Club will be en
The Garden Club will meet Dec.
Norma Heath; and Elmira Hickey,
Ethel Eaton.
11 at 7 30 p. m , at the library with fit of the church will be served tertained Thursday by Mrs. Noyes
Specialties will be presented by: instruct.on on Christmas wreaths Wednesday, from 5 to 7
Fanner. Jr.
Donald Welt, Richard Cash. Phillip
CArroll.

vestry.

“A Cry from the Cross' will be
the theme of Rev. Curtis L. Stan
ley at 3 p. m., at ihe Nazarene
Church. Holy Communion will be
celebrated At 7.30, Mr. Stanley will
speak at an evangelistic service on
“First Things First.” There wiU
be special music at both services. the 20th anniversary of Troop 202.
The church school w.ll convene at The
public is invited. Parents are
1.30 p. m.
especially urged to be present. The

theme "The Secret of the Indwell
ing Life.” There will be special
music. Sunday school classes meet
at 1.30.
The Christian Endeavor
service will be at 7 p m., with Mrs.

all cuds well in Shantytown.
The cast follows: Mrs. Mollie
Tubbs, Priscilla Poster; Miss dingle
Vine. L.llias Sullivan; Mrs. Ellen
Hickey. Joan Thurston; Maydelle
Campbell, Regina Quimby: Simon
Rubbels, Raymond S monton; Tom

Tuesclay-FriBaV

Desoto-Plymouth
25-31 Rankin SL
Rockland

MAIL

JIWIHDI 4

393 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
• -.

ACCOUNT

ORDERS

SI.25 weekly

PROMPTLY

393 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
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TufrsBay-PrffiaV
■ - . - -• r„ the sewing in their own homes?
The answer is this, at one time small
rugs, 2x3, and 4x7. were ordered, and
women could easily handle them in
their homes Now orders are for the
larger rugs, 9x12, 10’4x22; and 9 x
17 A sewer in her own home would
be handicapped in handling such
a large size, lack of room and table
space. Starting with cne sewer, as
the rug size increases, the number
of sewers csn the single rug in
creases, speeding up and making
much easier the handling of the rug
which as it grows, is cumbersome
for one to handle. The sewing is
done on a big table, oilcloth covered,
so the rug is moved easily.
Typically a Maine product, all
wool materials bought from the
woolen mills of Maine, are used *If
the colors bought are not what is
needed, the wool Ls dyed to fill the
order, this done at the South- Port
land plant. Cutting of the strips
for the braiding, usually is left with
the braider for all weights of cloth
or woolen pieces is used, sometimes
as heavy as 14 and 16 ounce mate
rial. The individual braider knows
the quality of her braids and just
what width strip she can cut to
make her braids uniform in size and
thickness, important factors in rug
making.
Another feature of the work,
which makes it take so well among
the women workers sewers and
braiders alike, Ls that they, do not
have to put in full days, if tlieir own
work intervenes. The work day
hours are so elastic that women can
put in as much or as little time as
they wish, daily, according to their
own schedule of work. At present
some are working all day, and some
come in a few hours only in the aft
ernoons. In other words, hours are
to the convenience of the sewers.
The old Sparhawk M l’s of South
Portland* which suspended opera
tions during the war years, have
established a reputation for the fin
est hand made rug in the country
For instance, the mills supplied all
the braided rugs for Rockfeller’s
Williamsburg, Va„ restoration Also
the Mills have made rugs for the
lodges of several movie stars—James
Cagney, Andy Devine, Marion Da
vies and Clark Gable.
The Mills* have had braiders in
this section for the South Portland
plant for some time. They also
have workers in New Hampshire1 and
in Massachusetts.
A br ef history of the Sparhawk
Mills indicates the start of th’s typi
cally Maine made product, was in
1929. by the late Ernest E. Gowell,
father of the present co-owner, Earl
R. Gowell, who felt that colonial
braided rugs would make a home
stead industry for Maine, and that

Make Colonial Rugs
Warren Has a New Industry
Which Interests the
Women
Making of
Colonial, all-wool,
hand braided and sewn rugs, War
ren's new industry, still but an in
fant, according to Earl R. aowell
of Rockport and South Portland
co-owner with his mother, Mrs.
Ruby R. Gowell, of the Sparhawk
Mills, South Portland, ts catching
on fast.
Just opened, it is known as the
Warren unit, and room supervisor
ts Mrs Fannie Young of Thomas
ton, experienced rug maker of this
locality. At present the unit is lo
cated on the second floor of the
Report center, and already a num
ber of good sized rugs have been
completed
So far, sewing of >he
braids only, has been done here,
completed braids of ordered colors,
made by braiders ln their homes,
in this vicinity.
Contact with the workers and
braiders is made by Mrs. Earl
Gowell, who has charge of the
Warren unit, which is gathering
momentum fast, for women in this
section are natural rug-makers, and
this is t he reason for the location of
this first unit in Warren.
The outlook for this product is
most promising, with orders to be
filled from all over the United
States. The rugs are custom made;
that is the customer writing in a
description of the general color
scheme of the room as well as the
size, or sending in samples of dra
pery material, and wall paper, of
the room, for which a rug is to be
made. Then Mrs. Ruby Gowell in
Portland, senior members of the
company, plans the design and the
colors of a rug suitable for that
room. Of course in some cases,
other customers merely send in an
order for a rug, per.od, without 4»ny
instructions except for s ze.
The balance now has to be estab
lished between braiders, part time
in homes, and the sewers at the Re
port Genre, and this balance Ls be
ing adjusted most satisfactorily. A
fast braider, working an eight-hour
day. can easily turn out over a hun
dred yards of bra d daily. The av
erage home-maker, working part
time, will braid between 150 and 200
yards in a week. The goal now Ls
for sufficient braider support for 10
or 12 sewers, and this means 20 or
25 braiders in this area to work part
time
The next question Ls natural
enough Why not let the women do

UT RAT€

cosmencs

II. GERRISH, Manager
404 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND

THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT WE HAVE EVER
^HA^FO^fOU^CHRIS^A^ELEGBON^^

Yardley, Old Spice, Courtley, Seaforth, Houbigant,
Coty, Helena Rubinstein, Lentheric, Tussy, Black
Majic, Evening In Paris, Max Factor, Chantilly,
and others
FOR HER

FOR HIM >€

————————
•
Manicure Sets 75c to $10 Old Spice Sets $1.25-$5

Comb, Brush and Mirror Lentheric'Sets 2.25-5.50
Nylon Bristles $3.95 up
Seaforth Sets $2 to $5
Black Majic Sets
Courtley Sets $2.25-8.25
$2.00 to $10.00
Coty Sets $2 95 to $10 Wrisley Sets $1.50 to $3
Coty Fitted Leather Kits
$6.95 and $9.50

Yardley Sets

OTHER FITTED CASES

Shaving Brushes 75c-$25

Tussy, DuBarry, Vita-Ray,
Rubinstein, H. II. Ayers

HELENA RUBINSTEIN
Apple Blossom and
Heaven Sent
Sets $2.00 up

LENTHERIC
Tweed Sets
$1.75 up
YARDLEY
$3.25 to $12.00

PERFUME ATOMIZERS
$1.00 to $5.00
MAX FACTOR SETS
$3.55 to $11.30

Bill Folds $2.50 to $6.00
Initials Stamped in Gold FREE

Pipes

$1.00 to $10.00

Kaywoodie Pipes $5-$ 10

MARKSMAN PIPES
$3.50, $5.00 and $7.50
FREE 1 Pound Can of Tobacco
with Purchase

CIGARS By the Box
$3.00 up
FOUNTAIN PENS
Eversharp, Waterman, Parker

TOILET SOAPS

$3.50 to $15.00

Still at the Old Price

Wrisley, etc.

Shaving Bowls 50c & $1

GILLETTE RAZOR
and 5 Blades. 49c

$7.50 to $30.00

Sets

$2.50

$1 00 up

REYNOLD
$3.85
Houbigant, Chantilly Sets Rocket Pen
$6.50 up
LEATHER KITS

$3.95 to $18.00

BATH MITTS .
$1.00 and $1.50

POUND TOBACCO

TABU BY DANA
Cologne $4.25 and $7.50
Perfume $3.25 and $9.25

Geo. Washington, Granger
and Others

20 Carats Cologne $4.25
Platine Cologne
$4.00
Platine Perfume
$3.25

Yardley, Seaforth Wrisley
and Lentheric

SHAVING BOWLS
$1.00

SHAVE LOTION 29c-2 50
TWEED
Perfume $1.75 to $18.00
WILLIAMS
Toilet Water
$1.10 Shave Sets
89c

Sets/

THEIR ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

BEAUTIFUL

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS
Evans
$3.00 to $5.00
JACKNIVES

LaCROSS

Implement Manicure Sets
$3.50 to $17.50
All c«

eties Taxed 20*7

Sevens Are Convinced
It’s Not A Lucky
Number ,

Will Give Way To Machines
In Potato Harvesting, Says
Albert Gardner

*

food standpoint or from the health
standpoint. In other words, I doubt
if y elds per acre, gains per day,
pcur.ds of milk per cow or eggs per
hen will be the sole criterion of
successful research.”
Asserting “considerable money'
should be expended cn farms “to
bring about conditions which will
not only prove more economical in
their operation but will tend to in
fluence our boys and girls to make
farming their life's occupation,"
Gardner added.
“The farmers of two or three
generations hence must be con
vinced now that the future in agri
culture is as bright as in the future
in other occupations.
“In any case rebuilding and ren
ovation of homes is a must’ project,
if we are to make a farm home
comfortable, easy cared for and
attractive to the ch ldren.“
Referring to a recent livestock
industry study. Gardner said “re
sults today would indicate! that good
pastures in Maine will produce beef
w thin a competitive cost and of a
quality whch compares favorable
with that of western beef."
Gardner said Maine's record po
tato crop thsyear “resulted in part
from an increased acreage, in part
from reasonably favorable weather,
but. by and large, irom a more or
less general and continued use of
DDT.”

HOUSEOF THE MONTH CLUB
Something Pleasingly Different

ARE YOU BUYING A NEW CAR ?

HERE

$1.OU

IS THE SELLING PRICE
OF A

NEW 1946 FORD CAR

1946 FORD TUDOR SEDAN

98=

$1269.33

-

49c

Lyford

...................

91

109 90—290

Dexter

.................

79

82 74—235

C. Smith
..............
S. Davis ........... ~

WOODMAN'S AXE

a

Sevens

$2.80

CHARLES E. BICKNELLD
NORFOLK PAINT AND VARNISH

F. White .....

85 82 82—249
82 84 91—257
81 87 96—264

Total ................... 418 444 433-1295
Eleven*
F Swanson ............ 87 84 91—262
S. Smith
.......... 77 87 98—263
L. Dyer .................. 82 119 96—297
G- Swanson ........... Tl 85 101—263
B. Warren .............. 77 89 77—243

HARDWARE, SPORTING GOODS, HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

SHOP EARLY ANO GET THE CHOICE SELECTION!

Pick And Shovel

She Is Engaged

House Of The Month

$1.50

COURTLEY SOAP
For Men
$1.25 box

The Ganders Win One

■a&-

State Agricultural Commissioner
The big guns of the Ganders
A. K. Gardner said in Lewiston
were too much for the big guns of
Tuesday night that 'low cost labor
the Skippers and :he Ganders final
♦
is not the answer to low cost pro
ly landed in ihe win column on
duction on our Maine farms ” In a
the third try.
Doc Mills was in the Ineup for
speech at the Maine State Grange's
the first time, but the Doc was not
annual convention. Gardner added:
much help to his team for he was
“As time goes on, we will pay la
1 pushed onto the bench for next
bor more per day. but it will be to
i week, along with Ted MacDonald, i
skilled labor that is capable of op
Perhaps the Doc got his shooting
erating machines rather than using
eye for the pins crossed with h s
th© pick and shovel.
shooting eye for deer, for he seemed
• ‘There are many possibilities in
to have better luck in th woods than
Mechanization . . . which will affect
on the alleys, having just returned
our labor situation.”
rom a hunting trip With1 some j
Gardner predicted that improve
fcur-legged deer.
ments in farm machinery “will
Shields was the really big gun
mean that our potato crop can be
for the Ganders, his single of 113
Albert Hallowell
harvested w.thout the importation
Blythe
M.
Cullinan
total of 299 topping all others.
of large numbers of laborers frem
Mr and Mrs. Ervin E. Hustus of partment of the New England and
But the real honest to goodness
Mrs. Gladys Barnes of Appleton outside the State, adding: There
Rockland, announce the engage Telephone Co.
■
hero
of the match was the Hon.
ment of their daughter. Flora, to
Mr. Hallowell is a graduate off I John Quincy Franklin Roosevelt announces the engagement of her should be no need for a labor pro
gram such as we have had during
Albert G. Hallowell, son of Mr. end Rcckland High School
Adams who, on being pitted against daughter, Blythe Myrtle Cullinan the past few years The job will
M?s. George Hallowell, also of 1944. He was recently discharged ■ Doc
Mills, began to think he was of Appleton to Clarence Edward be done more quickly and with a
Rockland.
from the U. S. Navy and will leave being persecuted, but as the match
Miss Hustus is a graduate of for Chicago in May to attend the went on he became better and Oliver Perry of Union, foster son minimum of injury to the tubers.”
of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Philbrooks
‘Tf I were to forecast the develop
Rockland High School, class cf 1946. Coyne Electr.cal School. No date cockier
all the time until at the of Union.
ments in agriculture in the future,
She is employed in the Traffic De- has been set for the wedding.
end, when he found out he had i Miss Cullinan is a graduate of I would say that more and more
beaten the Doc, there was no liv Appleton H gh School and Gates attention would be devoted to the
Thursday to West Somerville, Mass. ing w th him. And when he got Business College in Augusta,
production of varieties, breeds and
MARTINSVILLE
Reliable Taxi Service
where she will spend the Winter two spares right off, one of his vest | Mr perry graduated from Union strains which are valuable from the
Charles Dwyer of Hebron was in with her nephew, Byron Hahn. ' buttons popped off and very nearly , Hlgh school in 1942, and attended
TEL. 1543
town for the holiday week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper were broke a window.
Ballard' Business College in Rock- ber, 1945, after serving three years.
CHARLIE
’S TAXI
Mrs. Thankful Harris went in Deer Isle several days leceutly.
This match also saw one of the land. He was honorably discharged
14
months
of
which
were
spent
Waiting
Room
at
Hollis Chadwick of Boston is old stand-bys of the Skippers fall from the U. S Air Corps in Octooverseas.
by
the
wayside,
for
along
with
iRev.
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
311
passing
a
few
day^
at
his
home,
there would always be a market for
No date has been set for the
88*98
Mr. M tchell. “Pete” Peterson had
such a product, because as a back with Mrs. Chadwick
wedding.
Mrs. Edward Karlsson of New a night off, and he will warm the
ground or setting of antique furni
ture, and other Americans, braided York and Malcolm Pierson of U. bench next week while some young
You’ll find new Joy in living as
rugs would be so very fitting and of M„ spent the holidays with their er man. or at least somebody with
younger ideas
(about
bowling) the proud possessor of The Lenox,
proper, providing suitable atmos mother, Mrs. Herbert Pierson.
another House - of - the - Month.
Mrs. William Pease nas returned takes over
phere At first standard patterns
A
certain
air
of
mystery
has
enskillfully
planned to offer the uthome
after
spending
several
weeks
were made, then the sales outlet
through the wholesalers. Gradually with her daughter, Mrs. Errol velcped the non-appearance of most in comfort and convenience.
a custom-made product was de Wiley of Tenant’s Harbor, where Captain Grimes in the line-up of thLs delightful little one story
manded howeier, and the demand she recuperated following a surgi the Ganders of late, and the ques dwelling with its three bedrooms
tion Ls being asked, “Why does Der Ls adequaet for a moderate sized
filled, for customers who wanted own cal operation at Knox Ko pita!
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Lowe and Cap keep himself off the team so family.
color combinations. Then the start
Probably some unkind
Eighteen windows, with a comof Burlington, Vt..
Mrs. much?
was made on direct to consumer son
Presented by
Ckipper
would
remark that it is : plete corner of five in each of the
Marietta
Tyler
of
Boston
and
Mr.
sales, and this step soon made Spar
’
lecause
there
are
so
many
better
i
arger
bedrooms
help
to
flood
this
ROCKLAND LOAN A BUILDING ASSOCIATION
hawk rugs famous over the country. and Mrs. Cecil Anderson and son
In 1941 the Mills were closed, due of Portland were guests of the Har bowlers than he on h s team he ' compact plan with an abundance
just can’t make the grade, but we of light and air. In addition, a
to the war, and during which, the old Huppers recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hupper of for one would never subscribe to complete wall of glass at one end
type of material for rug making was
theory.
of the living room creates the feel
not available, to continue the quali New York are spending a few this
No
sirree.
we
figure
there
must
ing of spaciousness for it merely
weeks
at
their
home,
‘
‘
Spruce
ty of the rugs, which had prev.ously
be something fundamentally wrong serves to separate this room from
turned out. It was in 1941 that the Coves’
the Captain, or he would W the great outdoors . . . the cement
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hooper en with
senior Mr. Gowell died.
in
there
pitching, w.n or lose, root, block terrace shielded from the
for their family on
Now his son, who received an hon tertained
hog or die. Now that the Gan sreet by vine covered lattice work.
Thanksgiving
Day
orable discharge from IT. S. Armv
ders have at last landed in the win
John Hupper of Bowdoin College column, it goes to show that the A barbecue grille increases the
Engineers recsrt'y, af er servi e
with the port engineers for the Bos spent the week-epd with his par season will not be a runaway af pleasure of this out-of-doors living
ton. Mass., Port of Embarkation, has ents at “Spruce Coves.' ' Joel Hup fair for the Skippers, and the area, ideal for entertaining and
taken up the torch, for sentimental per, a student at Exeter Academy, Goose may perhaps see his dream down-to-earth relaxation
Returning to the living room by
reasons, if one "ares to call it that. was home for the holiday .
of evenly matched teams come one of the two doors flanking tlx*
Mrs. Fronie Pease spent the past true. The score:
The South Portland plant at South
glazed area, we find a decorative
Portland, was opened up in October week. in Augusta .with her grand
,
Ganders
wood-burning fireplace which on
and the first outside unit here in daughter. Mrs. Wenctell Wood.
72
—
-250
97
chilly evenings will radiate heat
McDonald,
81
Mrs.
Ida
Seavey
was
given
a
Warren started a'rout a week ago.
86 84 82—252 to all areas and substitute tor the
Mrs. Earl Gowell assisting her hus birthday basket from neighbors Mills .....
93 93 89—275 main heating unit. The front and
band greatly with its organization. and friends on her 83d birthday Sanborn
99 1113 91— 299 back walls of this room offer un
Shields
Earl Gowell. himself, before the Monday.
90 89 92— 271 broken space for various arrange
Sidney Dow who was ill several Goose
war. was an employe of the Central
ments of furniture.
Maine Power Co. Though, just weeks, is much Improved and is
Total .............
445 476 426-1347
Adjoining is a kitchen of the
started, he is finding a great deal of enjoying calls from friends.
4i —
most modern type which also aiGue?ts of Mr. and Mrs. John
Skippers
satisfaction in the new venture for
him at least. There is a great deal Wentworth for the week-end were Mitchell ................ 76 84 76—238 fords a complete dining space with
of satisfaction, he finds, in making Mrs. Wentworth’s mother. Mrs. Adams ................. 79 98 84—281 a triple window overlooking tin
a product, of which one can be Sherman Hupper of Stoneham, Peterson ................. 87 87 80—254 street. A partial protector whicn
proud. Both he and Mrs. Gcwell Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Guilford) ............. 89 92 95—267 extends from the hne of the root
Hupper and son of Washington, Poole ................ . 105 100 94—294 above these windows continues on
are very happy in the work.
to form a shield for the main enTotal ............ .... 431 462 419-1312 i try thereby lending an added touch
to a picturesque exterior.
It Comes Eleven
The sleeping quarters, three in
That old American saying “Come all, have been placed to the rear to
seven, come eleven” seems to be gain slumber privacy and a view ot
going the way of a lot of other old the garden. The master bedroom, (
American things for as the ‘•Sevens’’
and “Elevens” meet on the Cas large enough for twin beds or a
one, has two closets and an- •
cade Alleys it seems to be all for double
other
for
linens in the adjoining
the Elevens.
'Friday night the Elevens took hall. A modern bath at the end
another game from the Sevens by of the hall conveniently serves all
32 pins, 30 of which were garnered rooms.
The Rocklano Loan and Building
ln the last string. The 7s (it’s much
easier writing figures) took the flrst Association, sponsoring this Housestring by 1®, but the 11s came back of-the-Month in the interest of
to take the second by 20, and from promoting better houses in Knox
then on slowly worked into their County, is offering colored sketches
Christmas brings a host ef little extra chores-?— putting up the
of this and many other Houses-offinal
lead of 32.
tree, extra outlets for lights and d scorations, fixing up the spare
Les Dyer’s 119 for single and 297 the-Month to all those interested
room for company—get ready ahead of time with supplies like
for total was tops for the evening, in building or owning a home ot
Detailed %” scale
while the best the 7s ace. Doc. Ly their own.
these . ..
ford, could do was to place 290 for blueprints, specifications with al
seccnd position. Staffy Smith of ternates and a complete bll of ma
the 11s had a grudge match on with terials are available for inspecting.
“Baish” Dexter of the 7s. which re
sulted in another beating for Baish.
Ba sh said he didn't mind getting a
beating, but he did object to getting
his shins alL black and blue from
Staffey’s sideswiping kicks. Every
ADJUSTABLE
CLAW HAMMER
time Staff rolled a good looking ball
he tried to help it knock the Ipins
20-oimce polished head claw
WRENCH
down by a vicious side kick, and
hammer ef super quality. Has
A tima-saver fer tricky jobs—
while its effect at the far end of
select polished hard wood handle.
several wrenches "in one" Tem
the alley was doubtful, there was
A perfectly balanced
pered steel jaws expand te ft inch.
no doubt as to its effect at the ap
Gun-metal
proach, for sometimes it would
tool! ........ -................
finish ......................
0*7C
knock the balls off the rack onto
Baish’s feet, much to that gentle
man’s consternation andi dismay,
HAND
SLIP JOINT
not to mention his pain and grief,
and sometimes it would land di
DRILL
PLIERS
rectly on Baish's shins. Which
Better quality,
Cadmium plated
neither .mproved his temper or his
d u u b I e gear
drop - f • r g • d
bowling. And one particular time
driven drill. Fin
Steel pliers. Mi
ished in chrome
Staff kicked so high, wide and hand
and red enamel.
shin* m i 11 • d
some he straddled the runway and
Hoile* handle
laws. Free-work
had to be extricated from his pre
holds drills.
ing slip-|olnt.
Chuck takes up
dicament
by all hands. Baish says
te «/«" drill.
he is either going to bring down a
pair of hobbles for Staff, or a pair
oi shinguards for himself. But
100 Horse Power, 8 Cylinder
Baish won’t have to worry next
DELIVERED PRICE
week, for his low of 235 puts him on
the bench, while one of the subs
is called in to take over.
Cap’t Bucky Warren of the 11s
6-Foot
Carpenters
also fell by the wayside and will
have to direct his team from the
STEEL TAPE
Saw
sidelines next week. Next week’s
match between these two teams is
Rut* - rotating
Ns finest bi-tarsteel tape In
hen steel Made,
set
for Tuesday night, and earring
plastic ar chreme
taper ground. >
fire,
floods, earthquakes and other
cases.
Casy,
sura
er 10 peint, 26push-pull actien.
acts of God, the boys will be there
In < h h I a d e .
Calibrated In
Handle shaped
to bowl for iun, money or chewing
1/92 tnche».
te reduce wrist
tobacco. The score:
strain.

OLD SPICE
KINGS MEN
$1.25 to $5.00 Toiletries $5.00 per item

METAL COMPACTS
$1.95 up
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509 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1392-M

Total .................. 400 484 463-1327

PAY NO MORE

-

PLACE YOUR ORDER WITH, AND RECEIVE
YOUR NEW FORD FROM
ONLY AN

AUTHORIZED FORD DEALER
OTHERWISE YOU RECEIVE NO NEW FORD GUARANTEE PROTECTION

Waldoboro Garage Company
WALDOBORO AND ROCKLAND
JO1TN H. MILLER, Owner

97-«8
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Tuesday-Frfda?
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Loves The Tropics

[OOLHli

«

iHTS

SEARSMONT

OPENS CAMDEN THEATRE SUNDAY

Arc You Over 60?

Walter Ratten of Rockland, Verrill Ratten of Manchester. N H..
and Mrs. Lloyd Ratten and daugh
Past President of Townsend
Ivy B. Carlson, WAAC, Tells
ter of Rockland were recent visit
Compiled
and
edited
by
the
Typewriting
Department.
Club Tells What May Be
Of Life In the Canal Zone
ors at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Miss (Nichols’ 7-4 Reading Class, the luncheon meeting at the Au- Ernest Ratten. Lloyd Ratten, who
In Store For You
©omewhere on the Caribbean Sea, enjoyed an interesting collection gusta House, and Kenneth Mans- was a recent patient at the Waldo
Oct. 15. of souvenirs from foreign lands, field, coach at Bar Harbor High, County Hospital in Belfast because
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Editor of The Oourier-Qazette:—
shown and explained to them by was toastmaster. This first student of injuries suffered'whi’.e driving a
As a past president of Rockland
Well here I am, almost at the William Warren, a member of the legislature in Maine's 126-year his- j truck is better and has returned to
Townsend
Club No. 1, and in
home in Rockland,
end of my journey. I have flown class. Cards and .pictures of inter tory of statehood was greatly en- [
terested
in
the older people of my
esting
places
in
the
United
States,
joyed by the delegates from this lMr and Mrs Robert Hall of
from the East to the West, been in
coal from the Southwest Pacific, school
Camden
called
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
city
and
ccuntry
I write th s article
Mexico City and every State, but chop-sticks from the Mariannas,
Herbert
Plaisted
recently.
Which
I
know
will
be of interest to
two, but I th.nk I have enjoyed cloth and kerchief from Hawaii,
A Thanksgiving program was
Charles MacKenzie was called to
this trip most on the “Admiral H. The Gospel of St. John in the Fiilii- given in Room 9, Tuesday.
hundreds of men and women 60
/
The Danvers, Mass, last week by the
T. Mayo.’’ dcwn here to the Carib pino language from the Phil p- program:
years of age and over, and to those
Twenty-third
Psalm,
sudden
death
of
his
mother,
Mrs
bean, where I now am sitting upon
young people who expect to reach
the boat deck watching the flying pines, a Japanese-Engl-sh diction- Lord's Prayer, song, ’ Gcd Bless Mae MacKenzie.
63 and want security in their old
Miss Eelle Lowell was a holiday
fish, a beautiful sky and a cool ary, tards and pictures from America,’’ and salute to the flag
Gualalcanal anl the Solomons, lava led by Billy Schofield; song, “Come I week-end guest of Mr and Mrs
age. and a chance to live in peace
breeze
and qpmfort after years of labor
Only once or twice since we from an Hawaiian volcano, a ban- Ye Thankful People, Come,’’ Chris- £ari Ness in Belfast,
and strife.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Plaisted
started, have we seen any land dana from Sici.l, matches from Al- tine Roberts, Eeatri.e Reed, SanThe Townsend plan, when it be
We caught a gl.mpse of Jamaica giers. a handerchief from Norman- dra Perry, and Doro’hy Wotton, spent Thanksg v:'ng week-epd with
comes
a law. would do this. It
dy,
a
(piece
of
a
parachute
from
accompanied
by
Miss
Nichols;
Mr.
and
Mrs
F
Charles
Brooks
and
and a lighthouse on the port side;
would pay $1CO a month to each or
that's all and we have passed but England, and many cards depleting poem, “The Landing of the Pil- • daughter Linda in Portland, and
some 15,000.000 persons. To be
two ships. But these moonlight scenes in Scotland and around Bel- grims,'' Marie Whalen: piano solo, with Mr. and Mrs. Roland Simpson
eligible for Townsend plan annuinights, indifco seas and tropic fast. Ireland, scssors and tobacco -star of the Sea,’’ Lucie Lewis; and Mr. and Mrs. George Bailey in
'.ies. a man or woman must have
breezes. Oh. boy! am I glad I pouch from South America were song, “Old Black Jce,” William' Saco.
reached
the age of 60 and must
among
the
articles
shown.
ELzaOoiley,
James
Kenney.
Carl
Gray,
Albert
Bardsley
Jr
,
of
the
UniJoined the WACS, I could never
agree
to
retire from ga'nful em
beth
Powlie
called
attention
to
a
and
Manley
Hart,
accompanied
by
versity
of
Maine
division
at
Brunshave made all of the wonderful
ployment. or must be blind or dis
trips if I hadn’t, and although I blue wool shirt gaily decorated with Miss Nichols; story. “The Indian wick spent the holiday week-end
A knock-down fight between Thomas Mitchell and Edward Arnold abled and agree to give up working,
have worked very hard, and some dragons which she was wearing who Came To Dinner.’’ read by i with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alprovides
one of the many explosive episodes of the new Margaret O’Brien or must be a mother with depend
that
had
come
from
Shanghai,
ivy
Ames;
piano
solo.
“
I'll
Take
bert
Bardsley,
and
his
brother.
times very long hours, it has all
Chinese Christmas cards which You Heme Again, Kathleen, James Bardsley. Mr. and Mrs. starring vehicle, “Three Wise Fools” which comes to the Camden screen ent minor child
been worth it.
Any annuitant must give up
We have four girls to a state had been received from China were Carol Kent; jokes and riddles, Stephen Shaw and two children of Sunday and Monday. Dec. 8, 9.
gainful
employment so long as he
Carol Elwell’ -Carol Elwell.
room, lovely lockers, dressers, show also on exhibit.
Belfast were callers Thursday at
or
she
receives the annuity and
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#
er baths, electric fans, place to
the Bardsley home.
his brother, Lewis Upham, and must agree
to spend the entire sum
MATINICUS
| ed
press our clothes, nice mess hall
The Junior High acssembly, WedSenior H gh assembly program,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ouellette
called on friends in this place the within 30 days
following its reDorian
Ames
lias
returned
home
and everyone has used us fine.
nesday, was supervised by class 8-2, Tuesday was arranged by Mrs. and Miss Alice Higgins, all of Bel
past week.
ce pt. Business will prosper and
Last night we had a show on I taught by Mr. Adams. The pro- Robins.on’s Office Practice class, fbst, were Thanksgiving guests of from Harrington with a deer.
Mr. and Mrs Lester Merrill and
the open deck, also movies, and 1 gram: Morning exercises, Scott with Lorraine Eagan as chairman. MF. and Mrs. Ernest Butler.
Mr. and Mis. L. L. Young have son Myrven Merrill ant Miss Fran depressions will be a thing of the
for this constant stream of
were allowed to stay up until 10.30. i Young; Truth , or Consequences j Opening exercises were in charge
Mrs. Ellen Harriman and Mr. been on the mainland for several ces 'Howard were holiday dinner past,
new
purchasing
power is pumped
Usually 10 oclock is our bed check. . written and directed toy Jean of Norma Bridg;s. Reports pre- and Mrs. Sidney Harriman were days and syent Thanksgiving with guests of Mr. and Mrs. Berkeley
each
month
over the counters of
We were allowed to mix with both ! Moran,
relatives.
holiday
guests
of
Mrs
Mary
Col

Gilchrist, South Hope.
w th these ccn estants; l viously given in the Office Practice
the nation’s merchants, Labor will
G.Is and Marines until 10.30 for Jeanine l each, Glorii Bohn. Alice | class were “Inside Airline Offices.” lins and (Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Mrs. Lucretia Pushaw is passing prosper because as these 15,003.000
Mr. and Mrs. Dorian Ames and
the first time since the trip began Crie, Billy Schofie'd, Blllly Me- Diane Curtis; “History in a Name,” Harriman and daughter. Feme.
son Ronnie were holiday guests oi the week in Portland with her
We can be down on promenade Loon Christine Roberts, Richard , Louise Krk; "The Church Secre- Mrs. Flora Dunton, who has been his parents, Mr. and Mrs W L daughter, Mrs. Anthcny Pasquel. potential part or full t me workers
are taken off the labor market,
I deck with soldiers from 1 p. m. to Burby, Mr. Talbot. Janet Wey-, tary,” Madeline Hoffses; typing at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Ames.
Mrs. .Elenora Ingraham had as wages for the remainder of the la
G p. in. There was a bunch of mouth. Emery Howard. Th; State demonstration by members of Mrs. Lola Ness, in Belfast, is at her
Mr. and Mrs. Sawtelle Teel and guests recently, Mr. and Mrs Ar bor force inevitably will rise and
boys irom Tennesse who play manager was Donald Teel; stage Sargent's first year typewriting home here.
were visitors thur Price of Bath, and Mr. and stay high.
several instruments and we had a hands, Robert Le ghton, Ernest (class, under th# direction of Ina I During the recent deer-hunting Marian Young
Alton Ingraham of Brookline.
Thanksgiving Day at the home of Mrs.
The measure calls for federal im
lot of music and singing. We play Benner. Ralph Wells, and Ronald Bickford, were
Mass.
Lucille Koster, season 81 deer were tagged at the Clifford and Clayton Young.
position of a 3 percent tax each
cards, etc.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Hinds of
Tolman; in charge of wardrobe were Nancy Webel, Ruth Dorman, El- local stations, 47 by John W. LevWe each draw guard duty and Joan Clough, Wanda (Bradbury, and I vjra Johnson. Arlene Rollins, Har- enseller. and 34 by Bverett S. Hook.
Miss Mary Teel came toy plane to Phillips. Mr. and Mrs. Harcld Hinds month, cn a gross intake of all
businesses, corporations and partit looks funny to see a WAC M. Beulah Powell. Copy girl was MU- old Look. Betty Moore, Amy RackMr. and Mrs. Adeltoert Higgine be an overnight guest of her of Falmouth, have been guests of nersh'ps, and a 3 percent tax on
P, walking the guard with a sol- dred Sherman.
mother,
Velma
Teel
at
Jennie
PhilMr.
and
Mrs
W
lliam
Lothrop
llff, Beverly -Brewer. L eona Mc- and infant daughter of Belfast
that portion of an individual s in
d.er M P.
the past week.
piano spent Sunday with Mr and Mrs. brook’s recently.
Graw,
and
Florence
Eagan;
come in excess of $100 per month.
We expect to land about a in
Mr. and Mrs. Eknery Philbrook
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Ingraham An lnd'ivdiual whose earnings total
Five delegates from Senior High solo, Sabra Perry; vocal solo, Pa Ernest Butler.
the morning then it will take us
and
daughter
Emily
dined
with
his
and mother, Mrs. Elenora Ingraham
Mr. and Mrs Sidney Harriman
about eight or nine hours to go accompanied by Miss Gray, teacher tricia Wellman accompanied by called Sunday on her sister, Mr#, parents. Mr. and Mrs Ralph Phil were in Camden Friday to visit $150 per month would pay a tax
Barbara
Lufkin;
reading,
Gertrude
of
Problems
of
Democracy,
left
at
on $60 or $150 per month.
through the locks. This ship has
brook, on Thanksgiving Day.
relatives.
solo,
Leatrice,
Elbridge
Davis,
in
Liberty,
Robishaw;
vocal
8
a.
m.,
with
Harold
Look
at
the
The Townsend plan in, the last
been making abcut 20 knots an
Mr. and Mrs Vernon Phlbrook,
wheel, to attend the Junior Legisla Nutt, accompanied by Mrs. Ralph
elections recommended candidates
hour.
daughter Patty, and Mr. and Mrs.
A play, described by Joan
to Congress from 233 districts and
WEST WALDOBORO
It is a pretty clean little ship. tive Session in Augusta. The for Nutt
ROUND POND
Ivan Philbrook and daughter.
elected
Townsend plan friends from
We have 108 WACS, and about tunate delegates were Harold Look, Winchenbaugh “The Golden Hand”
Miss
Eleanor
Winchenbach
spent
Mr. and Mrs. Vernard Carter of Sandra went last Friday to the
Charles
Van
Fleet,
Thomas
Smith,
was
given
with
these
characters:
178
districts,
which goes to show
the holiday week-end with Mr. and
250 G. I.’s aboard besides the
Portland were in town over tive mainland for a few days.
Mary Sawyer, and Katharyn Ste “Henry Jordan.” the boss, Seth week-end.
that
the
Townsend
plan will be
Mrs.
Grant
Staples
in
Marblehead,
crew.
i
Clayton Young is in Massachu
Batty;
“
Wilma
Car.iby,
”
a
private
vens.
heard
from
in
the
80th
Congress.
Mass.
All is now excitement they say we
Verna Leland was home from setts to visit friends and relatives.
Our
Club,
No,
1,
under
the lead
The group from hia school par secretary, Kathryn Stevens: “O Portland Thanksgiving to visit hi»
will reach the harbor of Balboa to
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Creamer ership of President Clarence
Carrie Ripley has been visiting
applicant, father, Eugene Leland.
night around 8 p. m. I'm anxious ticipated in the committee meet ngs Howe Dumm.’ first
friends in Rockland and Kents passed Thanksgiv’ng with their inan, has been very successfulDcrto see how my new home is going in the morning on the foUl relating Eleanor Libby; “A Lott Dummer,” Mr. and Mrs. I ester Plummer of Hill.
daughter. Mrs. Arlene Hoffses at past year. and. having been the
re
to State Employes’ Retirement second applicant, Bernyce Perry; Damariscotta Mills were guests of Esther Young has teen on the the village.
to look.
elected and installed for another
System to Include Public School “A. Lota. Speed,” third .applicant, relatives on Thanksgiving Day.
T5 Ivy B Carlson.
mainland a few days.
Mrs. Ethel Winslow, son I eon
he is in high hopes of increas
Port Clayton. Canal Zone, Teachers, and the Consolidation Virginia Chapman. A piano solo
Mr. and Mrs. W. B Young and and daughter Evelyn and grandson vear
Mr
and
Mrs.
Wellington
ing the membersh p to a new high,
was
played
by
Paul
Hailigan.
Stage
October 2.
Bill. Ninety-five boys and girls
Weatherby and daughter, Helen son "Brad” went Sunday to Rock Robert spent the holiday with her to have more speakers and better
It is a large harbor and after five from 21 Maine secondary schools assistants were Meredith Shapiro, spent Thanksgiving in Vermont land
sister in Winthrop.
programs, more and better enter
days it looked good to us to see all attended, several of them toeing James Baum, and Richard Payson. with relatives.
Lavon Ames went to Rockland
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Genthner, tainments in the ccming year.
• ♦ ♦ *
the friendly lights.
veterans Other schools participatAlice Gorham and Mary Geyer Sunday, accompanied by Mr. and
Every person in Rockland, be
It's like Paradise, puts me in mind nig were Bangor H’gh, Bar Harbor,
Work done by the Commercial have gone to St. Petersburg. Fla., Mrs. Norris Young; Mr and Mrs. Jr., have moved into tlie Ralph tween
the ages of 18 and 100 should
Winchenbiugh house which they
of the mountains just outside of j Bridgton, Brunswick, Bucksport, Service dub for the past two jor the Winter,
Harold Bunker, son Vance; Gilbert
be a member of this club, remem
bought.
Mex co City, but much more tropi Clinton. Cony, Deering, Jay. John weeks includes Zhe typing of 30
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Smith Ames; Osmond Bunker, and Flor recently
Mrs. John Roy of Waldoboro bering that he will be cld some
cal and wild. We were around sev Bapst,
Lawrence,
.
, _
.
_ Morse,
.
. Old Or__ i n°tices to teachers, by Barbara have closed their home and are in ence Bearce
spent a day recently with Mrs. day The Club meets the first and
en hours going through the leeks chard Beach, Rockport. Strong, Fuller; items for The Courjer-Ga- Bath for the Winter
Leroy and Verna Philbrook have
th rd Thursday of each month at
which was very interesting.
WaJte^lllt’ and Wells High Schools zette. for Mr. Nute and for the* m,, and Mrs. (Harry Marsh and been visiting their grandmother, Herbert Waltz.
Grand
Army Hall, Limerock street.
■Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Eugley
and
When we landed in Balboa the 1 and Fryeburg and Lincoln Acade- Junlor iPromi Marilyn
175
Walter Qf Kitterv and daugh. Flora Philbrook for a few days. Da
Ralph Eugley. Jr., spent The public is cordially invited to
band and important officials greet mies. Richard Foster of Bar Har- cards for Rev Vaughn Overman, ter,“Mrs. EffieVne Merrill of Pruns- vid Phdtorook stayed with Ronnie Mrs.
attend our meetings and to learn
ed us. The WAGS had arrived and b°r was chosen as **<*ernor. from!
CcnnoUy; lists for Ear and wick were recent guests of Mr. and Ames during the absence of his Thanksgiving Day wi h Mr and of
our plan and our wonderful
Mrs.
Harold
McFarland
in
New
what a welcome! We marched I a field of seven candidates by se- , Bye tests. Philip Davis; two plays Mrs. John Munroe.
parents.
business sessions.
Harbor.
about five blocks to the beautiful cret ballot. The sessions were un for The Little Theatre Workshop, j Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bryant of
OL ver R. Hamlin,
Dinner guests Thanksgiving Day
barracks, like Grand Central Sta der the sponsorship of the So ial Joyce Wotton and Natalie Nash.
Bangor
were recent visitors m
Past
President
iRccklan'd Towns
tion.
at
the
home
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Wal

THORNDIKEVILLE
Studies Department of the M.T.A. The mimeographing included GOO
For one week we were under Mr#. Horace A. Hildreth spoke at attendance blanks for school, town.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Webster ter Kaler were, Mr. and Mrs. An end Club No. 1.
quarantine, then the fun began.
and son Richard of Portland visited drew Kaler and three children cf
Edith Dunbar and Stanley Leigh
We have been swamped with dances,, new bab es here before Christ- ton: 30 copies of the Ritual for perfect attendance for the first their parents, Mr. and Mrs John Medomak, Mrs. Jack Newbig and daughter Barbara were holiday
parties, dinners and entertainments Christmas. Thy come in bunches, Comrades of the Way,
quarter were Irene Barnes, Ruth Webster and Mr. and Mrs. Lark n three children of Friendship. Mr. gucs:s of Mr and Mis. Mayberry
Diane Bowley,
until we were about worn out.
Marilyn Cates, Ruth Dor Thorndike Sunday. Lewis Webster and Mrs. Eenjemin Kaler, Mr. and in Damariscotta
twins
and
triplets.
(But
I
love
my
Cameron
and
Jean
Young;
50
We went to work immediately work
man
Clifford
Harper, William Har- and son Jack of Somerville, Mass.. Mrs. Eddie McGrath and daughter, | Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Genthner
We were the only two copies of forms for Shop Math n,
after getting out of quarantine 1! WACS that
were guests
anri -urn ronipc rhnan- Christine Hurd. Mona Joyce, also visited his parents. Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Winchenbach and two <h Idren
volunteered
to
work
on
Louise
Connally;
went into the Bast le on the Hill, this ward. No other WACS wanted
Stanley
Leighton.
Donald
Marsh.
and
Walter
Kaler,
Jr
i
Thanksgiving
Day
of
Mr.
and Mrs.
Mrs.
Webster
recently.
as the beautiful black and white to, but it is a good deal. We go to of Home Economics forms for Margaret Packard, Esr’ene Perry,
Mr and Mrs. Charles Bidwell Arthur Poland of Gross Neck.
Clifford Richards has closed his
pS:
ss?
hospital is called. The whole in work in jeeps mornings and come
cottage and returned to h s home and two daughters of Ma^sachuside is black and white marble and home
Joyce
Wotton
-etts spent the holiday week-end
in Somerville, Mass.
nights
the
same
way.
Louise Connoliy.
tiles. Such facil ties I never saw.
with
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard B dwell.
Mrs
F.
V.
Ettlinger
and
son
Fred
We have been 58 miles out to a
Two of us. they call us Scotty and wonderful
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach
At a meeting of the Fifty Club, Ettlinger and Mrs. Floreftce Beck
beach
and
I
got
a
dread

Three shop courses are being giv held Friday, a play. “Annoying In ett have returned to Staten Island entertained at dinner Thanksgiving
Happy, work on the O. B. Ward. 1 ful sunburn. I am just getting
en
to the shop boys this year: terruption,” was given under the N. Y„ after spending a part of the Mr. and Mrs. W’lliam Little and
They are expecting around 160 over
it. We have beautiful coco
shop, automotive mechan direction of Joanne Gardner. Parts Summer here.
two children of Scuth Bristol, Mr.
nut palms along cur streets and all Machine
ics,
and
The boys were played by Jackie Grhpi,
Kenneth Knight and Miss El and Mrs.*George Poggs and son.
around the Barracks, We have spend 12 woodworking
on each course, Luani Gardi, George
IF YOU FEEL
Cassens, dred Cook are at Lincoln MdRae's and Eugene and James Winchen
heat closets for our clothes to keep therefore weeks
on
Monday
morning of Margaret Eagan, Norene Bartlett, in Rockland.
bach.
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles
them from mildew, it has rained
of tiny tubes or filters which help to purify the
this
week,
the
boys
who
had
been
Russell
Upham
of
Rockport
visitMr.
and
Mrs.
Clyde
Hilton
and
and
Joanne
Gardner.
Norene
Bart

almost every day since we landed
blood and keep you healthy. When they get
tired and don’t work right in the daytime,
but we are getting used to it. The taking automotive mechanics for lett played two trumjet solos and
many people have to get up nights. Frequent
sun shines plenty, too. and is plenty the first 12 weeks, moved into the accompanied Averie Eaton and
WITH A
I
or scanty passages with smarting and burning
W"':
hot It doesn't seem like November machine shop, etc. The course in Dorothy Christoffersen in a duet.
sometimes shows there is something wrong
• « • •
tv'?:
with your kidneys or bladder. Don’t neglect
in this hot climate. Over half of tin knocking which was given last
this condition and lose valuable, restful sleep.
us are being Init'ated into the year has been eliminated this
The Junior Prom proved a suc
•t
•••••
When dirorderof kidney function permits
year,
and
electronics
which
was
American Legion at Hotel Ligston
cess, with over $163 being taken in
Poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
taught
in
both
Senior
and
Junior
may also cause nagging backache, rheumatic
with the Governor of Panama and
at the door. The gym was artistic
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy,
a General and other high ranking High last year is taught only in ally decorated with green and pink
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches
8te»ih*
Junior High this year.
officers
as
guests.
The
V.F.W.
is
and
dizziness.
crepe
paper,
with
a
revolving
light
in l«se
* • * •
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
jiving us a dinner dance tomorrow
in the center, and bags of balloons
Pills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
At a meeting of the Frosh Club, and confetti were placed at each
night. We were on a sightseeing
by miUions for over 40 years. Doan’s give
Vapoti
tour of Old Panama the first Sun Friday, a play prepared by the end of the gym. The patrons and
happy relief and will help the 16 miles of
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
day we got here. New Panama is U. S Treasury Department to show patronesses were Principal and
your blood. Get Doan's Pills.
very modern Already we are get the evils of inflation, was given Mrs. Blaisdell, Supt. and Mrs.
/
ting acclimated and liking the with these characters: “Mr. Tom Lunt, Mr. and Mrs Farnsworth
place. I’m getting to cons.dering Stoner.” Mark Holt; “Mrs. ESnily and Mrs. Studley. Mr. and Mrs.
Notices of Appointment
hen a cold makes you feel
it as home for a long time.
I. Willis R Vinal. Register ot Pro
Stoner,’ h;s wife, Marjorie An- Farnsworth were ur.able to attend
all stuffed up, just melt a
bate for the County of Knox ln the
We have two monkeys and a drews; “Betty.” a sophomore in
State of Maine, hereby certify that in
spoonful of Vicks VapoRub in puppy in our barracks, and when we high school, Janice Webber; “Jo —Gloria Studley.
* * * *
the following estates the persons were
a bowl of boiling water. Then
went to Palm Beach the other Sun anne.” in the 6th grade, Dolores
appointed administrators. executors,
The annual Christmas faculty
enjoy the grand relief that
guardians and conservators and on the
day we saw a sloth trying to cross Surek; “Clinton.” an 8th grader, party is being panned, with these
dates hereinafter named:
comes as you breathe in the
the read, so we got out of the car John Blackman; “Gramma Stoner” committee chairmen: Decorating,
JOHN E. CRIE. late cf Crlehaven.
steaming medicated vapors,
and assisted him, pushing him w.th Noreen Bartlett; “Herb Winnory? Miss Gray; tree, Mr. Brown; endeceased
Oc ober 15 1944. Ralph I.
which penetrate to cold-con
poles. Then there are a lot cf a neigbor, Lloyd Wingate. Trum- tertainment. Mrs. Overman; re
Morse cf Be’fast was appointed Ad
gested upper breathing pas
ministrator,-d
tone t.a.. and qualified
honey bears that are always out at pet solos by Noreen Bartlett added feshments. Miss Hughes. The party
by filing bond on October 29. 1946
sages. soothe irritation, ease
night. Oh! I like the tropics.
to the program, which was arranged will be held on 'he evening of
JOSHUA G WENTWORTH, late of
coughing,
I work 12 hours straight every by Jean Merrill.
Appleton, deceased.
May 16. 1946
Dec. 11.
help clear
other day and six the other days,
Helen W Oushee cf Appleton was ap
stuffy head. w VapoRub
pointed executrix, and qualified by
w.th one whole day a week off. It
Thirteen members of Senior High
filing bond on October 29. 1946
is sure rugged but I love it.
Student Council attended
The Racking
MAYNARD S OXTON. Ute of Rock
I. B C.
Maine Association of Student
land. deceased. November 19. 1946
Elura
M Oxton of Rockland was ap
Council of Secondary Schools Con
pointed execu *rlx, without bond
Hacking
Coughs
vention in Waterville Saturday.
JESSIE M KALLOCH. Ute of Rock
After registration, a morning as
land. deceased.
Novemtoer 19. 1946,
Esther K Long of Newark. New Jer
sembly was held at which time From Colds
sey
was appointed
administratrix,
greetings from Waterville were ex
without bond. Charles T Smalley of
tended by Mavor H. C. Marden.
Rockland v.as appointed Agent ln
Maine.
and from the schools of Waterville Loosens 'Em In A Hurry
I.EONA M
HEMINGWAY, late of
by Supt Kermit S. Nickerson. The Satisfaction or Money Back
Rockland, deceased.
November 19.
speaker was Dcin Ernest C. Mar
1946 Ahy H Moody of Rockland was
//’ winter starting gets your goat
CHAINS
riner of Colby College. After lunch Sood old Bron-chu-line Emulsion Is a
appointed
administratrix.
without
Cough medicine not Just a sweet
bond.
four group meetings were held, •eal
ANTI-FREEZE
concoction that you’d give to a
JAMK L CUSHMAN, late of Friend
with Mary Sawyer of Rookland syrupy
Sunoco has the antidote.
?hlld. It's a medicine for grown-ups—

Tired Kidneys
Often Bring
Sleepless Nights

ChokedUp

W

VICKS

ARE YOU PREPARED

FOR COLD WEATHER DRIVING
BATTERY CHARGED

H’gh leading the discussion on » smooth. creamy creosoted emulsion
‘‘How would the students change ^suitT n^tnkes *St VAhXu™
the curriculum?” Pupils attending of the trouble—upper bronchial irrita-

CAR OR TRUCK WINTERIZED

GENUINE FORD PARTS
ACCESSORIES
WHITE SIDEWALL RIMS

tion. Don t waste time—get Bron-chuwere Barbara Lufkin, Joan Win- line
Emulsion—sold satisfaction - gua rchentoaugh. Mary Sawyer, Gayle anteed
or money hack
Rogers. Joyce Wotton.
Cynthia Goodnow’s Pharmacy, Comer Drug
Knowlton, Grace Thompson, Betty
Thomaston A®t.
Crozier. Marilyn Dudley, John
McDonald Drug Store

FOG LIGHTS
EXPERT SERVICE WORK

Blackman, Robert Van Flee, Cyn
thia Barbour, and Claire Brickley. Worry of
• • • •

Members of Room 19. Mrs. Sar
gent home room teacher, who had

COME TO TOUR

MERCURY—FORD—LINCOLN
HEADQUARTERS

IS EPILEPSY INHERITED?
WHAT CAUSES IT?

WALDOBORO GARAGE fO.
»’

WALDOBORO AND ROCKLAND
John H. Miller, Owner

A booklet containing the opinions of fa-

V

96-

moos doctors on this interesting subject
will too sent flttE, while they lost, to ony
reader writing to the Educational Division,
SM FifiJt
NcwYgrt N,Y„

No ifs or ands or baits If you'll
Just fill your tank with DYNAFUEL!

.

Slipping or Irritating?

Don't be embarroesed by loose false
teeth slipping, dropping or wabbling
when you eat, talk or laugh. Just
sprinkle a little FASTEETH on vour
plate6. This pleasant powder grves a
remarkable sense of added comfort
and security by holding plstt.es more
firmly No gummy, gooey, pasty taste
or feeling. It's alkaline (nan-acid). Oet
FASTEETH At Aliy dru$

tan g've
,

QUICKER

Superior Court

TO THE HONOR-ABI.E JVSTTCE OF
THE SUPERIOR COURT, next to be
held at Rockland within and for the
County of Knox on the second Tues
day of February. 15M7
Respectfully represents Laura C.
Gross cf South Thomaston ln the
County of Knox, that she was married
to Gilbert E. Gross at Alexandria. Vir
ginia. on the first day of July. l#43:
that subsequent to &ald marriage the
par les hereto lived together as hus
band and wife ln New York City until
the sAxth day of November, 1M3: that
your libellant has always conducted
herse’f towards her said husband as
a true, faithful and affectionate wife;
that her said husband being unmlnd
ful of his marriage vows and Obliga
tions utterly deserted her. that said
utter desertion has continued for
three consecutive years next prior to
the filing of this libel, that the resi
dence of the said Gilbert E. Gross Is
not known to your libellant and that
tt cannot be ascertained by the exer
cise of reasonable diligence.
WHEREFORE your petitioner prays
that the bonds of matrimony now ex
ts’lng between her and her said hus
band toe now dissolved by divorce upon
the ground above set forth and fur
ther that she be allowed to Tesuttie her
maiden name of Laura C Auld.
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this sev
enth day of November. 1946
LAURA C. GROSS.
STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ss.
November 7. 1946
Personally appeared before me the
above named Laura C Gross and made
oath that the foregoing Is true to the
best of her knowledge and belief

L. 8.

M-F-98

STUART C BURGESS
Notary Public.

STATE OF MAINE

(LS)

Clerk's Office. Superior Court.
In Vacation.
Rockland. November 21. A. D 1946
Upon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered.
That the Libellant give notice to said
Ollbert E Gross to appear before our
Superior Court to be holden at Rock
land within and for the County of
Knox on the Second Tuesday of Feb
ruary, A D. 1947. by publishing an at
tested eopy of said Libel and this
order thereon, three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
printed ln Rockland, in our County
of Knok. the last publication to toe
thirty days at least prior to said Sec
ond Tuesday of February next, that
he may there and then ln our said
court appear and show cause. If any
he have why the prayer of said Libel
lant should not be granted.
• FRANK A. TTRREL, JR .
Justice cf the Superior Court
A true cOpj' of the Libel and Order
of the Court thereon
Attest:
MILTON M GRIFFIN. Clerk
_______________________
______ 94 F-98

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested ln elthsx of
the estates herelnaf er named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land. ln and for the County of Knox,
on the nineteenth dav of November, ln
the year ef our Lord one thmiaand
nine hundred and forty-six and by
adjournment from day to day from
the nineteenth dav cf said November.
The following matters having been
presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated It Is hereby OR
DERED:
That notice thereof be given to ali
persons Interested, by causing a copy
of this order to 'be published three
weeks successively ln The CourierGazette. a new-paper published at
Rockland, tn said County, that they
mav anpear at a Probate Court to be
held at 9ald Rockland on the seven
teenth dav of December. A. D 1946,
at nine o'clock In the forenoon, and
be heard thereon If they see cause.
ALICE EMILY HANSOM, late of
Vinalhaven. deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof asking that
the saipf may be prov-’d and allowed,
and ‘hat Letters Testament#ry lscue
to Harold H Hanson cf vinalhaven,
he being the executor named therein,
without bond
ELIZA ALICE CONDON. late of
Friendship, deceased. Will and Peti
tion fcr Probate thereof, asking that
the some may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary Issue
to Ka*herlne Condon Foster of Friend
ship she being the executrix named
therein, without bond
EDGAR E CHAPMAN, la e of Rock
land. deceased- Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, a-king that the same
mav be proved and allowed and that
Letteri Testamentary Issue to Edwin
M. Hill of Newcastle, he being the
executor named therein without bond.
EOfTH W
NEWCOMBE late of
Brookline,
Massachusetts, deceased
Exemp’lfled copy of Will and Probate
thereof together with a petition for
prstoa'e of Foreign Will, asking that
the copy of said will may be allowed,
filed and recorded ln the Probate
Court of Knox County, and that Let
ters Testamentary Issue to George 6.
Newcombe of Brookline, Mass., with
out bond.

ULMER F SMITH. Ute of Barre.
Vermont. deceased
November
19.
1S46. Lutie T. Smith cf Barre, Ver
mont was appointed executrix, with
out bond
Harry Manser of Auburn
was appointed Agent in Maine

-AND rou SAVI UP TO 2C A CALION !

SUNOCO SERVICE STATION
RPCKUND, MAWS

of Warren, deceased
Pe ltlon for Adm'nistratton asking that Virgil F
Studley of Rockland, or some other
suitable person, bo ap pointed' Ad
ministrator. with bond.
ESTATE CORA E DEERING late of
Washington, deceased
Peltlon for
Administration asking that Prances S.
Nelson cf Bar Harbor, or some other
suitable person, be appointed admlnlstra‘r’x, without bond
ESTATE CHARLES T BURGESS late
of Union, deceased. Petlricn for Ad
ministration asking that John T. Bur
gess of Waldoboro, or some other suit
able person, be appointed administra
tor. without bond
ESTATE W. J. COAKLEY, late of
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Li
cense to rell certain real estate situ
abed In Rockland, and fully described
ln said petition, presented toy Alan
L
Bird and A. Walker Brewster.
Trustees.
ESTATE
JULIA
M
CHAPLES
MORSE, late of Appleton, deceased
First and Final Account pre-ented for
allowance by J. Asbury Pitman. Execu
tor
ESTATE JUDSON (A. ANDREWS, late
of Washington, deceased
First and
Final Acqpunt presented for allow
ance by Dfelfbert E Andrews Adminis
trator.
ESTATE ELLA G HATO. late of
Boston. Massachusetts, deceased. First
uni Final Account presented for al
lowance by George R Farnvun, Execu-

ter.

ESTATE ORRIS E HOLBROOK, late

of 8t. Qeorge

deceased

First and

Final Account p-esented for allow
ance by Etta E Holbrook. Executrix.
ESTATE HAROLD E JACKSON, late
of RockTand. deceased
First and
Final Account presented for allow
ance toy Helen S. Jackson, Executrix.

ESTATE WILLIAM M
TEAGUE
late of Warren, deceased. First and
Final Account Presented for allow
ance by Myra K Teague, Executrix.
EDNA « COOMBS, la e of Vinalha
ven. deceased
WIU and Petition for
Probate thereof aeklng that the same
be proved and allowed and that
le'ters
Te-tamentary
lavue
to

late of Union, deceased
First and
Final Account presented for allowance
by Sadie M Feyler. Administratrix.
ESTATE BERTHA R HANLEY, late
of South Thomaston, deceased. Peti
tion for' Administration asking that

Union, deceased
Petition for Admin
istration asking that
William S
Lothrop cf Rcckport. or seme other
suitable person, be appointed Admin

istrator. without bond
1946
ESTATE MARY K EATON, late of
Flr^t and Final
NANCY A. CRIE. Ute of Criehaven, Rockland, deceased
doeeooed. September 17, 1946 Ralph Aocount presented for allowance by
I. Morse of Belfast was appointed Ad Helen M Moran. Administratrix.
ministrator.
d.b n c.t>., and quali
WITNESS HARRY E. WILBUR. Bsfied by filing bond on November 19. ciulre. Judge cf Probate Court for
1943
|
KUox County. Rockland. Maine.
At est:
At test:

WILLIS R. VINAL, RegUter
W-F.W
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ESTATE SRMINA R RUSSELL late

ship, deceased
November 19. 1946 Wilbur F Coombs Jr , of Vinalhaven,
Theodore Cushman of Friendship was he being the executor named therein
appointed executor, and qualified by without bond.
filing bond on same date.
ESTATE FRANK M STDELTNOER.

MABELLE V. ATKINS, late of Rock
land. deceased.
November 19. 1946
Gertrude -6. DeVine ot Rookland snw
appointed odminlstratrlx. and quali
fied by filing bond on November 25,

STARTING

532 MAW STREET

STATE OF MAINE

Cnuntv of Knox, ss

LLEWELLYN E BURNS, late of Ethel H Godfrey of South Thomas
FTendshtp. deceased
November 19, ton. or some other suitable person, be
administratrix.
without
1946 Mary E Hopkins of Friendship appointed
was appointed executrix, and qualified bond
hy filing bond on November 25. 1946
ESTATE ADDIE F. RANKIN, late of
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Three Men Change

For the Miner

The

fXl tor of The Courier-Gazette:—

Maine scallop season

have Mr. Truman take the plant
of t e

AGO

cials Of Central Maine
Power Company
gets

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1921.

Speaking of recent personnel
in the Central Maine
Power
Company,
“The Exciter”
estimate that approximately 80 ■
boats will start harvesting the
Luc us E. Jones left the employ of
»3arce but succulent moltosks. The Nov. 4 Bob Hudson was trans- —
-• Thurston
----------- &
— Co.,
A. T.
to join the
take
f^red from Augusta to Rockland Central Maine staff
a
ion, the
Washington
and Wanr/vv '- 85. assistant
...................
rutr.n.
Eugene. y.nwr^l
7-year-old son of Wil
^unty
’JoaMs
^^Hh^nSfe^n^X
d^:on manager of
liam Brewster, suffered a fracture
bers of boats operating in Knox the Eastern Division. Born and of the left leg by the falling of a

In the trial of John L. Lewis the ' underway Sunday morning, and changes
Court seems to have uncovered the Sea and Shore Fisheries officials

.
joker in the anti-injunction law.
U this law is unworkable against
2rv^eraTmcorporatiOT to^Tf '
?ar\ for
an incorporation
to Oo
u
their
employes
go on strike,
is to

daughter—Carmine Elaine.
Rockland, Nov. 9, to Mr. and

the, New Areas Assigned To Offi-

Scallop Season Opens
Sunday Morning

On What Has Been Done

o\Pr in the

Cumberland and other waters.

hoist the Stars and Stripes.
Department officials State
George E. Torrey said his Sum
0Ut the operators of the plant on p j
L,n
comoaratlvelv htoh versity and special lighting schools
the pay roll of the Government, but itches are S eSectod
in Bo'ton where he also worked for mer
r, 81street residence to Dr. E. B.
ThC e^h1e°5Xe?aUtorst^P thT’S nt large due to the limi^ numbers 8 ,Jrm C* lighting engineers before Sllsby'
R. Norman Marsh. Civil War
work, h* S nH
known beds now producing along *>in^ Central Malne in
±..P0Ck“ What' 1 the"Ma"lne coast. Last year fisher- ber, 1935.
His first assignment veteran, died at the age of 00.
with the Company was as a light
Mrs. L. W. Fickett 'bought the
Thus the leaders of the New j
X
ing engineer in Rockland, where he J. G. Piper property on IRankin
Deal Party have found a way to
Coactal rXi'un fish in a hnc ui-t met and married Mary Bird of that street.
force involuntary servitude on the .
rtanCT?nsning nas
city in 1936 A. year later he wag
Davjd L McCarty was inst.aned
working men and women of the
VParQ ntrn
,ho Tnniii.ct-c named director of the lighting di- as grand knight of Limerock CounUnited States, and make them , £ J*8™ *«£
: vis °n and moved to Augusta. The cU, K. of C.
Ike it. And they have done this - ? P
' Hudsons and their two daughters
E. M. Shaw, former Baptist
while masquerading as friends of
^yrn^‘°,Us wifi five in Rocklan^ after the first clergyman, died suddenly, at the
labor.
i
fa^Pe;iobscot®ay »*ds-jof the coming year
age of 79.
Everyone seems to condemn John '
J“e
°r/™s
Nov. 12, Lloyd Benner became
E. M. Stubbs bought from RayL Lewis for allowing the miners to “y.1®
“ery> ™
d VIZ Erector of the newly created elcc- mond E. Jones, the Payson farm in
on strike. It will do no harm , ?F,ent®?
blo,loglca1!lJea^s
trical installation division of the : Hope.
•o look at the miners’ side of the
°r
"edsbas | commercial department at Augusta.
M ss Annie Flint bought the Flint
story. No one will deny that John ' T™
™ade- fording to offic- This postion has been created to homestead on Franklin street.
L Lewis knows mining from A to Z. i 1815 who believe that such negli- fwnish advice on the complexities
Charles M. Kalloch -was elected
He gained his know-ledge w-hile Senoe , or a natural resource was of
wiring regulations. Lloyd president of 'Rockland Chapter,.
pssed in overalls, a m, ner’s cap j tragic.
______ i_____________ js a ^atiVe of Thomaston and a Sons of the American Revolution.
|d lamp on his head, by toiling “
“ graduate cf the Rockland public
Eggs were selling at 70 cents a
and sweating in the dirt and grime family ever had when the miner school system, and the Rockland dozen
of a coal mine by working 10 hours , was crippled or taken away was a Commercial College. He
joined The Euperdreadnought
_.r____
Maryland,
a day for $160 a day. He knows I collection taken up by the xfl ners, the Company at Rockland in 1914 i “Wonder ’ Ship,” was at Rockland
that at many of the mines the op- iand other forms of charity
and has extensive experience in the
for builders’ acceptance trials,
crating Company owns the house in I
These things are embossed on field of inside wiring. In 1932 heJohn H. McGrath had the dis* hich the miner lives and for the brain of Mr. Lewis and can was transferred to Brunswick as tinction of attending all eight
which the miner pays high rent, never be erased and he has dedi- district superintendent. His wife, games cf the World Series between
The operating Company furnishes 1 cated his life to improving the con- tHe former Maryon Weston, is also the New York, Giants and New
the electric current that lights the , dition of the miner and his famliy. a native of Thomaston. The Ben- Ycrk Yankees. He had an ideal
house. For this the miner pays He is ask ng the operators of the ners are the parents of two chil- seat in the double-decked grandplenty. The company also fur- ’ mines to put another five cents for dren> and plan to live in Augusta ' stand.
nishes the fuel and for this the each ton of coal mined into the as soon as accommodations can be
Raymond Duff and W. O. Fuller
miner pays a good price.
1 miners’ insurance fund and that found
were winners in the golf sweepstakes
The company also owns and op- the miners be allowed to work 45Laton Jackson assumed the post
at theCountry Club,
fi ates the store at which the miner hours per week instead of the M -or ; of district superintendent of theCharles Wotton was
playing
must purchase most of his supplies ■ 58 hours that they now work. Also Brunswick district Nov. 12. Laton tackle on tlie Bowdoin varsity
ind the prices the miner must pay that thev receive the same pay was born in Bath and graduated football team.
would make a black market cp that they now receive if these I from Morse High School and from
The two-masted schooner Seth
erator blush and he knows that things were granted. The cost of I the University of Maine in the Wyman. Capt. R. H. Thorndike was
each time the miner gets a raise in producing a ton of coal would not class of 1922. He left a Pennsyl- wrecked on Baker s Island.
ids pay, all these things that he be increased more than 25 cents.
vania engineering firm in 1928 and
Mrs. Nancy Eells, 67, died in
a»ist buy from the c< al company
If our officials would spend as joined Central Maine as a division Rockport.
increase ln price.
J much time and money in an at- engineer, working out of various
Almon B. Davis, 79. died in Thom
He also knows that when the tempt to solve the miners' trouble, offices throughout the system until aston. He was in charge of the
miner puts his lunchbox with its ; as they are spend.ng in an attempt he was appointed assistant divi- State Prison 25 years,
cold lunch unde: his arm in the to break and destroy John L. Lewis, s on manager of the Eastern DiGeorge A. Simmons, Civil Wat
morn ng, puts his miners’ cap and there would not have been a min- vision. While at the University of ! veteran, 84. died in Thomaston,
lamp on his head and goes into ers’ strike and we would not have Maine. Laton not only roomed
Funeral services were held at
the mine, no one knows whether had this terrible and expensive in- with John Barnard for three years, Vinalhaven fcr Corporal Robert
he will return home on his own dustrial upheaval.
but he also met his wife, the for- Cassie, who died Overseas,
feet, on a stretcher or in a coffin.
Mr.
Lewis has accomplished mer Lois Mantor of Skowhegan,
Sanford Burton Comery of ThomHc knows men are carried out of much in improving the condition who was a student there.
The astqn was elected prinoipal of
the mines on stretchers every day cf the miner and his family and I Jacksons have two daughters, the Belmont i(Mass.) High School,
and on account of these great dan. am sure every henest member of eldest being a student at the
Elisha C. Calderwood, 86, died in
sers no insurance company w.ll in organized labor will stand behind [Chamberlain School in Boston. South Thcmaston.
him
James W. Mulloy.
They expect to move to Brunswick
A Village Improvement Associasure the life of a miner
lometime next year.
And until Mr. Lewis forced the
---------------—
tion was organized with Charles
mining companies to create a fund
A group of Norwegian skiers plan
Watts as chairman; Sidney O.
for miners' insurance and put five a tour of Canada this Winter. They
Weeds still in the garden in the Hurd, treasurer, and Eva Sleeper,
cents for each ten of coal mined will include Birger Ruud and Reidar Fall should be pulled at once and secretary.
into it, the only help a miner's Anderson.
, thrown on the compost pile.
’
Mrs. Maynard J. Lambert died

S

“The World 'Reviewed
^fash! Wire

News Editor Walter E.

Martelle scans a Chicago strike story coming in
on the teletype printer.

Here’s
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doesn’t make a newspaper. While this is being

set in type,
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and modern machinery in publishing a
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EgyptFred Wrad, 11, was seriously
wounded by the accidental dis
charge of a shotgun.
'Steamship Athletic’’ John L.
Donohue
commander,
opened
quarters in the YM.CjA. build
ing.
i
Scallop fishermen were receiving
$3 a gallon.
Donald Gregory thought it a
small world when he met Lieut.
Charles Kalloch in Archangel,
Russia. Their next meeting was
in Hayti.
Miss Adelaide C. Holmes was ap
pointed chief operator at the tele
phone office.
,
Peter Edwards of Clark Island
bought from Mrs Carrie Davis the
home at the comer of Limerock
and Oliver streets.

Earl C. Jones, 7. was struck by
an automobile and badSy injured.
W. P. McMullen opened a brass
foundry at the South End.
Major Walter H. Butler was

lOLBROOK. late
ted
First and
Ited for allow-

dits the story, right through to the actual
,
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Camden, Nov. 10. to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy French, a son
Rockland. Nov. 18. to Mr. and

were:
IRockland,

Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Delano and
S. John Delano of Friendship were
Robinson and Bernice G. Andrews, visitors Sunday at Melvin Genboth of St. George
thner's.
and
Bath. Nov. 14, Allen Rodney of
Nov.

12. (Frank

Mrs. Leroy D. Perry, a son.
Rockland. Nov. 13, to Mr
axvc
Mrs..Leroy C- Knowlton, a daugh- Cape Giradeau. M0 ( and Mrs. Alice

ter
Rockland. Nov. 13. to Mr. and

Mrs.

Francisco

daughter.

Samprone — a

Mr.

and Mrs.

Irvine Genthner

and daughter and son of West
Kellar of Rockland.
Waldoboro spent
Thanksgiving
Vinalhaven, Nov. 16. Wendell L. with their daughter, Mrs. Arthur
Smith and Leola Bradstreet.
Poland.
Vinalhaven. Nov. 17, Edward
• Winfield Haverner of the village
MacDonald and Josephine Clark.
was a caller Wednesday at Melvin

Thomaston, Nov. 24. Lowell prj^ay .with her daughter, Mrs
Mrs. Willis T. Snowden, son—El
to Leslie Brown.
Young of Thomaston and Thelma QPOrg€ Winchenbach at the village.
wood.
Herbert Pendleton. 46. died sud
• * ♦ *
York of Port Clyde.
Mrs John 8imnions is ill.
denly in Warren.
Camden, Nov. 24. Harry Thurlow
The marriages for this period
Mrs. Benjamin Geele, Miss Eliza
• # • •
of Camden and Bertha Wild, for beth Geele, Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
were:
The following births were re
and daughter, Esther were visitors
Rockland, Oct. 31, John T. Dun merly of (England.
Rockport. Nov. 24, Adelbert L Tuesday in Damariscotta.
corded :
ham, of Lewiston and Emma F
Corson of Prospect and Jessie C.
Cushing, Oct. 13, to Mr. and Mrs. Libby of Rockland.
Mrs. Matilda Eugley recently
Albert V. Orff, a son—Kendall.
Providence. Sept. 3, Frederick W Page of Rockport.
visited
her daughter, Mrs. Villa
New York. Nov. 25 Kenneth E. Morse
the yiU
Rockport, Oct. 16. to Mr. and Powers and Mrs Hazel M. Foss
Mrs. Alvenus Cross, a son—Edwin both of Rockland.
. Mendel and Polly P. Wood.
.
Carleton.
Rockland, Nov. 3—Frederick H.
Brewer. Nov. 26. Neil B. Packard
ORFF’S CORNER
Thomaston, Oct. 21, to Mr. anw Cates and Miss Ella T. Comitis.
and Gladys T French, both of
Horaoe Smith of Greenwich.
Mrs. Arthur B. Dinsmore, a daugh
Easton. Oct- 26, Samuel H. Ol- Rockland,
ter—Barbara Elaine.
* * * *
Conn., formerly of this place, was
son of Cushing and Mary I. Mc
The following births were re- | overnight guest last Friday of Mr.
Union, Oct. 19, to Mr. and Mrs. Loud of Easton.
Ray Gould, a daughter—Martha
_____________
__________
‘ ‘
and Mrs.
Harry Creamer and
Bangor. Nov. 5, Rudolph
I. Chase corded:
Louise.
of Bangor and Mrs. Sadie E. Leach • Rockland. Nov. 13. to Mr. and called on friends here.
Mrs. Leroy D. Perry, a son.
Rockport. Oet. 24, to Mr. and Mrs. of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Davis and
Van Russell, a son.
Rockland. Nov. 13, to Mr. and daughters. Carmen and Betty of
Corinna, Oct. 29, Irvin Jones of
Swan's Island, Oct. 23. to Mr. and Newport and Georgia M. Ripley of Mrs. Leroy C Knowlton, a daugh- , Dutch Neck and Charles Cooltoroth
Mrs. Alvah Smith, a daughter.
ter.
and ormand Cooltoroth of Tenants
Union
Worcester, Mass., Oct. 2, to Mr.
Hope, Nov. 9, to Mr. and Mrs., Harbor were visitors Sunday at
Rockiand, NoV. 0 William O.
Earl Norwood, a daughter—Justine.:
and
Albert Elwell's
and Mrs. James L. Curtis, a son— Mank and Gertrude J. Hart.
James.
Deer Isle, Nov. —, to Mr. and
cahriri L. Bragg and Thomas
Rockland. Nov. 12, Frank 6. Rob
Portland. Oct. 34. to Mr. and inson and Bernice G. Andrews, Mrs. Willis T Snowden, a son
Bragg have returned from a busiElwood.
Mrs. Edwin K. Boggs, a daughter— both of St. George.
—
iness trip to Chicago.
Rockland Nov. 16, to Mr. and
Virginia Alden.
♦ » • *
Russell Orff has returned from
Rockland, Oct. 28. to Mr. and
Miles Memorial Hospital after a
George Whitney Edgerton. 86, Mrs. P. M. Tibbetts, a daughter
Mrs. Putnam P. Bicknell, a son----- died in Thomaston.
Athlene Pearl.
few dayS’ treatment for a knee inSeattle- Wash., Nov 14. to Mr. jury
William Knowlton.
Fire damaged the residence of
and Mrs. Edward O. Gregory, forMrs
Leninon who was
Rockland, Oct. 28, to Mr. and Charles Burkett in Thomaston.
Mrs. John H. Brubaker, a son—
Holly M. Bean, well known Cam merly of Glen Cove, a son Rich- sgriougjy, m at the home of her
John Henry, Jr.
daughter, Mrs. Bruno Rissanen, is
den Shipbuilder, and trotting horse ard Edward.
Rockville, Nov. 18, to Mr. and improving.
Rocklaitd, Oct. 18, to Mr. and owner, died at the age of 86.
a daughter
Mrs. Arthur W. Beverage of North
George Strachan was elected Mrs.
r, Vesper
, Hall,
WT
Mr.Mr and
Harold
Holbrook
Rockport.
Nov.10, to Mr- jind I and
RndMrs.
Mrj. 0}if
ton gimmons
Haven, a son—Arthur W.
master of Moses Webster Lodge,
son
—
Earl
Mrs. Isaac Upham.
Rockland, Oct. 21. to Mr. and FAM. at Vinalhaven.
of Bath were recent guests of Mr.
Mrs. Wallace E. Spear, a daughter—
and Mrs Clyde Borneman.
W C. Wellman bought the Frederick.
—Helen Jesaline.
Mrs Alton Proek has returned
buildings owned by the M. F. Tay rrJlo?k'poit" S°\7« t0
Rockland. Oct. 22, to Mr. and lor estate in South Hope
Charles E. Hendrix, a daughter
from MUes Memorial Hospital with
Mrs. Wilfred Rogers, a son.
Austenia W. Hall, 57, died in Thelma Alice
her infant daughter who has been
Southboro, Mass., Nov 19. to Mr. named
Camden, Oct. 26, to Mr. and Mrs Vinalhaven.
Mary Lou
William Carr, a daughter.
Dr. Mildred Tuttle, osteopathic and Mrs- Harr>' W YounS’ a
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson
* • • •
physician opened an office in Can- He^rty „„„ „ „ Mr
and daughters Jean and Gloria,
The marriages for this period
and Faylene Engstrom were holiF.' O. Clark and son sold their Eldm
Rhodes^a
were;
W^=
’ n‘ovdauehter
“LT Mr and1
^"0
Rockland, Oct. 12, Llewellyn R. grocery and market in Camden to
in. Sangerville.
Mrs.
Austin
G.
Miller,
a
son.
Kellar of Rockland and Winfield Arthur E Colson of Searsport.
Sunset, Nov. —. to Mr. and Mrs.
a iz
V. Jordan of South Bristol.
Henry L. Russell, 57, died in
Sargent Bray, a daughter.
MEDOMAK
Thomaston, Oct. 15. Fred Cope Warren.
Rockland. Nov. 23 to Mr- and
Mr and Mrs K w
end
land Davis and Miss Irene A. Moore.
Mrs. Leonice Demmons 64, died
Mrs.
J.
A.
Clough,
a
son
—
'William
family
spent
Thanksgiving
with
Jefferson. Oct. 12, Ormand Hop in Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hilton in Broad
kins of Jefferson and Miss Cynthia
Roy C. Handley of Camden was Austin.
Rockport, Nov. 27, to Mr. and Coye
Elwell of Tenant’s Harbor.
nom nated for secretary of the Au
Mrs. Irvin Cain, a son—^Robert Ed
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Little passed
Rockland. Oct. 17, John Chisholm burn Y.M.C.A
ward.
of Rockland and Regina M. Sanseveral days recently with their
♦ ♦ • •
fey cf Thomaston.
in Boothbay.
Mrs. Elizabeth E. Spearin. 56,
Mrs William E. Vinal. 99. died in .son
Razorville, Oct. 15. James E. Hom died
Mr and Mrs. Andrew Kaler and
at
the
home
of
her
brother.
Thomaston.
of Newton. Mass., and Grace Peas- Herbert C. Clark.
children were guests Thanksgiving
Mrs JoseDh H Wimrin died at *
B-Hall of Camden went i
f hig parents, Mr. and (Mrs.
lee of Jefferson.
h.r hnni^arnad
S
l°
HaW8llftn Island* aS hV~ W
oH.f Volpr
p.I Waldoboro
Friendship, Oct. 16, Linwocd her
Walter
Kaler in W
West
Waldoboro.
home on Broad stieet, aged 69 diaulic engineer for the govern- J Mrs. Katie
Cook of Port Clyde and Ella Sim
Eugley
of Waldoboro
Amateur roller polo was flourish ment.
mons cf Friendship.
passed Saturday with her sister,
ing In the League were the Polar
Mrs. Lucy Marshall. 72. died in Mrs. Amy Willey
Rockland, Oct. 22. Cecil L. Pen Bears. Knox Electrics, Texaco
dleton and Gladys F. Gilkey, both Stars, Snowbirds and Limerock Thomaston.
Mrs. Oren McLain and daughter
Mrs. Lorinda Smith, 77. died at Addie
of Islesboro.'
were recent Rockland visit
Tigers.
Vinalhaven.
Thcmaston, Oct. 24. Maynard
ors.
Rev. C. H. B. Seliger delivered the
Lyford Young fell 12 feet from a
Brazier and An^a McQuarrie.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Teele and
at the Elks memorial.
ladder at Owl's Head, spraining his
North Haven, Oct. 22, Frank oration
i
daughter
of Port Clyde tvisited
Rev. John M. Ratcliff delivered right ankle badly.
»
Sampson and Orilla Ladd.
the sermon at the Union ThanksOsborne T. Sumner, 59. died in Thursday with her parents, Mt.
Cambridge. Riass., Oct. 22, Ralph giving service.
Thomaston.
, and Mr®,7’eele .
H. Wight of Rockland and Marjorie
Early risers witnessed a brilliant
Bovnton's drug store in CamMrs Be5116 Collamore is visiting
B. Kent of Swan’s Island.
shcot ng star.
den was burglarized, $140 being i friends in New York and Boston
Razorville. Oct. 20, Robert Esancy
Cotton snowballs announced the i stoien.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Falino has
of Appleton and Arlene Simmons engagement of Prof. C. Wilbert
____________
j been at the home of his parents in
cf Union.
Snow and Miss L. Jeannette SimDick Talbot, Extension dairyman South Boston on a visit,
♦ • ♦ *
mons.
at the University of Maine, sugMr. and Mrs^ James Murphy of
A. R. Havener was elected presi
The local football season opened gests breeding cows between Nov Friendship were recent guests at
dent cf the Rockland Veteran
CoUamore’s.
F remen’s Association. A S. Niles with a score of Rockland High 28, 22 and Feb. 22. They will then be Frank
Mrs. Nathan Thompson and chil
7.
freshening from Sept. 1 to Dec. 1.
was elected foreman of the hand- Thomaston
Camden High School won the Wben milk is most needed and is dren of Friendship visited her par
tub.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Oren McLain,
Knox
Ccunty football champion- rhi„hest in Drice
Supcrdreadnaught Maryland had ship, defeating
Rockland High 6 htghest ln prlceL
its trials on the Rockland course. to 0. The winning touchdown was

The City Council voted in fa
vor of a new lighting system for
Main street.

M
CHAPLB8
leton. deceased
it presented for
Pitman, Bxecu-

serf
ted

GROSS NECK

Mrs. Eldora Gross, with Mr. and
Joseph Tavis. a daughter.
Chapin Class netted $410 from Mrs.
William Winchenbach
of
Portland, Oct. 21, to Mr. and the musical comedy, “Springtime." Dutch Neck spent Thanksgiving
• • • a
Mrs. Rae L. Newton, a daughter—
with Mr. and Mrs Maynard Win
The marriages for this period chenbach in Friendship.
Norma Gregory.

John J. Perry was appointed to made by Snowdeal. Members of
the consular service in Alexandria, the championship team were Han

editing and headline preparation. But one story

that Virgil F.
or some other
appolaitedi Ad-

in Razorville.
The Vinalhaven High School Or
chestra was organized with Mrs.
Albra. Vinal Smith as director.
Lawson B. Odbb. 82, died in

Simeon Rubier bought the Averill
Mts. house on the Old County road.

Hope, Nov. 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Norwood, a daughter—Justine
Thomaston.
Rockland, Nov. 23. Hilton E. Qenthner's.
Simmons
; raided in Prctidence Rhode Island,, tombstone at the Head of the Bay.
Frank J. Blood sold one of his
Ames
and Doris M. Rokes
Mrs Melvin Genthner visited last
Deer
Isle,
Nov.
—
to
Mr.
and
attended Northeastern Unihouses on Maple street, Camden,

RUS6ELL. late
‘ ition for Ad-

slker
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distribution, it takes skill and experience to
produce your Portland Papers.

Lieutenant-Colonel

in the Maine Coast Artillery Corps.
F M. Blackington was building
a reservoir at Crescent Beach.
• • • •
The following births were re
corded ;
Rockland, Oct. 27. to Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Buck, a son—Chester
Fred.
Rcckiand, Nov 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence A. Barnard:, a son.
Rockport, Oct. —, to Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Andrews, a son.
iRockland, Oct. 27, to Mr. and
Mrs Roble Jackson, a son.
Unity, Oct. 27. to Mr. and Mrs.
James P. Elwell, a son—‘Robert
Cline.
Rockland, Oct. 25, to Mr .and
Mrs. A. W McLellan, a daughter—
Ruth.
Waldcboro. Oct. —, to Mr. and
Mrs. Millard Creamer, a son.
Searsmont, Oct. 26, to Mr. and
Mrs Helard Linscott, a son.
Rockland, Nov. 4. to Mr. and
Mrs. T. W. McKay of Camden, a
daughter.
Union, Oct. —, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clatlon Bean, a daughter—Mar

son, McCobb, Bowers, Callahan,
Joy, Warren Thurston. Bean, Cal
derwood. Dodge Snowdeal. Com
posing the Rockland team were C.
Record. Baum, Massalin. Aylward,
Crockett, Flanagan. O. Record.
Reed. Titus, Lord. Mealey, Sleeper
and Black.
Mrs. Nettie E. Kenniston bought
the Charles L. Smith house on
South street.
Miss Doris Black was a member
of the Wheaton College hockey
team.
Miss Maude Hupper fell on the
ice. breaking an arm.

A house on Broadway, owned by
O. E. Robinson and occupied by
Ellsworth Waltz, was practically
ruined by fire.
Frank L. Clark succeeded E. A.
Champney as manager of the West
ern Union telegraph office.
Mrs. Eliza Hatch. 87, died at the
home of her son, Otis M. Hatch in
Portland.
Mrs Charles M. Harrington, 60,
died at her home on Summer street.

THE FAMOUS

SUPER-HUSK I
and

HUSKI GARDENER
W’ITH ATTACHMENTS
ALSO
the

“GARDEN AID”

who demand the best in appointments--service and cuisine.
IFritr frr Booklet eitd Kafw

PALM BEACH HOTEL
PALM BEACH, PLOBIDA
JAMES J. FARWELL Mgr.

AND

with

DIRT PLOW and HARROW

AND

SNOW PLOW
Complete $310

“Launderall”
THE FULLY AUTOMATIC
HOME LAUNDRY

12 CUBIC FEET

1314 CUBIC FEET
20 CUBIC FEET

FREEZER CHESTS
6—HOLE—6

Ice Cream Cabinet
ALSO

Dry Beverage Cooler
AND

International Harvester
MILK COOLERS

ALSO

.. YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR

international Harvester Tractors and Farm Machinery

EQUIPMENT

Jtaeph.

Tenartt's Harbor, Nov. —, to Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Smalley, a

private solarium. This distinguished hotel caters to guests

IRONS
RECORD PLAYERS
RADIOS
HEATERS
“Sil vertrol” Outboard
Motors
Kitchenaid Food Mixer

"BOLENS”

Owls Head, Nov. 3, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Bray, a son—Harold

Carmel, Oct 30. to Mr. and Mrs
Moody Bickford, a son.

delight in leisurely hours on sun-drenched beaches or in our

JUST WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR!!!
NOW AVAILABLE
Home and Farm
GARDEN
ELECTRIC
TRACTORS
Freeze Chests
VACUUM CLEANERS

garet

Rockland, Nov. 6, to Mr. and
Mrs. W iliam H. Weed, a son—Wil
liam H.

injoy youi favorite sport at its best...

JOHN H. MILLER, Owner

TEL. 1288-M

PARK ST., ROCKLAND

TEL. 1288-M

96-P-10C
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The Sales Tax .

IS PROUD OF HER DOG

A Talented Daughter

Famous House Going

And Mrs. Claude Hinds Owes
It To Her Rockland Parents
and Grandparents

Voters Should Stamp Heels Buxton Residence In Warren
On This Shy lock Business
Is Being Moved To
Says Averill
Newcastle

A publication wJl known to New
Jerseyites as Oranges and Mont
clair,” contains in the November
issue the following article about
Mrs. Claude E. Hinas, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Louis E. Shaw, for
merly of Rockland.
• * • •
The average woman endowed
vith husband, home, and family is
too effectively caught in the do
mestic mesh to consider many o;her
^nativities
An occasional brdge
game wth the club, an even more
occasional shopping and theatre
spree in New York are the usual
frills to the routine.
Mrs Claude E. Hinds of 47 Curtis
Place, Short Hills, has apparently
never been informed of these uni
versal strictures on a womans
time. A dabbler in the arts, she is
a past president of the Millburn
and Short Hills Arts Center—an
energetic and enthusiastic group
that should have more community
prototypes—and was an active perfcon indeed before her marriage.
She was christened Wynne Shaw
in Rockland, Maine, one of a long
line of Mainers on both sides. And
the artistic bent was ready-made
on the rock-bound coast
Her
grandmother was an accomplished,
if private, pianist, and her greatuncle was Williafn Partridge Burpee
the painter.
Her family moved to East Orange
•while she was still in grammar
School and she graduated from
East Orange High School. After
graduation, she sampled one of su
burban life's greatest ills—commut ng—while she attended Par
son's School of Pine and Applied
Arts in New York. Painting and
interior decoration each took their
share of her attention. She served
u, one-year apprenticeship in an
interior decorating studio in New
York and then turned to Europe,
where she studied painting in Por
tugal i nd traveled unvigh Spain
ana Ficnce.
Upon her return she took the job
of stylist in w.ndow display at Bam
berger's for four years and contin
ued to spend her Summers in Eu
rope. -By then photography had
become a fascinating hobby, and
she wandered around the continent
snapp.ng pictures. After her four
years with Bamberger’s windows,
she moved into the interior decorat
ing department of the same store,
working up model rooms and houses
for public display.
One evening, home from work,
she met Claude Hinds at a bridge
party in East Orange, and they be
gan to uncover a series of mutual
interests He also was a full-blooded
Mainer, and had spent his child
hood in Rockland with Wynne none
the wiser Their only major point
of divergency was professional He
was not an artist., either fine or ap
plied, but an eng.neer with the
American Telephone and Tele
graph Company. They married,
and lived in East Orange for a year
or so, moving to .Short Hills six
years ago.
Delighted with the informal com
munal atmosphere of their town,
they live in a charming home com
fortably and tastefully furnished
with the art of the interior decorat
or ln the family. They have one
son, Robert, who is seven and at
tending the third grade classes at
Buxton County Day School. The
pride of his parents’ existence.
Bobbie is clever for his years and at
the age of three and one-half had
an interest in electricity that had
him toddling to neighbors’ houses
in a quest for broken cords and
plugs that received their repair at
his hands. His creative ab lity,
which all children have in some de
gree, is probably greater than
most.
The Hinds hadn't been in Short
Hills long before the young Arts
Center attracted Wynne's interested
attention. Now in its seventh year,
the organization was formed by a
group of artists in the Wyoming
section who started it as a kind of
social clearing house for creative
ideas Perhaps 34, they included
Van Deering Perrine, Stanley Turnbull, Ruth Matthews and Lute
Pease.
Prom these more or less profes
sional beginnings, it has grown into
a community affair of 200 mem
bers. professional and amateur
alike. The title ’“Arts Center ’ is
properly plural. Lovers of music,
the dance photography, are as wel
come as those who sketch and
paint. Mrs. Hinds was the second
president, and the third. E. Dayton
Jones, former recreat.onal director
of the community, is now in charge.
Some of their activities have be
come almost traditional. The Vil
lage Festival, now three years old,
is based on the old New England
custom of exhibiting community
work. Held in Taylor Park in Millburn, it is a spring display of art

Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
A sales tax is being proposed for
Maine citiea A sales tax is a heavy
tax on the poor taxpayer and a
light assessment on the wealthy
taxpayer. The’sponsors of the sales
tax do not admit this. They say
that the wealthy buyer who buys
10 t mes as much taxable goods as
the poor buyer, pays 10 times as
much tax which is a fair proposi
tion. But those who offer this ar
gument lorget that the poor buyer
spends all of his Income for tax
able goods and accordingly pays
a sales tax on his entire income
while the wealthy buyer may spend
only one-tenth of his income on
taxable goods and pay a sales tax
on only one-tenth of his income.
■An example will show who pays
the great bulk of the sales tax.
Suppose KXXl workers earn and
spend $1000 each during the year.
Each worker and his family will
eat three meals each day (if they
have good luck) and all of them
will eat 3000 meals each day. If
each worker has two pair of shoes,
all will have 2000 pairs. If each
worker consumes six tons of coal
a year, all will consume 6000 tons
of coal.
On the other hand, a multi-mil
lionaire who has an income of
$1,000,000, has an income which is
equal to the income of the 1000
workers
But he will eaX only
three meals a day and pay a sales
sales tax on three meals while the
workers will pay a tax on 3000
meals. The millionaire will like
wise pay a tax on two or more
shoes while the workers pay on
2000 pa r. He may pay a tax on
30 tons of coal to heat his great
mansion but tne workers will pay a
tax on 6000 .tons of coal to heat
their shacks.
Let the rate of the sales tax be

Judy Campbell, 13. daughter of test on Swift s Dog Meal, the pup
Mr and Mrs. Leonard Campbell of was awarded to Judy, whose father
Rockland was on hand at <the ar is a Swift salesman. The Rock
land office had the highest sale
rival of the 11 a. m. train a few volume on the product in New
mornings ago to meet a very special , England for the contest.
friend of hers, in the form of a
Judy is shown as manager Gill
lively wire-haired terrier which : Gray of Swift’s presented her with
was to be hers just as soon as he the pup which will be registered as
was out of the crate.
"Judith's Paid ner” whch has a
Won by the iRockland office of family tree of nine Grand ChampSwift & Co. in a national sales con 1 pions to five up to.

From The Exciter
Lots Of Interesting Gossip
About the Busy Central
Mainers
In the first eight months of 1946
the n ne-man Rockland Service De
partment completed a total of
3210 service calls and covered 17,96©
miles in doing so. With their three
trucks Carroll Merrills crew serv
iced Rockland, Camden. Waldoboro,
Friendsh p, Jefferson, St. George,
Tenant’s Harbor, Clark Island.
Owl’s Head Spruce Head, Thom| aston, Warren, Hope, Union, Lib' erty. Washington, Searsmont, Lin
colnville, and Rockport, a large
area, indeed.
At the same time, this group de
livered all major appliances which
1 were sold, and installed a large
number of commercial units. Ln a
period when severe shortages not
only created difficulties in obtain
ing repa r parts for appliances, but
also produced manpower and auto
motive problems, the Rockland
Service Department performed an
outstanding job
They have loaned motors, re
frigerators, condensing units and
have invented many ingenious de
vices and repairs to keep customers
satisfied. In fact, where it was
impossible to do anything else, they
have even hauled ice to keep a fam
ily's food from spoiling until re
pairs could be made on their re
frigerator. in return, the Service
Department has received countless
expressions of appreciation from
customers who have benefited from
their skill and ingenuity.
The value of their service to the
company is readily apparent. Not
only have they done fine public relat ons work in providing excellent
customer service, but they also
have placed thousands of kilowatt
hours back on line in the short
est possible time.
Vacations the past month have
included many of the Rockland
personnel. L. E. Jones with his
wife and son, Ed. took a motor trpi
to Virginia; Carroll Merrill and
Lawrence Leach and Clark Staples
of the Service Department have
been on vacations Ray McFarland
has been hunting and camping
with son Bruce; Percy Williams
took time out to paint his house;
George Doak and Alton Poster
activities from the schools and
artists of the area
The Millburn Musicale sponsored
by the group is a concert of local
musicians. The money collected
goes into scholarships for promis
ing talent. The last winner was
Donald Nold, a Millburn boy who is
now studying at Juilliard.
“Night in Bohemia,” last year’s
communal attempt to ‘have fun
with art.' was started by Mrs. Hinds
and may be rev.sed slightly this
year. It is an evening of profes
sional demonstration on the stage
by professionals and dabbling in the
pit by amateurs. Tables are set up
for dabblers in everything from
finger painting to Christmas card
designing, and professionals offer
their assistance where needed. Tn s
activity, like all the aetvities of
the Center, was created in hope of
hr nging art from its professional
pedestal to a community basis.
Serving the Center is thus not only
indulging a fascinating1, pastime,
but promoting a fine ideal’

CHOOSE WISELY!

BEAUTY CULTURE
A Dignified, Fascinating
Profession open to you!
There is a demand for operators and hairdressers. Fall
classes are now forming. Phone or write for details. If possible,
make a personal call, to see for yourself the attention we give
each student, the attractive, newly equipped beauty salon school
where classes are held.

APPROVED SCHOOL FOR VETERANS

Central School Of Hairdressing and
Beauty Culture
89 CAPITOL ST.,

AUGUSTA, ME.,

TEL. 961 -J

Evelyn M. Bai tier, Dir.

64-F-tf

have been on vacations. Tom
Lawson and a friend motored to
Virginia for two weeks. He re
ported the mountains through that
section very beautiful at this time
of the year. Beulah Ames spent
several days in Boston; G. Carl
Cassens was another Boston visi
tor; Doris Sylvester spent part of
one week harvesting her garden.
Home service director EleanorMary Dougherty spent the week of
Oct. 21 in Hartford, Conn., attend
ing a school of instruction. ‘Honey’’
reported a very busy, but instruc
tive week. She also reports a real
treat and thrill in her return trip
which was by plane—her first
flight by air—and she vows that
is the way she will travel from nowon when possible
We welcome Ed Conley as as
sistant store manager in

'Rock

The Dr. Benjamin F. Buxton
house, and stable on Buxton Hill,
in the village, is being razed for
John Throckmorton, engineer of
the Petro Chemical Company of
New York. After oeing razed,
carefully marked, the house will
be restored to its orignal form, so
fas as is possible, and placed on a
site about a ntile and one half
from Newcastle, on the River road
to Boothbay Harbor.
Added to the house in its new
location, will of course toe a mod
ern heating plant, and other con
veniences, which it now lacks, for
the comfort of the Throckmorton
family, which will occupy it Sum
mers, and finally will make it
their year 'round home,
Mr.
Fraser expects it to be completed
in its new location some time next
Fall.
The stable has 'been completely
taken down and will toe set up in
Newcastle immediately to house
the parts of the dwelling, which
next will be taken down. Four
men constitute the crew in War
ren, and three in Newcastle, so
far. Men of the Warren crew will
work inside the house during the
Winter months, to remove all in
side finish, as chair rails, base
boards, fireplaces. Part of the fin
ish shows marks of the marks of
being hand planed, , the old fash
ioned way. The staircase, circular
spiral type, has hand carving and
is very beautiful, as is the doorway,
which has over it. a huge fan of
glass, a cap that is carved, and the

1
I
, chrc.tion is in the public interest; and marketing.
I that if we are to be assured of plenty, -The Agricultural Research and
we cannot avoid occasional sur Marketing Act passed by Congress
An Abstract Of His Annual pluses; and that we must make use last July may prove to be one of
of the surpluses In a manner to pre •‘the most constructive p.eces of
Address Before the Na
vent their destroying their pro legislation ever passed as an aid to
tional Organization
ducers through diverting them to meeting the farm problem," lie said.
Research into food distribution
The abundance of farm produc inferior uses.”
has untola possibilities for better
Goss
reviewed
both
the
interna

tion which contributed so greatly to tional and domestic proposals for service with substantial savings for
the winning of the war must not meeting the problem of agricultural producers and consumers alike, Goss
be allowed to impoverish its pro surpluses. Tn the international field said. It, however, should go beyond
ducers in peacetime, Albert S. Goss, he said both the Food and Agricul the physical handling of the crop
Master of the National Grange, told ture Organization of the United and include a study of economic
the 80th annual session of America’s Nations and the international Fed forces which have so frequently
oldest farm organization in Port eration of Agricultural Producers, permitted a small surplus to drive
land, Oregon.
organized last spring in London, the whole price structure to un
Goss cutlined to delegates from have recognized the problem of im conscionable levels, he said.
(To be continued*
36 states representing more than pending surpluses.
“Both recognize." he said, “that
750,000 farm members a broad pro
Would-be buyers of farms have
gram for maintaining world peace, the world needs all we can produce
stabilizing the national economy, and both deplore the possibility af received much help from reading
and providing a scund post-war pro reducing production as a means sf Maine Extension Bulletin 326,
gram of balanced abundance that defending the fanner against ruin “Choosing and Buying a Maine
would protect consumers against ously low prices Both recognize the Farm.” It’s yours for the asking
shortages and farmers against need for stabilizing prices so that from your county agent.
the producer of the abundance
ruinous prices.
Pepper is the leading item in the
‘‘Weather permitting, it is prob which the world needs will not be
able that the American farmer will destroyed by the abundance dis spice trade of the East Indies.
continue to raise crops in approxi tributed through an uneconomic
mately tlie present volume,” Goss marketing system.
“Both recognize that basically this
said. “When the rest of the world
returns to normal conditions this problem of surplus foodstuffs should
will present a most serious problem.*’ be met at the international level.
This huge production of food, Should this be accomplished we will
feed and. fibers — now one-third have solved the most difficult portion
above pre-war averages-if wisely of our farm problem, one which kept
used can become a boon to mankind the American farmer in a state ap
rather than a curse to its producers, proaching bankruptcy for 20 years."
Goss said the proposal by Sir
Goss added
We must increase
consumption rather than reduce John Orr, Director General of FAO,
for creation of a World Food Board
production, he said.
“For 20 years prior to 1940 the with powers to buy when prices are
problem of food surplus was such low, and sell when they are high, When your cold bring* on a nasty trouble
that not once did farai prices reach needs further study to make it some bronchial rough, spend 45 cents at an>
drug store (or a bottle of BUCKLEY’S
parity. Now, we find ourselves fac practicable.
MIX TURf —triple acting —to
“If any such plan can be made to I CANADIOL
relieve coughing fast.
Take a teaspoonful
ing the same farm problem we have
work
in
a
practical
manner,
”
he
said
and
hold
on
tongue a moment, then
faced for 25 years, aggravated by
swallow slowly and feel its powerful, pungent
the extremely high production de
action spread through the throat, head and
bromhial
tubes
BUCKLEY'S MIXIUMi
veloped during the war and the
sets promptly to help loosen up thick, Sticky
extremely lew purchasing power of
phlegm—soothe irritated throat membranes

Grange Master Goss

Don’t Neglect
A Bronchial
Cough Due
To A Cold
it

usual sidelights . Practically every those nations who would ordinarily of nations working together to solve
room has a fireplace, and even the be the logical customers for our problems which have heretofore led
to great distress, strife and even to
marble facing will be taken over, surpluses,” Gcss said.

He declared that despite the price
as well as the granite blocks of the
supports guaranteed on most farm
underpinning.
The house has a most interest commodities for twe years after of
ing history, which makes it one of ficial end of the war, unless we re
3%. Then each woricer would pay the outstanding places historically duce production or find some practi.
a tax of $30 each year or $30,000 In 'Warren, having been built in cal means for marketing our sur
for all of them. -(The workers 1790 for a Mr McLellan. Jeffer pluses before those two years ex
would spend their Income and pay son Davis slept. In the middle pire “agriculture will suffer a severe
a tax on it). If the millionaire 18QO’s, in the northeastern bed deflation.’’
should pay the tax on his entire room on the second floor, while The issue, he said, is the same as
income he would pay a tax of visiting Dr. Benjamin F Buxton, it has been for years; “Shall
$30,000, which is just equal to th© second owner of the house, and American agriculture be a selftax on the 1000 workers. Now, as Mrs? Throckmorton has in her supporting industry with fair living

war."
Although American food con
sumption this year has been 12 per
cent above the pre-war average.
Goss said, there is need for still

and

the

ease hard toughing spells.

Most all Canada knows BUCKLEY’S—folks
who live up North where a rough mixture
' has got to do s real |ob. keep BUCKLEY’S
; handy
So try it the very next time a cold
results in a wrecking, stubborn cough—find
out for yourself |«ist how good it is for
i roughs due to colds
Get BUCKLEY’S
( ANADIOI.
MIX I I IRI — made
in
ths
U S A. — rOI) A Y — at all drug stores.

Corner Dru£ Store, C. II. Moor,
Goodnow’s Pharmacy
keeping consumer purchasing power
high and for improved production | Thomaston Agent, McDonald's Drug
more Sf means can be found for

HOW TO ©WjgSf
from the IfedYrw^

President Roosevelt during the war, possession, that bed, a fine four standards, or will it have to be
subsidized or forced to the pleasant
poster of the pineapple type.

called for the highest incomes to be
reduced to $25,000, he considered
that such an amount would cover
the necessary expenses of the
richest household.
v
So it will be a fair estimate to
assume that $30000 will cover the
living expenses of our multi-mil
lionaire. This $30,000 then, which
is only 3 percent of his income, is
what he spends for goods that are
subject to a sales tax Accordingly
he pays a sales tax on 3; percent of
his income, while the WOO workers
pay a sales tax on 3 pecoent of his
income while the 1009 workers pay
a sales tax on 100 percent of their
income. The 1000 workers pay
------• i $30,000 out of their .
000 in
Maine’s Lobster Catch For come while the millionaire pays
$900 out of his $1000,000; income.
1946 Likely To Show
The workers pay 33 1»8» times as
much
sales tax as the millionaire.
That Reduction
The people have thrown this
iA decrease of about 1,000,000 sales tax gold, brick out of the leg
pounds in Maine's lobster catch for islative window several times. Now
1946 as compared with the 1945 they should stamp their heel on
total of 19,129,000 pounds is indicated this Shylock, pound-of-flesh busi
by department of Sea >and Shore ness so hard that it will never come
Fisheries figures released bv statisti to Lfe again; $30 out of the work
cians Lewis Cates and D. Arthur ers’ income is two tons of coal out
of the bin, two month’s rent out of
McKown.
The total catch as of the end of the pay envelope, or milk out of
September reached 12,446,889 pounds the baby's bottle. Suppose they
and the average price to the fisher just hang on to that, cut out all
men for the first nine months of sales taxes, and clamp down a 90
.3777 cents was slightly under the percent income tax on the $1000,000
194S of .3962 cents per pound. The income of the millionaire. The
figures further indicated that total State will lose $30,000 worth of milk
value and poundage of all species out of the baby’s bottle but to m£ke
would equal the 1945 totals of 199,- up for it, they will get $800-000 out
of the trough of the millionaire
000,000 pounds and $13,611,000.
Roseftsh landings have shown a hog. That will be 30 times the
decided gain with a total of 33,006.- coal, house-rent and milk saved for
000 pounds for the first nine months the people who work for their
as against the 1945 total ot 27,000,- money. Also the tycoon will have
000 pounds. The catches brought $100,000 left to keep him out of
$1,369,477 to the fishermen. Cod, the almshouse.
If the tax “experts" who were
haddock, hake and otheT groundfish
have shown large gains.
imported into our legislature to put
The value of clams is up more over this job did not come direct
than cne half million dollars to from the cffice of the National As
$1,280,000 although production is sociation of Manufactures and; the
slightly less than for the same period U S. Chamber of Commerce, then
last (year.
they smoke the same brand of
The return of schools of shad cigars at the same club banquets
has put an additional $30,000 into and drink to each other's health
the pockets of fishermen and 300,000 at the same cocktail lounge. There
pounds of seafoods on the market. are some 4 percent of the monopolyDuiing September fishermen corporations who own 85 percent
landed 20.966.000 pounds of seafood of the national wealth. They are
valued at $1,617,000. Lobsters, clams, the people to pay the taxes. They
herring and rosefish were the largest are try. ng to unload on the people.
items.
A. E. Averill.
land.
own representative Irving Rich
of Union is gaining rapidly in
health, looks fine, and will soon
be back on the job again.
Harold Colbeth, Jr., has recently
started with the meter department.
Carroll W. Keene has been work
ing in our territory for some time,
and he has been doing a wonder
ful job. Carroll is also Grand
Master of the State of Maine in
the Masonic bodies, an honor which
speaks for itself.
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Adding color to the atmosphere living standards of much of the rest
Complete privacy. Friends,
of the fine old place, was its sec of the world?"
To get a loan, Jufc- d- this:
relatives or employer aren't
ond owner. Dr. Buxton, who prac Goss saw three major approaches
1.
Visit
or
phone
asked embarrassing questions.
ticed the med'cal profession in this to the surplus problem. These he
Give us a few facts so we
Loans S25 to $250 or more
outlined
as
follows;
town, for nearly a half century,
cun fit your monthly pay
“1. Let nature take its course, with
ments to" your budget.
48 years to be exact, between 1828,
surpluses
forcing
low
’
er
prices
which
3.
When application is OK’d,
and to his death in 1876. Son of
stop in, sign and get cash.
Dr. Edmund Buxton, he was very will in turn retard production. Fol
FINANCE CO.
You get a loan on your signa
such a course led to the col
active in the establishment of the lowing
ture, furniture or auto. Smaller 407 Ma-n St., 2nd FI. Tel. J133
lapse
following
World
War
I.
Maine General Hospital, Portland,
monthly payments—up to 13*
Open 1 to 5 P M.
Sat. Closed
“2. Reduce production by acreage
mos. to repay.
for at that time, he was appointed
Monthly
charges
2
‘
2
'',
O
n balance
•Certain loans, for purchase of ”reover $150; 3', on $150 or less.
by the. Maine Medical Association controls to prevent surpluses. This
atik'ted
”
articles
limited
to
li
mos.
leads to regimented economy of
Small Loan Statute Lie. 35,
to solicit funds for the hospital.
In the Civil War, Dr. Benjamin scarcity hard to defend.
•
ifM Vl$ ’ •
“3. Recognize that plentiful proBuxton was appointed surgeon of
the 5tn Regiment of Maine Infan
try, and was taken prisoner at Bull
Run,’However, he was well treated
by rebel authorities, as it turned
out, and many believed that it was
through the friendship with Jef
ferson Davis, that this happened.
r Following his capture, he assist
ed w'ith the care of their wounded,
and ,.was released' or exchanged.
He resigned in January, 1863. He
was active politically, also, and in
1801, was Representative of the
town. He was an ardent supporter
of the Democratic party, and the
story goes, that a suitor of one of
his daughters, coming one night to
seriously talk matrimony,
was
turned away at the door for the
young lady and her father had dis
covered the young man was a Re
publican.
Dr. Buxton earned a fine repu
tation as doctor, and was recog
nized as one of the most success
ful surgeons in the State.
He seemed to have time for other
matters outside his profession, al
so, for Eaton’s Annals of Wairen
sets out in 1846, the fact that Dr.
Buxton supervised in that year,
the rebuilding of the eastern abut
ment of the village bridge, which
was made of rock slate, blasted
from the cliff on the eastern end
of the bridge.
Following the medical tradition,
Dr. BuXton died while starting out
at noon, Oct. 8, 1876, to visit a
sick child, suffering his third
paralytic stroke. Very fond of
horses, it was his favorite span of
horses which drew the toier to its
last resting place
The mansion has not been oc
cupied since 1927, vacant since the
death that year of his youngest
surviving daughter, Inez, who was
The sting of the Mexican “Du
Paul Vineyard is the only reins- in her 90’s.
It was owned for a
rango scorpion'* often is fatal to man to have driven two pacers in few years by Mr. and Mrs. Charles
children,
to the two minute list in one day. Simmons, and a few years later
sold to Mr. Throckmorton, who had
planned to move it a number of
Copr. 1916. Esso Ir»<^
years ago.
It is of interest that Dr. and
Mrs. Buxton were parents of three
daughters, Alice, who married
George Wyllie of Oyster River,
Warren; Josephine and Inez, who
remained unmarried, and one son,
Clifford, who was a civil engineer,
following graduation
from the
Van Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti
Its name is Atlas ... and it’s a name to remember as
For safer winter driving
tute. of Troy, N. Y. He was civil
tires
become
more
plentiful.
It
’
«
a
first-rate,
qualify
engineer at the. Ume the Knoxget your Atlas Tires now!
Lincoln Railroad bed was laid out
tire in every way. Behind it are sales of over 26
between Rockland and Bath.
V' Extra toughness for extra wear
million Atlas Tires. And behind it stands Esso Mar
The fine antique furnishings of
mJ
•
keters’ reputation for quality products.
the house, including a secretary
V' Wide, deep safety-grip tread
desk, a parlor suite, and dishes, are
Especially important with winter driving ahead—
in'the possession of Mr. and Mrs.
V' Performance road-proved over 16 years
Phillip Simmons, with the excep
the Atlas tread is designed to give special safety
tion of the four-poster bed. in
grip on the road. Throughout, this tire is built to
Which Jefferson Davis once slept.
V' Broad, written tire-life warranty
give
you service.
Originally built in the shape of a
T. with the top of the T facing East
' On-the spot service by 33,000 dealers
With it goes a written warranty of satisfaction
Main street additions were made on
OUR FIFTIETH YEAR FINDS US IN THI
that’s good on the spot at over 33,000 dealers in the
each side of the T, to make addi
0 Backed by ESSO, a name you can
MIDST OF A HUGE PROGRAM OF MODERN
tional
room
to
the
hoqse.
with
five
depend on
U. S. and Canada.
IZATION. ENJOY THESE SMART NEW
big rooms, and pantry; also bath
ROOMS NEXT TIME YOU VISIT BOSTON.
When you need new
room on the third floor, four bed
NOTE: If your dealer does nol have
Cofer SAo>
CAcn Xm>
rooms in the main house upstairs
tires, see your Esso
the size ATLAS Tire you need, place
rrshrareef Exclude wrw’x Aer
and four in the ell, built 75 years
your order now for future delivery.
Dealer and get Atlas.
Surrey Room
ago.

3.

By A Million Pounds

As near as

your Esso Dealer..

ONE OF THE WORU/S GREAT TIRES!
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Before rushing into the poultry
business, youd be wise to read
Maine
Extension Bulletin
328,
“So You Want to Own a Chicken
Farm.’ Then you’ll know the pros
and con*. Ask your county agent

for one.

i

£sso
DEALER

The Sign of
"Happy Motoring*

You’ll be glad you did!

•‘IT’S THE TIRE THAT MAKIS
GOOD ON THE ROAD!**

COLONIAL BEACON OIL COMPANY

